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DEAR READERS

Is it just us or does it seem to get hotter
each year? The air-con is working flat out
right now, both in our office and our
homes and with electricity prices soaring,
the next bills are going to be a shock! If
you have elderly or infirm neighbours
close by, especially if they’re living alone,
please find time to check on them. It’s
extremely important for everyone to
‘up’ their intake of water at this time of
year and many just don’t realise how
crucial that is to stop dehydration. Please
remember to take extra care with your
pets too – yes, we say this every year, but
if you can’t bear the back of your hand
on the pavement for a few seconds, your
dog’s paws certainly won’t be able to bear
it either. Apart from the discomfort, you
could well incur a vet’s bill to pay for
treatment for burns on their poor paws.
With Summer comes that great buzz of
‘holiday atmosphere’. You may have
family or friends visiting and there’s
always a great feeling of excitement in
the air; the sight of children playing and
laughing, the sound of entertainment on
the paseos and the smell of wonderful
food drifting from restaurants. This
is the first year since Covid that travel
restrictions are eased and I’m sure we’re
all hoping that the travel chaos we’ve seen
recently will have eased by the time you
are reading this and you will be able to
spend your time with loved ones enjoying
the beautiful area we are surrounded by.
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There are some amazing ideas in this
month’s issue to make the most of
Summer and being “out and about” so
you won’t have to think too hard how
to entertain any potential family visiting.
Many of the Town Halls offer free activities
including walking tours, yoga, pilates and
Zumba classes, as well as fiestas, music
concerts and lots of things for little ones.
Check out our “What’s On/What’s on for
Kiddies” as well as the South, South East
and North West Murcia News pages.
There’s no ‘holiday’ at this time for
many of our advertisers and they will be
working hard to recover from the last few
years we’ve all been through, so please
show your support for as many of these
hard working local businesses as you can.
We welcome our new advertisers this
month and welcome back others that
have had a short break…..
Arivic
Boston Bistro
Camposol Property Sales
Caser Residencial
Luz Solar
Ozeane Safe Drinking Water
The Forge
Until next month, stay safe and enjoy
your Summer. From all of us at the Costa
Cálida Chronicle.

THANK YOU
TO OUR
CONTRIBUTORS
Adrian & Dawn Leyland Bridge –
History Snippets
Andy Hurrell – Bitcoin/Disease
Management
Ashlí Miréla - Aromatherapy
Corinne/The Beauty
Corinne’s Column

Palace

-

George Mitchell – Never a Dull
Moment
Jane Cronin – Learning Spanish
Martin O’Hanlon – Birding in
Murcia
Norma Harris - Norma’s Rail Trip
Rainbow Satellites – TV News
Sara Millbank – Ma Millbank
Shaun Matthews
Explorers

–

Camposol

Think Spain – Who Spain’s firsttime homebuyers are/Plants
That Cool Your House Down
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www.costacalidachronicle.com
www.costacalidachronicle.com/
articles-main/costa-calida-chronicleblog/
Our office address is:
Calle Jara,
Camposol B,
Mazarrón,
Murcia 30875
FIND US INSIDE ANOTHER WORLD
PROPERTIES ON CAMPOSOL B.
Office Opening hours:
Tuesday 10am-2pm
Wednesday 1.30pm-5.30pm
Thursday 10am-12pm (by appointment
only)
Payments can also be made in our office
on
Monday-Friday 10am - 4pm
If you would like to place an advertisement
or write an article to be included in the
Costa Cálida Chronicle, then please send it
to us costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
To our advertisers.
If you have sent an email to the CCC and
NOT received any acknowledgement then
you can assume that we have not received
it.
In line with our customer service policy we
always reply to every email even if it is just
a short note to say “got it”.

Costa Calida Chronicle

Price List - All Prices are excluding IVA
Full Page

Half Page

Size of advert

19cm wide
26,5 cm high

x 19cm wide
13,1cm high

Full Colour

250,00€

135,00€

Quarter Page

x 9,3cm wide
13,1cm high

85,00€

Medium

Small

Business Card

x 12,6cm wide x 6,25cm wide x 9,3cm wide
8,7cm high or 8,7cm high
5cm high
6,25 wide x 17,5
cm high
75,00€

45,00€

x

40,00€

To advertise with us contact Sales on 619 199 407 or email us on costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
DISCLAIMER
Whilst the CCC are happy to accept monthly reports from the various organizations in the area, the articles printed are not necessarily
the opinions of the editor or publisher and the contents should be viewed as a guideline only. Professional advice should be sought
to cover any information printed therein. Advertisements and reports are not formally endorsed by the CCC. We cannot accept
responsibility for advertisers’ works, service or goods. The publishers endeavour to ensure the contents are correct, but cannot accept
responsibility for the effects of errors or omissions.
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For regular readers a quick catch up on
last month’s personal info. The knee is still
pain free (acupuncture, for me, amazing)
and our electric billing choice working
well. It’s good to use any appliance when
wanted and not have to think about ‘cheap
rate’ times. I am writing this in mid July
with the extreme heat wave and A/C on at
7pm – we would not have done that under
cheaper rate scheme as this would be peak
charge time.
All is well at the Rainbow house - our
four dogs sleep all day in the heat
and then want to play all night – we
really must get into the Spanish
way – morning work, afternoon
siesta and play at night – but
it’s just not in our northern
European culture.
Rainbow’s charity
–
Friends
of
Mazarrón Animals
– is still helping any
animal in need in the
area. Any animal that
comes into our care we will
eventually find a home for,
but it is the time from taking it
into our care to getting them that
home which is always the problem.
Could you foster? We always get told
“I couldn’t foster because I couldn’t let
them go”. Well that is understandable, but
you could let them go to a checked new
home with perfect new owners – then you
could help another on its way to its new
life. Yes it’s hard letting them go, but I do
it with the knowledge that they’re going to
an excellent home and the next is on its
way to me to start its new journey.
Please consider fostering.
TV NEWS
We are well into the summer satellite
signals that are at least 20% lower than
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the winter signals as the hot air attenuates
the signals. If you are on satellite system
you will probably have lost at least some
channels especially if you have the smaller
dishes. There simply is no magic answer;
wait until autumn/winter when the signals
should come back, get a bigger dish (really
not recommended as system has a limited
life), or go the future of TV route – internet
TV.

There are many ways to watch internet
TV – from the free to the very expensive
IPTV systems. Rainbow do not deal with
the free options any more, simply because
they are unreliable and often require
a computer geek to operate them, but
also there is no need to go to the very
expensive. Rainbow’s IPTV system is
professionally managed 24/7 and gives a
vast array of TV channels, box sets, films
and catch up TV at a very competitive
price – no we are not the cheapest, nor the

most expensive - but we are the best for
reliability and service! For IPTV customer
service we are open 9am-9pm, 7 days a
week. We don’t think any other provider
offers that service. We hope you do not
want to contact us, but the service is there!
If you’ve never tried IPTV on your internet
supply, or previously had a really bad
experience (there are lots of those around)
then let Rainbow Satellites give you a
free no-obligation home demonstration
and a loan box for a week so that you
can fully test and assess the system.
If you don’t want it at the end of the
week then we just come and take
it away – no hard sell. However,
it is the future and one day
soon you will have to go this
route to watch UK TV in
Spain. Satellite UK TV
will close down within
a few years. Contact
us for more information.
If you are buying your first
home down here in southern
Spain, contact us for UK TV
options. Yes we know you have
not purchased your dream property
to watch UK TV, but it is important
to many. Winters are long, chilly and
dark at 5pm and you’ll want some home
entertainment and that will be UK TV.
Rainbow have been here 23 years and we
really do know residents requirements!
That’s it for August - another edition in
September 2022.
This article is sponsored by RAINBOW
SATELLITES SL - the company for all your
TV needs in the Murcia region of Spain.
Contact us for free friendly advice on any
TV issue. You can also find us (and like us!)
on Facebook.
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If you are an existing customer and you have some Business News that you would like to
share with our readers then why not email it to us to be included on our Business News page.
Please keep your news to about 100 words and send us an email by 15th of the month,
to costacalidachronicle@gmail.com with Business News in the subject box.
Andrea’s Animal Rescue are still
looking for someone (or a couple) to
help look after our gorgeous long-eared
fur babies. Accommodation is provided,
as is electric, water and internet.
A knowledge of equines is preferable
and so is a car, but not essential. If
you love donkeys as much as we do and
feel that this is for you then please call
Andrea on 690 906 565

We are looking for a Sales Representative
in the Murcia area. Our product is the
leading brand in its field. With past
records showing high sales and due to
high demand, we’re looking for someone
to cover the whole of the Murcia region.
The product sells itself, but we need
someone who is enthusiastic and who
can connect with clients?
For more information please email
ozeanesafedrinkingwater@gmail.
com

Boston Bistro, newly opened Bar/
Restaurant on the “strip” in Rio Nalon,
Los Alcazares. Come and enjoy some
fantastic International cuisine and
relax in this lovely, friendly restaurant.
The steaks, burgers, fish, pasta and
everything else are out of this world and
very affordable.
We’re open every day: Mon- Thu 4pm
– late and Fri-Sun 12pm – late. Daily
early bird menu between 5pm-8pm, 3
courses for only 14,95€
604 428 041 or 604 428 252

ARIVIC
is
dedicated
to
the
manufacturing and sale of security
safes, electrical and mechanical contact
locks, both of the highest standards.
ARIVIC offer you products for equipping
buildings, homes, linear transport, etc.
The best quality backed by years of
experience and continuous innovation
in the sector to meet the needs of the
market.
We specialise in camouflaged safes,
whether embedded in floors or walls. We
also make custom-made safes, fully
approved and certified
968 631 262

Workking, an Eco Home Improvement
Company, helps you save money by
installing high quality solar systems and
thermal insulation.
Thermal insulation keeps your house
cool in the summer and warm in the
winter plus it has a high acoustic rating
as well. We also specialise in central
heating systems and kitchen and
bathroom renovations.
For a no obligation quote or just more
information call 658 302 689

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Luzsolar is a company that mainly
installs solar panels.
We
cover
full
installations
and
maintenance of solar panels, electricity
and telecommunications. We can
provide you with a full guarantee and
with grants from the government.
Please call or WhatsApp us for more
information on 618 783 709

Costa Cálida Chronicle Sales 619 199 407
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5 FACTS ABOUT ENCLOSING PATIOS OR
TERRACES YOU DIDNT EXPECT IN SPAIN
Patios and semi-open porches are very
popular in Spain and are traditional
Mediterranean architecture as they
introduce cold breezes into the property
and provide shaded areas. The traditional
living style is based on intense use of the
outer spaces due to the excellent weather,
which explains why our properties tend
to be small compared to other Northern
countries, where instead of patios,
porches, conservatories and sun terraces
are predominant. Under this mindset, it is
common for international property owners
in Spain to enclose patios, semi-opened
porches, terraces, pergolas etc, without
a proper major licence. Often there is
no problem until it’s time to sell. At this
point, lawyers freeze the sale, and either
the extension needs to be demolished
or legalised, or the purchasers pull out,
alarmed by the illegal extensions.
Yes, in the Spanish system, these light
enclosures require a major licence, and
reasons are:
*

They increase the size of the
property: covering a patio or glazing
a terrace adds new metreage,
even if done within the footprint,
transforming exterior space or semiexterior to interior space.

*

It increases the number of the
premises: Number of rooms and
new uses are incorporated into the
property.

*

It affects the description of the

escrituras (title deeds): They imply
that the escrituras and the rest
of the property’s legal paperwork
become discrepant to the reality,
raising legal issues.
*

*

It affects habitable conditions,
ventilation and light: According to
Spanish rules, almost all rooms
must be ventilated and have direct
access to natural light. Enclosures
commonly cut off the unlimited
natural light and ventilation, making
the affected premises illegal.
In any given extension, its material is
disregarded by Spanish authorities,
which will only focus on the
added volume: The fact that these
enclosures are done with a simple
glazing or light materials such as
aluminium or plastic is disregarded
by Spanish authorities that only
care about the size increase and the
impact to habitation regulations.

What are the consequences of having these
enclosures carried out without a proper
licence?
Done without a proper licence they will be
subject to a fine and demolition/legalisation
order if detected by the Spanish authorities.
The cost of the fines will vary between town
halls, size of the extension etc, but can
easily be over 300€ per sqm. (eg a fine for a
10sqm shed can easily reach 3,000€). It also
affects the selling process.
For the above reason and if not detected by
the authorities, they will devalue the price
of the property if it is being marketed or will
become a bump in the marketing process.

How to fix it if you have installed these
kinds of installations?
By obtaining a retrospective licence
from any qualified Spanish Architect, the
unlicensed extension can’t be objected to
by any authority, regardless of any future
law changes.
The Conditions to Obtain a Retrospective
Licence are:
* In Murcia, to obtain a Retrospective
Licence, extensions must be at least
4 years old.
*

In Almeria, the building work needs
to be over 6 years old.

*

In Alicante, the building work needs
to have been completed before
August 2010.

No Retrospective Licences can be issued
for extensions that have already received a
fine or demolition order.
Currently the process for obtaining
a Retrospective Licence is straightforward.
Once confirmed, Martinez de la Casa
Architects will arrange an appointment
to survey the pool/extension requiring
only your NIE and current Title-Deeds.
Afterwards, the Retrospective Licence is
stamped by the Official College of Architects
or Notarised and delivered within 10
working days (guaranteed).  
The price of a Pool Retrospective Licence
(Certificate of Antiquity) is 229€ IVA incl.
and for Extensions such as glazings,
coverages, sheds, workshops or any other
extensions is 326€ IVA incl. (All extensions
in the property included).
Martinez de la Casa Architects is the
Number One company for Building
Certification, including Energy Performance
Certificates (121€ IVA incl) and Habitation/
Occupation Licences and Retrospective
Licences.
For all enquiries or to arrange an
appointment, please call 665 810 411
(English) or visit www.martinezdelacasa.
com to see an impressive list of over 300
testimonials.
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In June, Stefan, a young student from Glasgow
University, arrived at Cavalli Foundation to do
his EMS placement, observing the work of our
Equine Specialists. He left, taking with him, an
assorted baggage of knowledge not usually
found on the normal University curriculum.
Most of the
time he was
with Vero, his
tutor during
the stay and
with
whom
he learnt the
day to day
running
of
the ranch. He
spent some
time
with
our
Equine
podiatrist and
he was also
enthralled by
our Vet who
specializes in
Early Learning Therapy Session.psd
acupuncture
and Chinese
medicine to treat horses. As far as keeping the
horses in good physical condition, he learnt
to lunge and the technique of long reining in
addition to learning about equine nutrition and
how to feed.

Do you remember many years ago the image
of a guy walking the streets with a placard or a
sandwich board with this message?
Well with the summer heat really upon us
right now, it seems to get hotter every year.
Global warming is becoming a reality and the
forecasters want to tell us that it will get warmer

Time flies! It seems like yesterday since we
started the early intervention project thanks to
the donation received from Go Mad - Making a
Difference, a project that has just finished with
excellent results.
A
very
special pupil
of
Cavalli
Foundation,
Enzo,
has
started
his
own project.
As part of
his
therapy
with animals
“socializing
to socialize”,
he has been
very involved
in socializing
the kittens, so
they have a
better chance
of
being
adopted.

Vero with the architects.psd

Enzo socializing Brownie, with Bimba
and Luna in the background.psd

As for the terrain destined to be the new
Cavalli Ranch, we have been working on the
distribution of the animals facilities, making
them as organic and respecting the structure
of the land as much as possible. Just finishing

still in the years
to come. Add to
this the political
upheaval
in
countries
such
as Sri Lanka and
the awful war
in Ukraine, it
is little wonder
people feel doom
and gloom is
all around us.
People will tell
you the end is
coming, but Jesus
said in Matthew
24 verses 6-8
“
You will hear of wars and rumours of wars,
but see to it that you are not alarmed. Such
things must happen, but the end is still to come.
Nation will rise against nation and kingdom
against kingdom. There will be famines and
earthquakes in various places. All these are the
beginning of birth pains.”
The end will come, but in God’s timing not ours.
When will it come? Jesus’ last words to his
followers in Acts 1:7; He said to them: “It is not
for you to know the times or dates the Father
has set by His own authority.”
It seems almost certain we are living in the
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the last details and we will be ready to apply
for building licenses - all very exciting!

For information about our activities keep your
eyes on our website www.cavallifoundation.
org, on our FB page and Instagram or you can
Whatsapp, email or call us.
If you’d like, you can donate to Cavalli
Foundation via bank transfer ES26 1491
0001 2720 5929 3726
Swift code TRIOESMMXXX.
Visit our web or FB page and press on the
“donate” button for Paypal or make a telephone
donation via Bizum 636172198.
Please contact us if you would like to be a
Cavalli Foundation volunteer. We and all the
animals would be very grateful for your help
and generosity.

end times and Jesus will return again soon, but
rather than concern ourselves over when that
date might be, we should be more concerned
about preparing ourselves for his return. As
good citizens, it is our responsibility to care
for this amazing planet that God has given
us as a home. It is our responsibility to help
those distressed by war and political upheaval,
but more so, it is our responsibility to prepare
ourselves for Jesus’ coming again.
If Jesus were to walk into your house just now,
would you be prepared to meet Him? It may
not be a question that we want to contemplate,
but is one that we would be foolish to ignore.
Whether in our life time or many years down the
road, Jesus will return and we will need to face
the question. There is no more solid ground to
stand on than the surety of faith in Jesus.
The prophet Isaiah said “Do not fear or be
shaken! There is no other rock of shelter; I know
not one.”
No matter what happens in our lives, be it the
effects of extreme temperature or wars and
political unrest, there is no more solid ground
to stand on than the name of Jesus.
Why not come and learn more? We meet every
Sunday 11am at the event room above Trevi
Bar, Camposol B. You will be very welcome.
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Stand Out From The Crowd
Make your house stand out from
others with beautiful coloured
glass in your windows. The
coloured film comes in a wide
variety of colours including
blue, red, purple, green, pink and
for a more stunning look, gold,
silver and bronze. This tint can
be applied to all windows, doors
and conservatories to give you
that extra privacy as people will
not be able to see into your home,
but you will still be able to see out.
This of course also helps to deter
burglars. As extra security, having
the tint applied to your windows
means that if for some reason an
accident occurs, the application
will hold the glass together to avoid it shattering.
The tint is applied to the window to stop up to

When looking upon the sky at night this month,
you’ll see a star streaking across the sky from the
north-west, that’s most likely a shooting star.
And not just a regular shooting star. A Perseid
meteor shower shooting star no less!

your home will stay light
and bright. The tint will also
keep the warmth in from the
heating in your home during
Winter and more importantly
at this time of the year it will
keep your rooms cooler.
Colour Glass Window
Tint is run by Glen Barker
and he covers the whole of
the Murcia region as well
as Valencia and Andalucia.
Call Glen for a no-obligation
quote and free advice on the
way to make your home look
special.
99% of IVU light which will protect your furniture
from the sunlight, meaning that you won’t have
to use your blinds to keep the sunlight out and

start by thinking of them as stars, bearing good
fortune and granting wishes but definitely stars,
but shooting stars are not stars at all! They are
solid particles from space, called meteors that
burn up while entering Earth´s atmosphere,
creating the spectacle on the night sky we like to
call shooting stars. Perseid meteors are a stream
of debris called Perseid cloud which stretch across
the orbit of a comet Swift-Tottle. The comet last
passed through the Solar System in 1992 on its 133
years long orbit of the Sun.

The biggest, most spectacular and most famous of
the year, the Perseid meteor shower started on the
6th of July and will continue until 24th of August
with its peak on the night of 12/13th of August.

Tel/Whatsapp/Text 0034 695
768 134/0044 7934 561434
Email colourglasswindowtint@gmail.com

discouraged. The meteors are already appearing
and as long as you’re in the right (dark) place
and look up, you’ll surely get to experience this
amazing sight! And even with our biggest light
polluter out there, the meteors are so many, you
surely won’t miss the magnificent spectacle of
Perseid Meteor Shower!

When thinking of a shooting star we usually
The meteors are called
Perseids because the
point from which they
appear to hail lies in the
constellation of Perseus.
Even though the peak
is on the night of
12/13th August, which
accidentally coincides
with a full Sturgeon
Moon,
don’t
get
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“Enjoy the magic of the Meteor Shower and
most amazing night of stargazing and telescope
observations in the company of astronomers
from “Finca Astronomica”.
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Caser Residencial, the best residential care
centre in the Region of Murcia, now also with an
International Care Unit.

The service of the International Unit offer:
* English-speaking professionals and other
languages.
*

Adapted menus.

*

Documentation available in English.

*

Television and international press.

*

Playful activities carried out (available in
English)

Confidence in being together
At Caser Residencial Santo Ángel, we are
committed to the care of seniors with serious,
chronic or disabling conditions that require
rehabilitation, adaptation or a feeling of well-being.
Trust in:OUR PROFESSIONAL CARE
At
Caser
Residencial
Santo
Ángel
we
manage
recovery
and
adaptation from
a
multi
and
inter-discipline
viewpoint giving
the professional
support
you
need.
OUR TASK
At Caser Residencial Santo Ángel, our dedicated
team help you develop or regain independence and
mobility.
OUR AIM
Care excellence by a professional team focused
on attention, innovation and quality, especially for
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those dependant on others.
OUR ORTHOPAEDIC RESPITE CARE
Traumatologic rehabilitation faster recovery, home
ASAP

OUR POST HOSPITAL CARE
To complete recovery after a stay in hospital.

*

Dining room

*

Multi-purpose room

*

Outdoor areas

*

Religious services

*

Kitchen

*

Laundry

OUR SPECIALIST PSYCHO-GERIATRIC CARE
Behavioral and geriatric management to facilitate
social intergration.
CARING FOR PATIENTS WITH ALZHEIMER
AND DEMENTIA
We help improve autonomy and enhance capability.
Caser Residencial Santo Ángel offers a complete
range of services and assistance, outstanding
installations and facilities.
Caser Residencial Santo Ángel specialise
in care for seniors. Our multi-disciplinary team
of professionals offer social, rehabilitative and
preventive health services.

ASSISTANCE
* Medical services
*

Psychiatry

*

Psychology

*

Nursing

*

Physiotherapy

*

Sensory stimulation

*

Leisure therapy

*

Social worker

*

Socio-cultural activities

*

Pharmacy

FACILITIES
* Single and double rooms
*

Library with internet

*

Cafeteria

Caser Residencial Santo Angel adopt a
philosophy of zero use physical restraint and
limited use of medication for geriatric patients.
Residents undergo a personal assessment by
a multi-disciplinary team to determine the
appropriate therapy and techniques to achieve
progress and objectives in line with their individual
capabilities.
We co-ordinate early release from hospital and
help patients regain confidence, autonomy and
independence, meaning they can return home
sooner.
We work very closely with clients and their family.
We offer guidance and training for helpers to
assist with management and procedures related to
independence or dependency.
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INTRODUCING THE HUB
The
HUB
is
a
new
charitable
association
and has a
venue
in
San
Javier
between
Yo r k s h i r e
L i n e n
and
SIPP
Scooters. It
is intended
to use the
premises for
providing
events and
activities that will support individuals and
groups in the local community.
Recently we held a Jubilee Tea Party
and a Ya Visto Fashion Event and Salt
Church Mar Menor meets every Sunday
at 10.45am. More details found at –
marmenorchurch.com

On the 21st June, 112 people came along
to Tataki European Cuisine Restaurant to
“Raise a Glass” to Dads - Past, Present &
Future.

The staff coped brilliantly with their largest
event to date, serving three courses and

please check the website for the latest
information.
Other ideas are being discussed, especially
in the area of carer support, dementia
awareness and other support groups.

A number of events are in the planning for
the Autumn starting in September. There
will be further Ya Visto Fashion events.
marmenorhub.com; cake decoration;
safe use of internet; support to local
Ukrainian families; possible carer’s support
groups; “the kettle’s on” chat time along
with a knit and natter group once a
month on a Tuesday morning. Again

lots of drinks, enjoyed by everyone.

Ian Durran acted as DJ and quizmaster
with his wife Maureen helping as always.
The event quiz & raffle raised 1385€ which
was presented to the three local animal
shelters:
PAPS,
LOS INFIERNOS &
MALCOLM´S CATS.
Jacqui
Thwaites
thanked
everyone
involved and said,
“We are all always
desperate for funds
& volunteers and the
money raised will
help to pay our evergrowing vet bills.”
The
Lesley
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organiser,
Eburne,

The next major Ya Visto Fashion Parade
and Show is to be held on Tuesday 4th
October at the 525 Hotel. Time and costs to
be announced in September. There will be
an amazing range of top-quality branded
fashions modelled, all available by auction
as well as a range of fashion accessories
to complement these garments. The range
will include some special fashions ready
for those winter cruises and dance events.
As well as fashions, there will be jewellery,
handbags, pictures, shoes and other
special items.
All proceeds from these events will go to
supporting the HUB charitable activities.

thanked everyone for their support and
Elaine Gibson for her help, as well as the
volunteers at the Shelters. “They all do
such a rewarding but sometimes a very sad
job. This my last event as I’m retiring as
the main organiser for events and want to
thank those who’ve helped and supported
me with various charities over the years.

I’ll still be assisting with various events
and hope that the local people will continue
their valuable support, as all local charities
always need help and volunteers. Thanks
to everyone who has come along, and
Tataki for hosting the event.”
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A June Wedding For Spangles
The Spanish Association of Barbershop Singers, of
which Spangles is a founding member, recently
reached out to respond to an urgent enquiry.
County Councillor Brian O’Donoghue from
Rathvilly, County Carlow in Ireland, planned to

marry at the
Hotel
Perla
Marina
in
Nerja,
Málaga.
He wanted to
surprise
his
bride-to-be,
Miriam, with a
serenade or two
by a barbershop
ensemble while
she was getting
ready on her big
day.

opened the door,
in total surprise!
A few more
songs were sung
to her and her
bridesmaids
and
‘The
Spanglettes’
wished
the
couple a long
and happy life
together.

Chorus Manager, Lyn Baines, contacted Brian
straight away and gave him links to recent
performances. He was very impressed with what
he saw and agreed that a sextet would be ideal for
the occasion. Musical Director, Valerie Lynch, set
to work and ‘The Spanglettes’ was formed
with Lyn and Maggie singing bass, Carol singing
Baritone, Barbara singing Tenor and Valerie and
Linda singing Lead.
‘The Spanglettes’ travelled to Nerja from Los
Alcázares the day before the wedding. On the big
day, they arrived in good time at the hotel and
were greeted by the wedding planner, who sneaked
them up to the corridor outside the bride’s room.
Miriam heard ‘Love Me With All Your Heart’ and

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

“We were so honoured to be included in Miriam
and Brian’s special day and it was a beautiful lead
up to our summer break,” said Valerie.
Spangles is a ladies’ a cappella chorus, singing in
four-part harmony. They rehearse every Thursday,
from 10am-1pm at Centro Municipal Las Claras,
Calle Helena, Los Narejos, Los Alcázares and
visitors are always welcome.
If you would like to book the chorus for an
event, or maybe you would like to join them,
you can find out more on their website: www.
spangleschorus.com or email info@
spangleschorus.com
Photographer: Brian O’Donoghue
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Check at your local Tourist Office for full
details of Events
Complying with safety distances and the
use of masks and hydroalcoholic gel is
advised.
During August there are a number of free
classes on the beach at Cabo de Palos,
Los Nietos and Los Urrutias, including Yoga,
Zumba and Aquagym. Refer to our What’s
On for days/times
Cabo de Palos
Market Sun
Friday 19th and Saturday 20th August –
Pop Festival with a number of performers,
taking place in various areas of the Town.
Also water activities available including
kayaking,
paddle
surfing,
sailing,
snorkelling. The young ones haven’t
been left out with activities including
entertainment, workshops and beach
volleyball. You’ll find an arts and craft
market, food trucks and cultural visits
also on offer
Cartagena
www.cartagena.es
Tel 968 128 800 – Market Wed
Every Wednesday in August and
September
A route that will reveal the bay aboard the
Tourist Boat, the defensive systems from
el Fuerte de Navidad and the figure of the
great 19th century inventor, Isaac Peral. From
10€. 11am. Suitable for all ages. Reservation
on 968 500 093
Every Thursday in August
Tourist Boat Ride to watch the sunset, with
live music from Fran Ropero. 15€. 9pm
departing from the Old Club de Regatas,
Board 15 (15 mins before). Suitable for all
ages. Reservation on 968 500 093

Every Friday in August (children’s
activity)
A fun adventure led by five characters that
will take you through the Roman Theatre,
where Teo will receive a mysterious call
and, accompanied by his friends, go in
search of a Carthaginian idol. A crazy bus
ride will take you to the Punic Wall, where
all the Indiana Jones treasures are located.
15€. 5.30pm. Reservation on 968 500 093
Every Saturday until December 2022
Free Guided Tour of Roman Amphitheatre
@ Cartagena 11am/12.30pm. Bookings at
https://www.cartagena.es/agenda_
ciudad_detalle.asp?id=2409
Saturdays and Sundays in August. A
musical for the whole family that between
pirates, princesses and sea gods will
lead us to enroll in a maritime adventure.
Following the treasure map, the little ones
will have to rescue the captive princess
from the Christmas Tower. The 2 hour
experience ends with a boat tour of the bay
of Cartagena. 15€. 11am. Reservation on
968 500 093
Notice: due to port works, access for people
with reduced mobility will not be possible
Saturday 6th - Alolo Children’s Show,
featuring humour, circus magic and
music at Paco Martín Auditorium in Torres
Park. 9pm. “Finally Mr and Mrs Alolo have
their show ready or so they believe. They’re
determined to share it with the world, but
their disappointments will lead them to
crazy situations that make it very difficult
to achieve their goal. Will they get it?
Impossible balancing, live music, juggling,
acrobats and magic go hand in hand in a
fun show where anything can happen”. 5€
(10€ adults) Reservation on 968 128 810
Thursday 11th - Childrens activity for 4-12
year olds, in the garden of the Municipal
Archaeological Museum. Free entrance.
Recommended for children from 4 to
12 years old. Joaquin, a gentleman who
pretends to be a mechanic and Ricardo, an
aviator with too many flights, try to conquer
Ascension, the employee of a flower shop.
Both will compete for her love in a fun play
that brings the zarzuela genre closer to the
little ones through puppets. 10pm
Saturday 13th & Saturday 27th August,
Saturday 10th & Saturday 24th September
Moonlit Guided Tour of the Roman Theatre
@ Cartagena 12€ 9pm. Reservation on 968
500 093
Friday 19th - Tribute to Abba “Dancing
Queen” at Parque Torres Auditorium.
15€ 10.30pm. This 2 hour musical show
is performed by artistes from Slovakia.
Reservation on 968 128 810
Sunday 21st - The Children’s musical
story of DisneHistory “The Story of Walt”
is the biography of the filmmaker Walter
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Elías Disney, known worldwide as Walt
Disney. The DisneHistory show is inspired
by Hollywood in the 70s. Walt Disney’s
brother, Mr. Roy Disney, will tell the story by
interacting with the public, thus becoming
a fundamental part of the show. The
stage will be transformed into a magical
place through new versions, staging and
impressive choreography. Are you ready to
fly for magic? 10€ 9.30pm at Parque Torres
Auditorium. Reservation on 968 128 810
Thursday 25th– El Libro Magico de los
Suenos”. Recommended for children
between 4 and 12 years old. “A bored child
will find a surprise that will take him through
poetry to a world of imagination and
inventiveness... Magical characters and an
enchanted forest reveals that magic is in
everyone”. Free entrance. 10pm in garden
of the Municipal Archaeological Museum.
968 128 810 to book
Sunday 28th – “THE DAY OF THE DEAD”. The
story continues… The Children’s Musical is
the story of a Mexican boy who lives in a
small town where music is a point of union.
Inspired by the Mexican festival of the Day
of the Dead, Miguel and his sister Coco will
travel to the Land of the Dead where the
boy left something pending 8 years ago!!! A
story full of values, with original music and
a unique setting, where adventure and love
of music and family will give young and old
a unique experience.
The play takes 8 actors on stage, who
recreate the story of a small Mexican town,
where a traditional Mexican family lives.
The play lasts 75 minutes. 10€. 9.30pm.
Parque Torres Auditorium. Reservation on
968 128 810
Indiana Jones Exhibition. The Exhibition
entitled ‘In Search of Lost Treasures’
features a hundred original objects, as
well as exact replicas of the elements
that appear in the films of the saga of the
famous archaeologist, can be seen until
the end of September. Among them, you
can see the idol of fertility and the sandbag
from the beginning of ‘In Search of the
Lost Ark’, one of the most iconic works of
the entire saga. In addition, the Exhibition
will feature an original script signed by the
actor Harrison Ford, as well as the mythical
grails of Indiana Jones, the Ark of the
Covenant and the Sankara Stones, among
other characteristic elements.
La Union
www.ayto-launion.com
Tel 868 049 941/692 925 970 – Market Tues
Los Alcazares
Market Tues & Sat (Los Narejos)
Every Saturday - Open Market from 10am
40 stalls selling a variety of goods on Paseo
Real de la Feria and Calle Los Luisos.
Continued on page 19
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Every Monday - HAH Help at Home Table
Top Sale @ La Zona Bar 10am-1pm
Every Monday – Friendship Group @ The
Garden Bar & Lounge 11am
Every Thursday - Spangles Ladies A
Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Narejos
10am-1pm
San Javier
www.murciaturistica.es/en/san_javier/
Tel 968 172 041 – Market Wed & Thurs
Every Tuesday & Thursday - San Javier
Squalos Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports

Are we really doomed?
It was the rather wonderful Private Fraser
from Dad’s Army who gave us the inimitable
catchphrase, “We’re doomed!” Laugh we
do, every time we still hear it on the repeats,
but is there some serious truth behind his
broad Scottish brogue?
Interestingly, even the secular world of
science has an inkling that all is not well
with the world as we know it and is some
sense ‘the end is nigh!’
The Doomsday Clock is a symbol that
represents a countdown to possible global
catastrophe. It has been maintained
since 1947 by the members of The Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists’ Science and
Security Board who are in turn advised
by the Governing Board and the Board of
Sponsors, including 18 Nobel laureates.
Originally, ‘The Clock’, which hangs on a
wall in The Bulletin’s office in the University
of Chicago, represented an analogy for
the threat of global nuclear war; however,
since 2007 it has also reflected climate
change and new developments in the life
sciences and technology that could inflict
irrevocable harm to humanity.
‘The Clock’ represents the hypothetical
global catastrophe as ‘midnight’ and The
Bulletin’s opinion on how close the world
is to a global catastrophe as a number of
‘minutes’ before midnight.
‘The Clock’s’ original setting was seven
minutes to midnight, but it has been set
backward and forward manifold times
since. Since January 2020 the threat level
is set at 100 seconds to midnight. Does this
mean that we are doomed, really doomed?
Science, philosophy and religion each seek
to offer a perspective on the BIG questions
of life and death, but can we trust any
of their answers? Whilst there is some
crossover between many of these arenas
of thought, there are also major differences
and contradictions. The Christian faith
makes some bold assertions and it was
Jesus Himself who announced He was the
Truth, the whole Truth and nothing but the
Truth.

Ground. 12-18 year olds 7.30-9pm. Men
8.30-10.30pm. Women 10-11.30pm.
Every Thursday - San Javier Squalos
Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground.
6-10 year olds. 6-7pm
Every Saturday - San Javier Squalos
Rugby @ Rugby field, PDM Sports Ground.
6-10 year olds. 10-11am
Aeronautical Museum – Visit this museum
with photographs and videos showing
various items relating to the Spanish
Military Air Force.
Entrance free.
Open 10am-2pm

If
you
have
n e v e r
investigated
what He had to
say and would
like to know
more,
even
albeit to refute
His claims with
a
bit
more
background
knowledge, then may we invite you to
something called The Alpha Course? It’s
an opportunity to hear the evidence of
the Christian faith,
express your own
opinions and ask
questions of your
own. All of this is within
an
unthreatening
environment
and
amongst some very
friendly people. Many
churches offer such
an opportunity and
Salt Church Mar
Menor is planning
an Alpha Course in
the autumn, so if you
would be interested
in joining in with us,
please do get in
touch; we would love
to hear from you.

Call 968 582 107 to arrange group visits
Santiago de Ribera
Tel 968 571 704 - Market Wed
San Pedro del Pinatar
www.sanpedroturismo.com
Tel 968 182 301 – Market Mon & Thurs (Lo
Pagan)
Torre Pacheco
www.torrepacheco.es
Tel 968 579 937 – Market Thurs (Balsicas)
& Sat (Dolores)

Salt Church Mar
Menor @ THE HUB
Avenida de la Unión,
100
30730 San Javier,
Murcia
Q5W6+GP San Javier,
Murcia
Pastor Andy Neale
Salt Church Mar Menor You Tube
Ministerio de Justicia Numero Registro 217SG
Codigo de Identificacion R03004811I

In the meantime, take
care, stay safe and
thanks for reading.
To find out more
about us and where
we are coming from,
simply scan the QR
code which will take
you through to our
website.
We are
situated right next
door to Yorkshire
Linen in San Javier.
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July was hot in many ways, the weather for one,
but also for adoptions as 8 lucky dogs went off to
their new homes: 6 to Germany, 1 to the UK, and
1 happily returned to his previous owners, but
there are still plenty of lovely dogs remaining to
find homes, all of which could bring their special
brand of happiness to a new home including 10
bouncing, fun-loving puppies.

(which is surprisingly satisfying
knowing that the work
completed will leave the dogs
with clean runs and kennels),
but we need HELPERS, so if
you have an hour or two free
each week, why not come
along to help our dogs?

PAPS urgently needs more helping hands, as
between the holiday season and the residual
effect of the B-word that has meant many people
have to restrict the time they spend in this
country, we are dreadfully short of volunteers.
People can donate as much time as they wish as
there are many different jobs to do: social media,
photos/videos, walking and cleaning the kennels

Our summer opening schedule
for August is: Monday 9.30am11.30am and Wednesday &
Friday 9am-11am.

After many months
of planning the big
news for HELP
Murcia
Mar
Menor
is the
opening of our new
Outlet.
We have now moved
to San Javier from
the Oasis Centre in
Los Alcazares.
The new Outlet is

Ladies Day Charity Event
Bet you it was a great day
The Ascot Ladies Day fundraising
event was held on the 16th June in Balsamora
attended by 120 generous supporters to raise
funds for the San Jose Obrero and Elche
Children’s Home. It was a glorious day and
everyone dug deep to make it a fantastic success,
raising an amazing 2166.50€.
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Poor Nanuk is still looking for his Happy Ever
After and we can’t understand why no-one has
noticed him. A very handsome white Alsatian,

bigger, brighter
and
better
and
gives
a
great
shopping
experience
for
our
customers
and is a pleasant
environment for
our
volunteers
to work in. After
a lot of hard
work by HELP
volunteers
the
new
premises

born 11/08/18, approx 5055cms, he’s a really happy lad,
loves being with people, is
house-trained and walks really
well on a lead. He hasn’t been
properly cat-tested. He only
lost his previous home because
his mum passed away. If you are
looking for a great companion,
please consider Nanuk and
give him the chance of a happy
life.
For information, on all of
the above, please email or visit our FB Page:
Support Abandoned Dogs/PAPS in
Spain

were open on the 13th
June.
The address of the new
premises is
Avda. De la Union 57
San Javier
Murcia 30730
We look forward to
seeing customers old
and new, come along
and pick up some great
value items.

The food was a lovely hog roast with all the
trimmings catered by Joy and Tom Campbell.
Disco was kindly provided by Ian and Maureen
Durran.
Raffle Prizes generously donated by the
following:
Campbell’s Restaurant and Bar, Playa Bar, Zarcos,
Time Out, Galin’s Bulgarian Restaurant, Country
Bowls, Los Alcazares Tourist Train, Nail Tec,
Mucky Paws, Sharon Stanton, Craig Hadley,
Beauty Salon, Car Upholstery Clean.
Shellie White won the prize for best dressed
lady with Maureen Duran and Elaine Gibson as
runners-up.
Fred Murphy won best dressed man with Peter
as runner-up.
Big John bravely took an ice cold dousing raising
a further 100€.
Various sweepstakes were held with some lucky
winners.

leading
up
to the event
to ensure a
smooth fun
filled
day,
comprised
of Claire and
Jason Fowles,
S e a m u s
and
Gillian
Eaves, Leslie
and
Martin
Armson, Steve
and
Marie
Gooch, Leslie
and Paul Eburne, Elaine Woodward and Denise
Owens. Also to Graham Lomax and Angela
Brown who graciously hosted the event at their
fabulous villa.

The usual charity support crew, who worked
tirelessly on the day and for many weeks

Steve Gooch said “It was a fabulous day, for a
great cause which everyone thoroughly enjoyed
“.
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Hiding Behind The Sofa As The Value Of
Investments Plummet!
Remember volatility can be your friend, not the
enemy!
I’m not a financial advisor and have zero
qualifications. I’m an independent financial
and medical researcher. If like me you have
witnessed everything going up like utilities,
groceries and petrol while the value of
investments and pensions has plummeted this
year, then you are not alone.
The management (or lack of it) of the COVID
crises has inevitably resulted in raging inflation
we discussed last month in depth. However
as with all
financial
and
global
meltdown
of
the
economy, it
also presents
h u g e
opportunity
for those who
have
spare
capital
to
deploy.
In the words
of Billionaire
W a r r e n
Buffet “when
there is blood on the streets, even if it is your
own……. “YOU BUY.”
‘Fear’ is the one overwhelming reason most
people run for the safety of the sofa when
times are tough. The thought of planning your
financial future in these turbulent times is
alien to most. We have bleeding bank accounts
thanks to inflation and the value of assets
has also gone south. Incredibly the value of
the world’s scarcest asset has held up well by
comparison.
The FTSE 100 index of the top 100 shares
was priced on 17th December 2020 at 6603. Its
peak did not come until February 2022 when
it had risen to 7671. This was a rise of 16% over
421 days! It took almost 3 years compared to
Bitcoins 4 months to reach its all time high.
The FTSE 100 price today is 7255, a drop of 6%.
Let’s look at the US stock market S&P 500 - on
17th December 2020 it was 3721. Its peak was 5th
January 2022 where over 383 days it had risen
28%. It made the UK 100 look like a real laggard.
The price today is 3825 and it’s now dropped
over 20%.
Gold has been compared to Bitcoin as a store of
value and has traded quite flat over the period
between December 2020 and at its peak, we saw
it rise 6% by January 2021. It’s since dropped
back to today’s price of 1815; a dip of over 10%.
In terms of volatility Gold is the least volatile
and has therefore held value compared to
others, but on the downside has given investors
little or no opportunity to make financial gains
or any real worth. Once you factor in inflation
at around 10% you will actually be worse off in
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gold, even if you had sold your holding at the
top of the market in January 2021.
Bitcoin on 2nd July 2022 is priced at $19,200.
This is the same price the asset was on 17th
December 2020. The next 4 months saw the
price jump 239% to over $64000! Both the FTSE
and the S&P 500 took almost 3 years to reach
their highs compared to Bitcoin’s 4 months to
reach its all time high. Since the all-time high,
Bitcoin has dipped over 70% and the new cycle
is set to continue. A small investment in Bitcoin
now with likely upside potential of over 200%
may potentially be a far better return than any
of the above models. This is due to the volatile
nature of the
asset. With
volatility
comes
risk
not just to the
downside,
but
to
m a n a g e
profit taking
at
the
appropriate
time
when
the gains can
be huge.
Many people
felt that the
unstoppable rise of Bitcoin when it ploughed
through 20k and 30k, then 40k, that 50k and
60k was a ride too good to think about selling. I
was one of those and got caught up in the hype.
However I will NEVER SELL MY BITCOIN.
I take a longer term view that Bitcoin over time
will not only recover to new highs above 70k, but
now with regulatory certainty and a framework
for ease of entry, I believe Bitcoin will go on to
confirm its position as the number 1 asset of all
time. The most educated people in the market
have predicted Bitcoin could pass well into the
million
dollar
range by
the end
of
this
decade.
Call me
crazy, but
I will be
buying
a n d
adding
Bitcoin
with any
money
I
have
spare at
these prices. The downside now is relatively
low and the upside, when true market adoption
continues, should melt most people’s faces!
Several years from now, buying Bitcoin at 19k
(where it is now) or 69k where the peak was in
November, will be irrelevant if you take a longer
term view. In the same way house prices rise
and fall back over time, unless you actually sell

your home, then despite rise and falls you are
living in an appreciating asset. If you buy a
home and keep it for 3-6 months and expect to
make a killing, then you may be disappointed
and the same is true of Bitcoin. No-one really
knows when market sentiment will return to
the global markets, but rest assured that when
optimism is back, so will Bitcoin.
If your investment time horizon is 3-6 months
then you may not see a profit unless market
confidence returns and we are all out of
recession. If, like me, you bought more Bitcoin
at 50k plus, relax, it will come back. Over time
you will be in profit again, but it could take a
year or more. The technical indicators and
charts all show we are oversold compared to
anywhere in Bitcoins history. A rise in prices is
far more likely over time.
Take a look at the chart below which confirms
that narrative. Remember for every ‘seller’ there
has to be a ‘buyer’ and for every ‘buyer there
has to be a ‘seller’. Selling pressure should
slow down at these levels, meaning the market
will need to reverse at some point to encourage
more sellers and those vital buyers.
It is possible for Bitcoin to continue to be sold,
as fear can lead to capitulations, but historically
it has always recovered and selling pressure
should eventually decline. I feel that scenario is
either not too far away, or by the time you read
this, could already have happened.
Below is the chart for the ‘fear and greed’ index.
This chart has a scale of 1 (extreme fear) to 100
(extreme greed). It measures market sentiment
in six key areas. Whenever the reading is below
15, this is a good time to possibly start entering
the market. We actually got a 6 in the middle of
June! We have not seen the market sentiment
this low since the market bottomed in 2018. This
was when Bitcoin was just below $4000, only
to recover by April 2021 to over $64000. In my
view the
sensible
approach
is to buy
Bitcoin
on market
d i p s
to
take
advantage
of the fear
currently
in every
global
market.
You will
thank me
in 3 years!
For my eBook on how I have invested into
Bitcoin and the options available, email me for
the free version, always available to readers of
the Costa Cálida Chronicle. Remember, I am
not a financial advisor and prices can go up and
go down so only invest money you can afford
to lose.
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Hi, I’m Norma and live with my husband Chris in a
lovely little Spanish village called Casas Nuevas on
the edge of the Sierra Espuña in Murcia. We love to
travel and usually we are quite adventurous visiting
places as far flung as Indonesia, Nepal, Namibia
and once did a five-month journey around South
America.
During one of the peaks in the pandemic Chris
spotted a deal from Euro Rail for a cheap global
pass which gives you seven rail travel days in a 30day window. Not being sure when we would be able
to travel further afield, we started the planning and
drew up a list of European cities we both wanted
to see. The trip had various itineraries and we
eventually settled on flying from Alicante to Venice,
then train to Vienna, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Trieste,
Florence, Sorrento (for Pompeii) and Rome before
returning to Alicante.

Everything Delivered By Boat

and he said there was an express direct to Vienna.
We could have got on in Venice and had more time
in bed! Sure enough the train took us to Vienna
and the journey through the Alps was stunning.
The delight of being able to sit back and watch the
scenery at ground level and in comfort was pure joy.
In Vienna we were staying in a hostel and the
location was great, right next to the travel hub at
Westbahnhof station. We didn’t fancy the food in
the hostel so had breakfast in a gorgeous Turkish
restaurant, then used a day travel ticket to travel
on the tram system getting a feel for the city. We
did a walking tour, led by Hannes, a very engaging
local guy, seeing some of the lesser known parts of
the City including ‘Luna Tower’, a circular psychiatric
hospital. Next day the weather was raining and cold
and we used the underground to the Schönbrunn
Palace. I had booked in advance, but when we
got there for our slot at 10.30am, we had arrived
on the wrong day! I hadn’t checked the date, but
thankfully we were allowed in to enjoy the delights
of the Palace. It was lavish and stunning, but not
quite as extravagant as Versailles. The grounds are
extensive and although the rain had stopped, it was
cold and windy so we didn’t explore it further. On
Wednesday we started the day in a traditional West
End Café and enjoyed a relaxing breakfast before
going to see Hundertwasser House and Museum.
He was an amazing painter and architect who lived
a long and colourful life. I had seen the house on a
previous visit, but the museum brought his works
to life. I then realised that he had designed a toilet
block I had visited in Kawakawa in New Zealand
in 2009! It’s in such contrast to the stiff Baroque
and Gothic style of most of Vienna’s innerstade.
We then hopped across town on the tram to the
Hopburg, the epitome of Baroque and to the
Imperial Treasury to see the Austrian equivalent
of the Crown Jewels. What a contrasting day!

Next morning, we left early for our 8.02am train to
Vienna. We thought we had four trains to get on our
Vienna trip and our first stop was Udine just in time
for a coffee. When we looked our next train had
been replaced by a bus! We asked one of the staff

Next stop Croatia; the capital Zagreb, which
became independent in 1991. We stayed in a lovely
B&B about 20 minutes from the station and were
instantly in love with the city and its people. We
Continued on page 25

jaw dropping and we visited the stunning Basilica.
Chris had seen Florian’s Café on a TV show with
Fred Sirieux and it didn’t disappoint. The service
was excellent but one tea, one espresso and 5
macaroons were 32€! We took the Vaponeta out
to the island of Burano where lace used to be made
and it was lovely to look back towards Venice from
the water. We got off at Mazzorbo and walked round
the island then over the bridge to Burano. As well as
lace it’s famous for coloured houses, although some
had seen better days. We weren’t tempted to try a
gondola; the prices were eye watering!!

Classic Venice Scene

.psd

We landed at the airport in Treviso and managed to
get on a bus going into Venice - we didn’t have a
ticket and got off without paying! Our hotel was just
up a street off the Grand Canal; nothing flash, but
expensive for what it was. We walked miles around
Venice for the two days we were there and loved
the city, a very different experience; life revolving
around a waterway system with hidden corners and
bridges and stunning buildings. St Mark’s Square is
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Continued from page 24
had an early breakfast and set off to meet Luca,
our walking guide. He was an amazing guy, so
enthusiastic and we really got to know Zagreb.
We had somehow missed that there had been an
earthquake in 2020, so some places we planned
to visit were still closed. Using Airbnb to find
experiences was working out well. You get a more
intense tour and don’t feel you’re trailing round in
a big group following a flag. We finished in time
to visit the National Archive building which is an
amazing example of Art Nouveau. One of the staff
does a short tour of the library areas for 3€. It was
worth every cent and the pictures don’t do it justice.

insight into life, where people donate items from
break-ups or endings. Some were poignant and
sad; for example, an unworn wedding dress from
Istanbul (the groom was killed by a terrorist bomb).

Hunterwasser Museum-Vienna

.psd

Some were not about romance; a pizza mix from
someone who developed gluten intolerance. It
was a very different experience. The rain persisted
so we check out one of Luca’s recommendations
to try Struckli, a local delicacy. It’s a type of dough
rolled out incredibly thin then filled and rolled up.

Zagreb-Funky Museum

.psd

A lot of Zagreb’s buildings look like Vienna as they
were part of the same empire. The main station is
an exact copy of Vienna station that was bombed
in WW2 and never replaced. Saturday, we planned
to wander round and do some museum visits, but
about 10.30am the heavens opened!
Zagreb-National Archives

.psd

Ours was then topped with a cheese-like cottage
cheese and baked. It was delicious but very filling!
A trip to the cable car the next day was fruitless, as
it was closed for repair, so we decided to check out
the Hotel Esplanade. It was built to house guests
from the Orient Express which used to stop in
Zagreb.
We often like to pop into posh hotels for a coffee
just to see how the other half lives. The cars outside
were all flash with foreign plates. A taxi was
stopped holding up the trams while a family got in,
complete with little designer dog. The lounge bar
was fabulous Art Deco and it wasn’t too expensive,
but not really our scene. Instead we took the tram
up to Optivara Street, renowned for its craft beer.
One of the sadder sights in Zagreb was the amount
of mindless graffiti on the walls of buildings. But a
bit more of that next time…..

Vienna-Hunterwasser Interior

.psd

Luckily we were in our first stop, the Museum
of Broken Relationships: a small but interesting
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Learning Stations
It goes without saying how crucial
the methodology selected in the
teaching-learning process is. As a
matter of fact, it can be pinpointed
as one of the fundamental aspects
for teachers when planning their
lessons.
There
are
innumerable
methodologies and they are
constantly evolving like education.
Gamification, learning based on
projects or challenges, as well as
those that include the use of ICT
can be considered as the most
recent ones. However, there is one
that is less well known and without
a doubt a great choice if you want
to achieve a work environment in
which there is a high percentage
of motivation and participation from your
students, in which through group work
not only is autonomy promoted, but also
their abilities to work as a team. They are
called Learning Stations. Do you think it
is impossible to achieve? Do you want to
discover what they are? Keep reading.
It is not a mystery, nor is it anything extremely
new, it is simply a class divided into

Learning Stations should be adapted
to our students and the activities
carried out in every one should be
focused on our students’ interests and
needs.
Two other very important aspects
to take into account when planning
sessions with this type of methodology
are space and time, since you will
need to arrange the tables in a special
way and you will have to control the
time that your students will need for
each of the stations.

heterogeneous groups of 4-5 students who
work cooperatively, but with independent
tasks. In other words, each group works on
a different content or activity and when the
time stipulated by the teacher passes, the
students change stations.

María Torralba Palomares
Escuela Oficial de Idiomas de Murcia

QUESTION
Have you ever tried surfing? I’m not a
very good swimmer, however two of
my grandchildren are and they love all
kinds of water sports. I would love to
have the confidence to ride a wave and
manage to stand straight on a board and
glide into land. I used to water ski many
moons ago and found it very exhilarating.

asking it in a different way. At this point I
usually think ‘I can’t make it more obvious’.

Did you know that you can be stung by a wasp
after you have killed it, or that the average
human tongue has 10,000 taste buds?
These days you can find out almost
anything if you ‘SURF’ the net; all those
questions that you suddenly wonder about,
but you need to put in the correct question
in the first place. Sometimes it doesn’t
understand your questions and suggests
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On no account should you miss the
opportunity to delve into the subject and
read the book ‘Learning Stations’ by Alba
Sabuco.

The formation of heterogeneous groups is
vital for students to get the most out of their
skills and abilities, since students will help
each other.

Of course these days the word ‘surfing’ has a
very different connotation and I am guessing
a whole lot more of us take part in it. My
grandchildren certainly do a great deal of it.
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If you are a teacher in trouble or simply
an adventurous teacher who wants to
take risks and try new things, I highly
recommend you include them in your
classes.

Do you know what, I am just so glad that
it doesn’t matter how many questions or
how I present them to God, or even when
I own up to not knowing what to say,
He always understands. Unlike my lack
of confidence to ‘surf’ the waves, I have
complete confidence that God always
works for my good when He answers my
prayers. Maybe they are not always the
answers I would like, but I am mindful that
He sees the bigger picture and His plans for
me are to ‘prosper me and not to harm me;
plans to give me a hope and a future.’ —
Jeremiah 29:11.
If you would like to contact us regarding
anything we have publicised or may be
planning in the future, please email or call
us.
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Check at your local Tourist Office for full
details of Events
The use of masks, complying with safety
distances and the use of hydroalcoholic gel is
recommended.
BULLAS
www.bullas.es
Tel: 968 652 244 Market Tues
Sunday 7th - El Zacatan Artisan/Medieval
Market 9am-2pm

Jota Casinello Open Theatre is located
next to the Castle of Calasparra and it offers
wonderful views of the town and the rice
fields. You can wander round the gardens
and in summer it becomes the scene of night
concerts.
CARAVACA
www.turismocaravaca.org
Tel: 968 702 424 Market Mon
Sunday 21st August - Artisan Market

Visit Casa-Museo Don Pepe Marsilla.
Guided tours (in English) for only 2 people
(5€ pp) or there is an audio guide system
in English. Museo del Vino has a shop
with bodega prices. To visit either/info,
tel 968 657 211, Tourist Office, or email
casamuseodonpepe@bullas.es

A Museum gem explores Caravaca’s history
of skilled craftsmanship and remarkable
engineering. An amazing collection of
miniatures portray these skills, including
Caravaca’s manufacture/export of espadrilles.
Located at Calle Puentecilla No 3, Bajo.
Tel 968 795 620 for opening times.

CALASPARRA
www.turismocalasparra.es
Tel: 968 745 325
Via Verde is a Green Way for walkers and
cyclists.

The Carlos Blanco Fadol Museum of
Ethnic Instruments in Barranda has 5% of
a 4,000-piece collection which rotates in the
space available. 3€ (reduced 2€/child 1€).
Check opening times with Tourist Office.

3km Walk of Calasparra begins at the
Casa Granero Building which was originally
the house of the family of the Counts of the
San Juan Valley, but later became a cereal barn,
from which it owes its current name.

CEHEGÍN
www.turismocehegin.es
Tel: 968 723 550 Market Wed

Underground Caves - 700 metres
of accessible areas and 9km of areas of
stalactites and stalagmites made from
the Upper Cretaceous. The reception
centre has a café, a multipurpose room for
conferences, an interpretive room, terraces
for activities, parking and a caving centre.

Every Monday - “Robotica Basica”. A free
and fun way to learn about robots, electrics,
programming and creativity. In Spanish. Suitable
for 6-12 year olds. 7pm at Espacio Joven.
Reservation at Espacio Joven
Every Tuesday - “Jugamos y Reciclamos”.
A free activity to help children understand
about ways of saving the planet. In Spanish.
Suitable for 6-12 year olds. 7pm at Espacio
Joven. Reservation at Espacio Joven
Every Wednesday - “Cientifico Kids”.
A free workshop about science. In Spanish.
Suitable for 6-12 year olds. 7pm at Espacio
Joven. Reservation at Espacio Joven
Every Thursday - Jugamos en el Circo.
A free activity for aspiring circus performers
including games, clowns, improvisation etc. In
Spanish. Suitable for 6-12 year olds. 7pm at
Espacio Joven. Reservation at Espacio Joven
Wednesday 3rd – Cinema Screening at El
Chaparral district 10pm
Thursday 4th, Friday 5th, Wednesday 10th
and Thursday 11th – Family Cinema
Screening of “Pelis de Estreno” at Patio del
Espacio Joven 10pm

Friday 5th – Visit to Torrevieja Water
Park. Departs Cehegín 9.30am, returns 7pm.
16€. Reservation at Cehegín Tourist Info
Centre
Friday 5th – Sunday 7th – Fiesta at Es
Escobar district
Saturday 6th – Free Concert at Plaza del
Castillo 9.30pm
Sunday 7th – Water and Foam Party at
Arroyo Hurtado district 8pm
Friday 12th – Water and Foam Party feat
Music and Performers. Parque Jimenez
Ibanez 9pm
Saturday 13th – Sunday 20th – Fiesta at
Canar district
Saturday 13th – Monday 15th – Fiesta at El
Chaparral district
Sunday 14th – Guided Walk of 14km
“Corazon de Burete” 8am
Saturday 20th – Circus at El Chaparral
district 8pm
Friday 26th – Free Concert at Plaza del
Castillo 9.30pm
The Archaeological Site of Begastri opens
Saturdays & Sundays for tours: 10am-2pm. A
video presentation is followed by a guided
tour to see the remains of the Iberian culture
before the IV century BC. 2€ pp.
Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ for
family activities including zip lines, archery,
nature walks and many other organised
outdoor activities. They can host any type of
event. Campsite, BBQ area and kiosk-bar
offering a great menu – and you can book.
Open weekends 10am-5pm; week days prior
booking.
Tel 968 069 202 Mon-Fri 9am-3pm
Email info@conexioncultura.es
www.cotodelasmaravillas.com
JUMILLA
www.jumilla.org
Tel: 968 780 237 Market Tues
The annual “Wine Fiesta” takes place
between Thursday 11th and Sunday 21st. Join
in the festivities which includes folk music,
processions, children’s parades, wine
tasting, grape treading competition
and fairground rides. We recommend you
Continued on page 29
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don’t wear white as the most popular parade
(Saturday 20th) involves thousands of litres
of wine being thrown in to the crowd!!! See
What’s On for a more detailed programme or
contact the Tourist Info Office 968 780 237

Wine buffs can contact a choice of 15 bodegas
affiliated to the Ruta del Vino for guided
visits for small groups or individuals and to
buy produce. Liaise with bodegas as most will
attempt to co-ordinate groups and provide a
relevant language-guide; or enquire through
Tourist Office.

Lovers of art should visit the Saorin Painting
Museum, a small museum of works by the
local artist, Jesus Lozano Saorin and others
from the area. Includes sculptures and canvases.
Reserve guided visit on 660 959 631.

MORATALLA
www.ayuntamientomoratalla.net
Tel: 968 730 208 Market Sat

Continued from page 28

The Convent of Santa Ana del Monte
in the mountains South of Jumilla is worth a
visit for the history and stunning views over
the town and landscape. Follow the RM-714
South-West and signposted – 5km from town
centre. Check with Tourist Office for opening
times.
Check out the Archaeological Museum
(Tel 968 757 379) and the Ethnography
and Natural Sciences Museum (Tel 968
780 740) which also offer various workshops
for all the family at various times.

I’ve been
t r y i n g
to
find
something
happy and
upbeat to
share with
you, but
I have to
confess it’s
difficult.
Every time
I sing ‘I
want to
t e a c h
t h e
world to
sing in
perfect
harmony’ it certainly doesn’t sound very
harmonious as I can’t sing in tune and secondly
there isn’t much harmony in the world.
Because I can’t sing in tune doesn’t stop me
from singing, so why should I let the darkness
dampen my spirit and pull me down? Surely
the fantastic Dame Deborah James (Bowel
Babe) has taught us all something about facing
adversity with courage and rebellion; to never
give in.

Tours to the Rock Art of Moratalla
are available encapsulating prehistoric to
medieval styles and is worthy of its UNESCO
World Heritage status. There are several
routes and modes of transport – details on
www.turismomoratalla.com,
info@
turismomoratalla.com, or tel 696 807
037
MULA
www.mula.es
Tel: 968 661 501 Market Sat

Thursday 18th – Free Guided Tour (in
English) of the Churches and Heritage of Mula
7pm. 968 661 501 to book
El Cigarralejo Museum and Casa
Pinatada with relatively new exhibitions may
have escaped your attention to-date – info
from Tourist Office.
MURCIA
www.turismodemurcia.es
Tel: 968 358 749
Wednesday 3rd
Sting in Concert at Murcia Bull Ring. From
60€. 9.30pm
Discover the contemporary arts centre
Centro Parraga in the city centre.
Tel 968 351 410
info@centroparraga.com
YECLA
www.turismo.yecla.es
Tel: 968 754 104 Market Wed

Sunday 14th– Artisan Market

‘Stand by Me’ is such an inspiring song.The
first verse is:
When the night has come
And the land is dark
And the moon is the only light we’ll see
No, I won’t be afraid, oh, I won’t be afraid
Just as long as you stand, stand by me.
Family and friends stand by us in our hour of
need. Sadly some have no family and friends
can be fleeting. There is one Friend (Jesus)
who is also my Brother and I have a Father,
which makes me the richest guy in the world.
I am truly loved. Maybe the world isn’t going
to go away and people aren’t going to be more
loving, but that’s not entirely true. There are
many really beautiful people in the world.
Bowel Babe was one, so don’t be afraid. Don’t
let the world get to you.

way beyond mere words and into action. I’ll
keep on saying to my last breath “Thank you
Lord for standing by me”. I’ve never stood
completely alone, but there have been times
when it sure seemed like it. Though never
completely alone, I understand that with deep
gratitude.
If you want to talk with me, I’m a good listener
and I don’t judge.
‘Bye for now and God bless you
Rev Andrew

I don’t profess to be a saint, but I have a
heavenly Father who loves even me. He loves
you too, though you may not believe it. Bad
experiences or cringing thoughts of organised
‘religion’ can make us doubt, get embarrassed,
or thinking we know better can hold us back
from the truth, saying “Well it never did me
any good!” but did it ever do you actual harm?
Even hard-bitten atheists occasionally nod
when I ask if I may pray for them, especially
when they have just received really bad news.
I’m a fully paid-up member of the ‘no time
for ‘religion’ crowd’. The truth for me goes
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Cherries
I really like the way the vegetables and fruit
is mostly seasonal here in Spain. The cherries
became available at the markets in June, but
they were quite expensive and haven’t reduced
a lot. However, we must remember that they
will soon be gone for another year apart from
a few supermarkets that import them, so I’m
trying to enjoy them as much as possible and
I’ve selected a few recipes below including
a chutney that I make and it lasts long after
the cherries are out of season. The brandy
is a very simple recipe and will be ready for
Christmas if you do it now!
Buen Appetito

Cherry Brandy
Cherries: 1kg
Vodka: 1 litre
Sugar: 300 g
Sterilised jars
Rinse the cherries well. Cut off the stalks
leaving 1cm still on the cherry - that way the
brandy will keep longer as the cherries stay
nice and firm. Layer the cherries with the
sugar, pour over the alcohol and close the jar.
Put in a dark place at room temperature and
shake every day for a week. Forget about the
cherries until Christmas!
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Cherry Pie
450g fresh cherries
2 eggs
225ml evaporated milk
225g caster sugar
1 tsp cinnamon
½ tsp ground ginger
½ tsp ground nutmeg
50g raisins
Pre heat oven to 190 °C, Gas mark 5.
Pastry Case (short crust pastry is best, but use
any of your choice)
Stone the cherries and place between 2 deep
plates over a pan of boiling water. Steam for
15-20 minutes until soft and allow to cool.
Separate the eggs and whisk the egg whites
until forming peaks. In another bowl lightly
whip the egg yolks with the evaporated
milk, sugar and spices until smooth, adding
the cherries as you go along. Stir in raisins
and fold in egg whites until smooth. Spoon
the mixture in a pastry case and bake for 50
minutes.
Cherry Chutney
1 pkt fresh cherries (canned or frozen can be
used)
½ cup balsamic vinegar
½ cup sugar
1 tsp ground nutmeg
1 tsp ground cinnamon
1 tsp pepper
1 tsp ground cumin
Put cherries, vinegar and sugar in a
saucepan. Bring to the boil. Add nutmeg,
cinnamon, cumin and pepper. Simmer and
keep stirring occasionally until mixture is of a
thick consistency.

Cherry Scones
60g butter (flora light)
240g self-raising flour
2 tsp baking powder
2 tbsp caster sugar
1 egg, lightly beaten
100ml semi-skimmed milk
100g glace cherries
Pre heat oven to 230ºC/gas mark 8. Place flour
and baking powder in a mixing bowl and rub
in butter, next stir in the sugar, then blend in
the egg and milk to form a soft dough. Now
turn dough out onto a lightly floured surface
and knead gently. Roll out to about 1cm (1/2 in)
thick and cut into 5cm (2 in) rounds. Place on
a greased baking tray and bake in centre of
oven for about 8-10 minutes.
Cherry Cake
225g caster sugar
225g butter or margarine
2 eggs
115ml orange juice
225g plain flour
1 tsp baking powder
330g sultanas
225g halved glace cherries
Preheat oven to 150ºC/gas mark 2. Grease
a 23cm x 13cm (9 x 5 inch) loaf tin and line
with greaseproof paper. Cream butter or
margarine and sugar together until light
and fluffy. Add beaten eggs and orange juice
and mix well. Sift flour and baking powder
together. Reserve 75g of flour mixture and
toss it with sultanas and cherries (this will
keep them from sinking to the bottom of the
cake). Add the rest to the mixture and blend.
Add floured raisins and cherries to dough
and mix until just combined. Pour mixture
into prepared tin. Bake in oven for 2-1/2 hours.
Wrap the cake in cling-film or foil and store in
a biscuit tin. It will taste best after several days.
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Looking for places to go with your visitors? Want to have a pampering session to have a break from the summer heat?
What about visiting local places and eating at local bars/restaurants. Going away on holiday and need some insurance?
Below are some of our advertisers who are here to make your life easier in the Costa Cálida:

Whether you’re here on holiday and want
to relax or live here permanently and are
finding it too hot to do anything other than
relax, then visit The Beauty Palace at
Camposol B for their Ultimate Relaxation
Package. For just 59.99€ you’ll experience
2 hours of total bliss during your Indian
Head Massage, Luxury Back Massage and
Reflexology treatments.
968 971 828

Ana’s Bar on Camposol A offers excellent
value food and drink 7 days a week.
Whether it’s breakfast, menu del dia, an
evening meal or traditional Sunday lunch
you’ll find the same great service and value.
If you enjoy authentic Spanish food don’t
forget the return of their popular Tapas night
on Wednesday evenings (only available up
until 14 September).
699 060 472

Restaurante Viggos in Pto de Mazarron
has always been popular with many locals
and visitors to the area. With its amazing
setting overlooking the Marina, an extensive
menu and a great choice of Menu del Dia
catering for all appetites, you’ll never go
wrong. Or try some of our many delicious
cocktails, sit back, relax and enjoy the
scenery. Open Wednesday - Monday
10am-11.30pm.
968 154 544

It’s busier than ever at the Noah’s Arc
Kennels in Mazarrón. Whether you’re resident,
a holiday home owner or holidaymaker,
if you love dogs, like walking and have a
spare hour or two in the morning or evening
we’d love to see you. Socialising puppies
and interacting with the dogs is such an
important part of their lives.
602 653 639

At Puerto Pelo in Pto de Mazarron we have
everything you need to pamper yourself
during the hot and sweaty Summer days.
We offer new hairstyles by a qualified stylist
and manicures and pedicures to show off
those gorgeous tanned hands and feet.
We also offer chiropractor (Naprapath),
crystal healing, wellness practitioner and
reiki healing etc.
602 453 166
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Out on holiday around the Mazarron,
Murcia area and in need of a private doctor
who will also do house calls? Contact Doctors
on Call.Has the sun damaged your skin or
age is showing more than you would like? In
need of some Botox, rejuvenation or fillers?
Doctors on Call are fully qualified.
675 054 782 or 675 492 441.
You’re worth it!
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NEW to Golf Delux are scrumptious
cocktails and refreshing smoothies made
with fresh fruit and/or vegetables. Have a
fun day out with family or friends, maybe
stop for lunch and make a day of it. This
crazy golf course is a challenge even for
more advanced golfers and fun for young
and old. We cater for large groups and can
provide special menus/DJ for that special
celebration.
968 584 221

Need a complete new style as your long hair is
too hot for the Summer or is it just a slight
trim you need? Just book an appointment
with Top2Toe Unisex Hair and Beauty.
We offer deep conditioning hair treatments,
manicures and pedicures and lots more.
711 025 016

Now in its 10th year of trading, Airpark
Murcia provides external/internal Airport
Car Storage, starting from 285€ a year and just
5 minutes from Corvera’s main terminal. For
those flying from/to Alicante the great news
is we’ll be providing car storage there from
November. We can also organize your car
to be valeted, serviced or your ITV renewed
whilst you’re away?
618 806 989 or visit our website
www.airparkmurcia.com

Cerveceria la Caleta, as well as being open
for lunch, are also open in the evenings from
7pm until 11.30pm, so why not relax in the
cooler part of our beautiful and hot Summer
days to enjoy a fabulous dinner or a drink
in a superb setting overlooking the Puerto de
Mazarrón. Closed Mondays.
968 594 625

At the time of writing, ‘Michael Bublé’ is
already a sell out and we’re sure it will be
a spectacular evening. Helping Hands are
now busy organising the next events during
August. ‘Elvis’ will be in the building on
13th and ‘Robbie Williams’ entertains us
on 27th. Both events are fundraisers for our
local charity and are sure to be a sell out too,
so be quick to get your tickets.
634 456 701

Get a much needed Summer boost at The
Loft Hair and Beauty Salon. Ladies and
gents, treat yourself to a little pampering.
Maybe a complete new Summer hairstyle,
a manicure or pedicure or a relaxing
massage?  Call us for an appointment.
868 110 254 or 617 646 147

Get those hands and feet looked after,
especially in the Summer!!
Book in for beautiful nails now with 1 of our
nail technicians for extensions, overlays,
manicures, pedicures or just a shape and
polish. Check out our special offers at The
Salon, Camposol A. Book early to avoid
disappointment.
691 916 717

Natalia Camara Filbee/ Liberty
Seguros offer every aspect of insurances
from home and contents to health insurance
for obtaining your TIE. We also offer travel
insurance for a worry free trip.
We always try and beat any other quotes.
669 075 157

The Summer is in full swing and maybe you
miss your comfort food whilst on holiday or
even living here full time? The Old Market
Tavern is the ideal place to enjoy excellent
British and International food. We serve
Breakfast, Menu del Dia, A la Carte, Pies,
Curries, Sunday Roast and much more.
968 154 330

La Granja Restaurante in Totana is closed
for some well-deserved holidays. We’re
returning on 23rd August serving you
breakfasts, tapas, menu del dia etc. Open
Tuesday-Sunday. Call for reservations.
610 816 875
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On holiday and looking for something
different to do? Or perhaps you have visitors
who’re no longer interested in sitting on the
beach or around the pool but would like to
see a bit of Murcia without sitting in a car
for hours! Book a flight over Murcia in a 2
seater aircraft with Sunflight Aviation as
a Passenger or they can take control of the
aircraft on their very first flight. Email
flyren12@gmail.com or call 634
313 972/0044 7775 742582

Come and visit Restaurante Gran Mundo/
Wok in Pto de Mazarron for a fantastic
choice of delicious food. Help yourself to the “all
you can eat” buffet with choices including
salads, cooked starters, fish, seafood, sushi.
beautiful meats, fresh vegetables and
finally a large selection of desserts if you
still have room, or go ‘A la Carte’. You won’t
be disappointed and you certainly won’t be
leaving feeling hungry. Open daily.
968 595 388

La Herradura Argentinian Grill
Restaurant, although situated near Cartagena,
is in a tranquil and rural setting. Come and try
this lovely, rustic looking restaurant for some
authentic Argentinian cuisine, a must for
meat lovers but catering for all. Choose from
our beautiful terrace or inside our dining
area. You’re assured a warm welcome in
great surroundings and you might even be
able to watch the horses prancing about.
656 264 514

Have you got travel insurance for your
upcoming trip? Travel insurance is one
of those things that we might sometimes be
tempted to skip. Whether you have a holiday,
business trip or other journey coming up
soon and if you’re unsure about any aspect
of the travel insurance that you would like
to purchase, you don’t have to ‘wing it’.
Ibex Insurance has experts who will review
your proposed trip and recommend the most
suitable policy to meet your needs.
968 595 945/WhatsApp on 689
157 126

Are you on holiday and missing your furry
friend or simply want some exercise, then
why not come and volunteer at PAPS, close to
San Javier/Los Alcazares? We always need
more helping hands as we’re dreadfully
short of volunteers. There are many
different jobs to do: social media, photos/
videos, walking, and cleaning the kennels.
Our opening schedule for August is: Monday
9.30-11.30am, Wednesday and Friday 9am11am. Email: animalesperrosdelsol@
hotmail.com

Helping the Perrera Dogs are a small
group of volunteers who walk the dogs there
Tuesday and Friday mornings, 9am-11am.
We always need new walkers, the more
people there are, the longer each dog will
have out of the kennel. Please bring photo
ID on your first visit and ask for Julie. Bring
water for yourself.
For directions contact the group directly
via message https://www.facebook.
com/Helping-The-PerreraDogs-462470107119863/
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Advertising is a massive multi billiondollar business. Anyone who says they are
not swayed by adverts, is of course being
extremely naïve; we all are, whether we accept
it or not. With so many of us watching TV in
the new way these days and by that, I mean,
‘on demand’, online and now You Tube, it’s
often possible to skip over the ads. Of course,
if you are watching a film on say ITV, you are
forced to watch the ads. For many, it’s the
perfect time for a loo break, or to pop on the
kettle.
However, last Christmas, when watching far
too much telly and not needing either a loo
break or a cuppa, I started to take note of the
ads…and it quickly dawned on me - I didn’t
enjoy most of them.
I used to love adverts. They were funny, told
a story, had brilliant jingles and were so
professionally produced. Some have even
gone on to acquire cult like status, but today’s
TV ads? Oh dear, not in the same league at
all! Never-ending advert after advert for take
away food deliveries, mobile phones, online
bingo, to name but a few. They come across,
to me anyway, as too fast, very noisy and too
much in your face. I find them a nuisance, and
breathe a sigh of relief when they finish. They
actually put me off. They do not incentivise
me to buy. As for car adverts, I wish they’d
stop using wide open empty roads to sell us
whatever car it is. Few of us have the luxury of
driving in such conditions. Show us your new
car stuck in a polluted traffic jam, for that’s
the reality of life.
Of course, ads from bygone days did exactly
the same thing as today; ie they tried to sell
us a product, but it all seemed more innocent
back then. I accept, that I’ve probably got my
rose-tinted specks on here, but I really do feel
the ads of old were in a class of their own. We
may well call them, ‘the golden age of adverts’.
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I spent countless hours researching for this
column and soon lost myself in a treasure
trove of pure delight. Here’s just some of the
old ads I came across. Oh, I do miss them….

surrounded the kids once they’d consumed
it? So clever. This one really convinced me
to eat the stuff. The power of advertising at
work.

Let’s start off with a real belter. This ad
campaign ran for many years and only ended
when tobacco advertising on TV was banned
in 1991. Fronted by such famous faces as
Ronnie Corbett and Russ Abbot, for me the
best one was done by Gregor Fisher. Sitting
in a passport photo booth, the Baldy Man
tries desperately to get his pic taken, but the
flash keeps going off when he’s not ready. In
total despair, he finally gives up. We hear the
flick of a match, a jazzy rendition of Bach’s Air
On A G String and we see a plume of smoke,
which is followed by the classic one liner,
‘Happiness is a cigar called Hamlet.’

‘Do the shake and vac and put the freshness
back,’ sings the lady swirling round her
living room as she sprinkles the product
everywhere before hoovering it all up. I recall I
used to ‘have a thing for her.’ I can even recite
the words to the entire jingle. I’m singing it
now! Yes, I know, I really do need to get out
more.

A cheeky wee schoolboy, playing conkers;
remember that one? ‘A finger of fudge is just
enough to give your kids a treat….’

Old Spice, ‘The mark of a man.’ I must have
only been a kid, but damn I really wanted this
product and wanted to look like the actor as
he came through the surf on his board.

Who could forget the Cinzano adverts; a
series of them actually! Leonard Rossiter and
Joan Collins sitting on a plane. He accidently
reclines her seat and the Cinzano gets poured
all over her. Pure classic comedy!
Ready Brek. A kind of instant porridge if I recall.
Remember that orange/yellow glow that

Tetley Tea with those loveable cartoon
characters. Who couldn’t love these cute wee
guys in their cloth caps and slippers? It ran
for countless years and was pure magic. ‘Let
flavour flood out…’

‘Only the crumbliest flakiest chocolate,
tastes like chocolate never tasted before.’
This seductive ad really appealed to the
teenage me. It was all about the actress not
the Flake. Although I still went out and bought
said Flake.
Continued on page 37
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‘For mash get Smash.’ The ‘child me’ adored
these hysterical laughing Martian robots
as they made mashed potato out of; was it
powder? No idea. Can’t be natural, but a great
advert though.

Now this 1980’s series of ads, forever
associated with a certain famous directory,
is utterly heart-warming.
Picture the scene….an elderly man goes from
shop to shop trying in vain to find a book. Noone seems to have it, the man is despondent
and his daughter says he should try the Yellow
Pages. Eventually he manages to find a copy
and the look on the old man’s face, fills your
soul with joy.

Do you remember this in the early 1980’s?
Knorr stock cubes, I think, the famous line
being, ‘Pea and ham from a chicken? Now
that’s clever….’
‘Hey Mr Beaver, why are you beavering
around?’ Asks the gorgeous flirtatious
bunny rabbit, as she hands over a chunk of
chocolate.
‘Take it easy with Cadburys’ Caramel.’ Oh, her
voice did it for me.
This next one is not just an ad, it’s a work
of art, worthy of an Oscar in my opinion.
The product? Coca Cola. It was a marketing
masterpiece. The soundtrack was voted the
greatest ever song from a TV ad. Remember?
‘I’d like to teach the world to sing in perfect
harmony….’
Toothpaste ads are so clinical these days.
All presented by flawless-looking people
with immaculate gleaming white gnashers.
Boring. I prefer the animated jazzy cool
swinging Aqua Fresh toothpaste ad from the
80’s. ‘Aqua Fresh is for the family’ the catchy
jingle went.
Very James Bond in style, I was in awe of this
next advert. With dramatic music playing
in the background, our hero skis down
mountains avoiding avalanches and even
swims in shark-infested waters…all in order
to drop off a precious gift…‘And all because
the lady loves Milk Tray…’

Yes, you know the one, ‘Fly Fishing, by JR
Hartley’
Can we top that one? Possibly….
The young lad pushing his delivery bike up
the hill? The mesmerising music of Dvorak
filling our ears? A reminder of long-lost
bygone days….
Of course, it’s the Hovis bread ad from 1973.
Filmed at a real live location, the iconic
Gold Hill Shaftesbury, no wonder it’s seen
as Britain’s favourite TV ad. It became so
famous that the Two Ronnies even did their
own sketch of it in 1978.
Go on YouTube and watch some of these
old ads, then ask yourself how today’s
lot compare? They don’t. Not even in the
same league. As with classic TV comedies
themselves, when it comes to adverts, it
seems we really don’t make ‘em like we used
to. In fact, I’ve gotten more joy out of watching
these old TV ads than I have from watching
actual current day programmes!

Chocolate again, with Windsor Davies. The
camera zooms on his expressive face as he
tells us the joy of eating the Wispa bar. What a
voice he has. I could listen to Windsor Davies
read the phone book to be honest.
‘The creamiest milk, the whitest bar, the good
taste that’s in….’
Yes of course it’s the Milky Bar kid. Is this ad
still on the go? I have no idea. It’s probably
deemed racist these days.
On reflection, all these chocolate ads must
have been heaven-sent for dentists.
Remember this? ‘Oh, we are the lads from
Country Life and you’ll never put a better bit
of butter on your knife…. if you haven’t any in,
have a word with your wife and spread it on
your toast in the morning.’ Yup, it’s the old ad
for Country Life English Butter.
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Nearly half the people in Spain who rent their
homes would rather be owner-occupiers, although
fewer than one in five young adults leaving the
family nest for the first time will be moving straight
into a property they have bought. In a country
where the home-owning tradition has long been
overwhelmingly the dominant choice – around 8 in
10 adults not living with their parents are in houses
or flats they own, with or without a mortgage –
renting has increased in recent times among the
young, especially where they want to guarantee
they will be able to relocate easily for jobs.
According to the Spain Youth Council (CJE) in its
Independent Living Observatory study, a total of
59.2% of first-time home-leavers move into rented
accommodation, and just 17.4% buy their first
dwelling.
How old are Spanish adults when they buy their
first home?
Despite residential property continuing to be
very affordable in most of Spain, even in highlypopular areas such as cosmopolitan coasts and
large cities, becoming a first-time buyer remains
difficult: Mortgage providers typically only lend
up to 80% of the purchase price or market value,
whichever is the lower, and buyers have to budget
for a further 12.5% approximately to cover fees
and taxes. Fees are normally less than the 12.5%
when buying outright, without a mortgage. For a
second or subsequent property, mortgages are
usually capped at 60% loan-to-value.
Colliers Consultants, in their recent research
report on first-time buyers across the continent
– European Residential on the Rise – reveals the
average age of a person in Spain purchasing a
home for the first time is 41. This is higher than
the European average of 34. A typical propertybuyer in Spain is aged between 40 and 50, with
dependent children. 42% of buyers, first-time
or otherwise, want a new home in the same
neighbourhood they grew up in or have lived in
for most of their lives. The reality, though, is that
around one in 10 of these property-seekers will
end up living in a different town. Other criteria turn
out to be of even greater priority when forced to
choose between them – price, ease of commuting,
quality of schools nearby, or public services and
facilities being better in the area they finally decide
upon.
What buyers want: The hierarchy of needs
Price is nearly always the number one consideration
for buyers, especially those who need a mortgage
and particularly those at the high loan-to-value end
of the borrowing spectrum.
Financial experts recommend a maximum of 30%
of one’s monthly income be spent on mortgage
repayments or rent, which narrows the field for
those on salaries close to the minimum wage, or
one-adult households.
Second priority is almost always based upon the
features of the new home itself rather than its
location or environment, the research says.
It’s what’s inside that counts - after price, a typical
buyer’s second priority is size, layout and number
of bedrooms, beyond any considerations about
the local environment or facilities. These elements
tend to surpass other, ‘added-value’ features in
an ideal home – like swimming pools, the nature
of communal areas in an apartment block or on
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an urbanisation, or the type and level of services
and facilities nearby, such as schools and leisure or
entertainment.

two decades, the National Statistics Institute (INE)
revealed at the time.

Older first-time buyers, but who seek a forever
home?
The two main reasons for Spaniards or existing
residents in Spain buying, according to industry
research, are to acquire a home to live in full-time
or most of the time, or as an investment.
Buying a second home for the owner’s personal
use is less common when the purchaser is already
living in Spain, as opposed to those based mostly
abroad.

With everywhere shut and nothing happening,
householders in Spain stashed more cash in the
‘lockdown year’ of 2020 than at any other time
this century. Swelling available funds mean buyers
on the move – selling their existing home to
acquire another, rather than first-timers, secondhome seekers, or investors – accounted for around
43% of the total of estate agency business in
2021, compared with 39% in 2020. This also led
to interest in new builds, larger homes and out-oftown property rising.

Hunting for a main residence is the top criterion
and a typical homebuyer – given their average age,
in their 40s and having at least one child already –
will be looking for large and spacious premises. An
average first-time buyer in Spain has an established
family and wants a ‘house for life’ with plenty of
space for the children.

The vast majority of buyers still need a mortgage
Asked whether now is a good time to buy, the
Valuations Institute based its affirmative response
on higher household savings and lower interest
rates rather than property prices or value for
money in general – house-hunters’ personal
situations instead of market trends.

‘Large’ and ‘spacious’ do not always go hand in
hand, meaning a smaller size of property with
better distribution of space is more likely to be
popular. The more bedrooms available, the better,
for this average purchaser profile, to accommodate
the child or children they already have or plan to
have in the future.

Home prices have been steadily climbing in the
years since Spain came out of recession, but from a
buyers’ perspective, these have been ‘manageable’
rises, not a ‘boom’ or series of booms and not
so rapidly or steeply as to render it imperative to
make a swift purchase before the next upwards
leap. Even though home prices have gone up –
albeit gradually - in recent years, falling interest
rates mean the actual monthly expenditure for
homeowners with a mortgage has remained the
same or even reduced.

FAI data say buyers, including those who have
never owned a home before, mainly think of their
eventual purchase as a ‘life project’ – which is
perhaps why they tend to be older when they buy
for the first time, as their intention is to stay there
forever rather than start off small and cheap and
gradually climb the property ladder.
Acquiring property as an investment typically takes
one of two routes, the figures show.
‘Investment buying’ is more likely to be a
property-ladder-scaling exercise than buy-to-let
or buy-renovate-sell
One involves that of buying a first home, to live
in, but with a view to this being merely temporary,
intending to later sell it to buy something larger
and more permanent, or to keep the original firsttime property to rent out as a source of income
after saving up to purchase a larger one in addition,
to live in full-time.
Effectively, this is a ‘property-ladder’ type of
investment, which is less common than going
straight in and acquiring one’s forever home with
a first-time mortgage, but more common than
buy-to-let investment projects or than people who
purchase homes to renovate and then sell on at a
higher price.
‘Lockdown savings’ and negative Euribor boosts
home-buying market
Figures published in the final quarter of 2021 by
the Valuations Institute showed that low mortgage
interest rates – with the Euribor, or Eurozone rate,
in negatives since February 2016 and likely to
remain well below zero for some time yet – and
increased household savings as a result of the
2020 lockdown and two years’ worth of ‘pandemic
restrictions’ reducing non-essential spending, have
helped spur on the property market. As at the
end of 2020, family savings reached an average
of 14.8% of disposable income, the highest in

Growing fixed-rate mortgage trend, despite
interest rate stability
INE data show fixed-rate mortgages began to
overtake variable-rate loans in 2021, reaching
60% by the final quarter. This, is in spite of the fact
that in Spain, variable-rate mortgages are reviewed
annually, so they do not change from month to
month with the associated risk of a sudden spike
not budgeted for, meaning homeowners have
plenty of time to plan and reconsider if they see
signs of possible rate rises over several months.
Effectively, borrowers will have a permanent oneyear fixed rate by default, even if they opt for
the ‘variable’ route. The new fixed-rate fever also
seems at odds with the fact that the Euribor has
tended to go down, rather than up, in the past six
years, meaning mortgages usually get cheaper –
not more expensive – with each annual review, and
only partly through the capital owed decreasing.
Where one-off rate rises have been seen since the
first-ever fall into minus figures, these are typically
measured in hundreds of a percentage point, so
the impact on average monthly mortgage payments
is generally a matter of a few cents. Rates which
are fixed tend to be higher than those which are
reviewed annually, and an additional fee is payable
at the start to ‘hold’ the rate at inception, so
repayments usually work out more expensive than
for variable-rate mortgages.
Sharp and ongoing rises in the Eurozone interest
rate are historically rare, meaning the ‘variable’
route only really became economically inviable
when the Euribor was at record highs at the peak
of the property boom in 2007, reaching well
above 5% for months at a time.
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30 words of 3 letters or more.

Anchovies
Clam
Cod
Coral
Crab
Dolphin
Eel
Fish
Hake
Jellyfish
Lobster
Mussel
Octopus
Oyster
Prawn
Scallop
Seahorse
Seal
Sealion
Seaweed
Shark
Shrimp
Squid
Star Fish
Stingray
Swordfish
Tuna
Turtle
Walrus
Whale
Answers on page 82
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KIDDIES QUIZ:
1. How many planets are there?
2. What orbits the earth?
3. What is the sun made from?
4. Legs and arms are also known as what?
5. What part of the plant conducts photosynthesis?
6. What is the boiling point of water?
7. Which organ pumps blood around the body?
8. When water is boiled, what does it turn into?

WORDSEARCH

9. Which nutrient plays an essential role in muscle-building?
10. Which is the strongest sense of a dog out of hearing, smell,
touch or taste?
11. What animal does beef come from?
12. What animal does ham from come?
13. What are the five main ingredients of a sponge cake?
14. What do you call a person who doesn’t eat meat?
15. What do you call a person who doesn’t eat any substance
that comes from an animal - including meat, eggs and milk?

Crab
Dolphin

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Find the 10 differences

Eel
Fish
Jellyfish
Lobster
Octopus
Oyster
Prawn
Salmon
Seahorse
Seal
Shark
Squid
Starfish
Turtle
Whale

COLOURING PENCILS AT THE READY?

SEE OUR
WHAT’S
ON FOR
CHILDREN
ON
PAGE 76

Answers on page 82
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Pop Music in Murcia and Spain during the
1960’s
By the late 1960’s, Spanish pop music had
acquired an excellent reputation with much
of the British musical press. This, in itself, was
rather surprising, because Murcia and Spain
had no real pop music history at the time. There
was no tradition of swing, or rhythm and blues
(R&B) in Murcia or Spain at large and jazz was
seen as being decadent during the Franco era –
unofficially, it was banned from Spanish radio
until well into the 1950’s. In order to listen to
jazz and other ‘decadent’ forms of popular
music, enthusiasts in Murcia and elsewhere had
to have high powered radio sets which could
pick up signals from over the Pyrenees. All this
changed, however, in the two years between
1966 and 1968, when (at least according to
British and other western European journalists)
Murcia and Spain experienced its own youth
and pop music revolution. In the international
era of the miniskirt, female dress hemlines rose
not only in Madrid, but also in many of the
more urban areas of Murcia. Teenage Spanish
musical tastes also underwent something of a
transformation: What kind of pop music did the
younger generation in Murcia listen to at this
time? Well, to begin with, they listened largely to
solo artistes and bands who imitated British and
American musical styles. However, this changed
in the 1966-1968 period, when Murcian youth
began listening to, and watching, Spanish pop
music which had many original touches and
which was definitely the ‘best on the continent
of Europe’ according to many pop aficionados
of the time.

Los Pekenikes in 1967 (Unkown Author).psd
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Probably the most popular Spanish band at this
time (with all generations) were The Pekenikes,
who mixed together the genres of jazz and pop.
This was a mostly instrumental band who were
largely unheard of outside Spain, though in
July 1965 they played as a support act to The
Beatles during the Liverpool band’s first ever
live Spanish concert. In July 1968, The Pekenikes
played at the Palma Pop Music Festival and in
1970-71 they secured their biggest international
hit with the single ‘Tren Transoceanico a
Bucaramanga’ (Bucaramanga was a town in
Columbia). Although band members changed
over time, The Pekenikes have stayed in existence
for decades and played at the Plaza de Santa
Domingo in Murcia City during August 2010.
In 2019, the much changed band celebrated the
60th anniversary of its formation with a concert
at the Rialto Theatre in Madrid.

Los Bravos c. 1966, Advert for ‘Black is
Black’ (c) Press Records.psd
of their huge international hit ‘Black is Black’
was produced in Rochester, Kent and went on
to become No.2 in the UK hit parade during
1966, No.4 in the USA and No.1 in Canada. Huge
quantities of the single record were sold in
Murcia, and over two million copies were sold
throughout Spain in 1966. The Los Bravos lead
singer was a German named Mike Kogel, whose
voice and delivery style was likened to that of
Gene Pitney. The band followed up their ‘Black
is Black’ success by releasing another single
called ‘I Don’t Care’ in October 1966, which
reached No.22 in Canada, and also did well in
Britain, Murcia and Spain as a whole.

Plaza de Santa Domingo, Murcia (c) JCRA
Another popular band of the 1960’s, in Murcia
and the rest of Spain (but largely unknown
outside the Iberian Peninsula) were Los
Canarios, formed by Eduardo Bautista, in the
Canary Islands, during 1964. The band sang
in English, and began by performing soul and
R&B standards, but later moved on to delivering
progressive rock and psychedelia-influenced
numbers. In 1968, the band enjoyed one of
its biggest hits with the song ‘Get on Your
Knees’, but Los Canarios struggled to maintain
its popularity when Bautista was called up for
national military service in 1970 and the band
eventually disbanded in 1974.
The quintet Los Bravos were definitely the
biggest pop band in Spain during the mid and
late 1960’s. Indeed, for a short time they were one
of the most popular bands in the entire world,
followed and supported by legions of young fans
from Cartagena to California. The demo version

Photo call of Once Upon A Time In
Hollywood with Quentin Tarantino Berlin
2019 (c) Saveleva a.psd
In addition, during 1968, Los Bravos released a
song entitled ‘Bring a Little Love’ which was
used much later on (in 2019) as the soundtrack
for Quentin Tarantino’s movie ‘Once Upon a
Time in Hollywood’. During the late 1960’s,
Los Bravos really succeeded in conquering the
English-speaking music market and Spanish
pop music was changed forever as a result.
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Summer is upon us but there is still plenty
of work for the Greenfingers volunteers to
do every Wednesday. Weeding, watering
and generally maintaining the lovely plants
that adorn the main roads around Camposol
sector C.
On 4th June
we held a
Platinum
J u b i l e e
party on the
plot of land
opposite Age
C o n c e r n ’s
S o c i a l
Centre.
A
good crowd
of
people
came along
to enjoy the
afternoon
a
n
d

celebrate Queen Elizabeth II’s reign. There
was a raffle and an auction together with

music provided by Carl Thomas.
Greenfingers held it’s AGM recently at the Golf
Club with a good number of Sector C residents
present. The committee was elected with
several new members and so we look forward
to continuing the high standard of care for our
sectors trees and plants.

Have you noticed how clean and weed free
most of the roads on sector C are? Well
it’s all due to Greenfingers maintenance
team. We have a scheme for funding this
work for resident homeowners and holiday
homeowners. If you’d like more information
on how to join the scheme please contact
John Osborne (Greenfingers Chairman).

end of Calle Esparraguera is also ongoing.
You’ll notice the pruning of the fir trees at the
beginning of Esparraguera. What a difference
it makes. A big thanks to 4 members of the
team for going the extra mile and clearing
up the cuttings and branches on a Sunday
morning.

Volunteers for
the gardening
team are also
assisting
with
the
extension of
the bin site on
Esparrageura
and would like
to thank the
community for
their support
following the
building blocks
going missing
from the site!
A special thanks to David Bray who stepped in
to cover the cost of the replacement building
material.

It is interesting reading the news from each of
the 4 gardening teams on Camposol and the
great work that they do. However, not so nice is
the constant problem with dog mess. Recent
posts on the Camposol Sector D Facebook
site also complains about dog owners not
cleaning up their dogs’ mess, highlighting this
problem.
A plea to those dog owners who don’t clean
up their dogs mess, “Please think about the
impact on others, especially the gardening
team who constantly come across dog
mess as they are weeding or clearing up.”
This issue was covered in several gardening
team articles, but sadly there has been no
improvement. The majority of dog owners
clean up the mess and we thank you for doing
so. It makes our work so much easier and
we don’t have to worry about stepping in or
handling dog mess. To the minority who don’t
clean up after their dogs, please stop being
inconsiderate and take responsibility to clean
up after your dog.
The focus over the past month has been the
trimming of the palms on Los Covachos and
roundabouts. Apart from some of the taller
palms, the final area to trim is at the top end
of Cavachos. Work on tidying up the verge
from the Memorial Gardens through to the
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And finally:
Joke of the month
What tree can sit in your hand?
Why a palm of course - boom boom!
Tip of the month - For you gardeners new to
Spain - the most important part of maintaining
any Spanish garden is watering. Less frequent,
deep soakings are best as this will increase
the drought tolerance of your plants.
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As stipulated in our previous article our shop is
closed for the month of August and re-opens on
the 1st Tuesday of September, together with our

van as a collection point for your kind donations
for our charity, which will resume on Tuesday 6th
September at Camposol A Commercial Centre.
During the previous months we have been able to
make donations to two schools in our area with
a donation of 2000€’s each to; CEIP Francisco
Caparros and Gines Garcia Martinez. This will
go towards funding projects for the children for
which no government funding is available. We
also made a donation of 400€’s worth of food to
the Ukraine Appeal organised by the Mazarrón
Ayuntamiento. We still continue to help the
church in Puerto de Mazarrón with their Food
Bank project to distribute food and essential
items to those families in need in our area.

FAST Camposol

WE NEED YOU!

FAST provides a life-saving service.
We preserve life, stop conditions deteriorating,
reassure and comfort the casualty and family in
a time of crisis.
Call into the Social Centre at 10.00am on
Tuesday mornings for a warm welcome or email
us for more information.
Most Responders will always respond in pairs
day or night. We have flexible shifts; 6 hours, 12
hours or 24 to suit the individual.
All our Responders are fully trained level 3 and
level 4 First Responders and are authorised
by the Murcian Health Authority (MHA) to
operate the Automatic Electronic Defibrillator
(AED) and to perform CPR.
The long-awaited insurance is now in
place and our acceptance into the Spanish
Association of Volunteers is a formality.
Special thanks to Jeremy Newhall for all the
work he has put in and Barry Hamilton and
Jenny Salt for supplying all the necessary
documentation.
In a medical emergency call 112 first then call
FAST on 868 487 015.
Ask for an operator to speak in your language if
you don’t speak Spanish. They will ask a series
of questions in order to prioritise the call. If the
call is at night, put outside lights on as this will
help us and the Emergency services to find your
location.
We will keep the people of Camposol up to
date regarding the lifesaving service on social
media, the FAST Facebook page and our web

page is where you can find more up to date
information. There is now the 112 Murcia App.
The authorities in Murcia are encouraging all
residents in the region to have the App on their
smart phone.
FAST Responders attending an emergency
can stop catastrophic bleeding, ensure the
casualty has an open airway and if required give
lifesaving CPR. Both the FAST vehicles are
fully equipped with defibrillators, blood clotting
type bandages and all the other kit required of
a first responder. We also comfort the other
members of the household; give advice on what
the medics will want to see when they arrive. If
the patient has to stay in hospital we have a list
of things they may need for a hospital stay.

We truly thank our supporters for their continued
support. Without them we would not be able to
help all those in need in our area, so on behalf of
them we thank you.

The FAST nurses are collecting on Mondays,
even in 38 degrees and the flies! The collections
are to enable the service to continue.
The long awaited (due to the pandemic) FAST
AGM was held recently and a full report will be
published on our media pages.
Our Mental Health phone is manned 24/7. If
you are feeling depressed, alone or just want to
talk to someone call 0034 613 205 895. There
will be someone there to listen to you and give
advice if you need it.

ALL THAT WE DO IS FOR
ALL OF YOU.

If you live on your own and keep in touch with
family abroad, why not give them the FAST
number or webpage address? If they contact us
we can make a house call to check that you are
ok. If you need any help or support, give us a
call. If we cannot help we will direct you to the
correct place.
FAST
had
a
Music
Evening
recently
sponsored by
three bars on
Camposol A.
Thank you to
them and all
who attended
and enjoyed
the evening.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

FAST Nurses
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H e l l o
everyone. I
hope you are
all keeping
well
and
coping with
the heat.
We enjoyed
v a r i o u s
celebrations
during June,
the first being
the Jubilee
party where
we all brought food, had a great party
and celebrated in style. A quiz followed
which had been put together by Pauline
and all the questions were connected to
the Queen and her family. It made us
realise how much or how little we knew/

Flooding In Camposol
Residents
Association
Welcomes
Formation Of Round Table To Seek
Solutions

know about the Royal Family.
An Ascot Day was also held in the month
and gave us all a good excuse to dress
up and wear our hats. There was a great
variety. Another enjoyable afternoon was
celebrated.
A level 4 trained
Responder Tony
Dwyer
came
from FAST, to
talk about the
work they do
and give us a
d e m o n s t ra t i o n
on
cardiac
resuscitation
and the use of
a
defibrillator.
FAST
is

emphasis on solving the grave risk of flooding
in ‘Sector D’. The Round Table was attended
by representatives of all of the political parties
in the town hall as well as representatives
of the regional government, the water
authority (CHS) and residents of Camposol,
represented by the CRA.

a registered charity and relies upon
donations from the public to purchase
equipment and maintain the vehicles
to enable the volunteers to get
to the various incidents around the Camposol
area. An interesting and enlightening talk.
Our final event was our Summer lunch at
the Amapola Hotel and was well attended
and enjoyed. The food and the service were
brilliant and there was a lovely atmosphere
throughout the event. The afternoon was
completed by music and dancing and a
wonderful raffle. At the end we made our way
back to the coach for our homeward journey.
Until September when we meet again. We
will let you know the agenda in due course.
Look after yourselves and those around you
and enjoy whatever you are doing during
the break.

were included. I am sure that with good will
and cooperation from all sides, substantial
progress can be achieved.”
Mr Gelling added “The deficiencies in
Camposol affect almost 5,000 residents,
most especially those affected by the floods
in ’Sector D’.

CRA meeting with advisors

The leaders of the Camposol Residents
Association (CRA) express their satisfaction
for the constitution of a Round Table on 6th
July, at the initiative of Mazarrón Council,
to seek solutions for the deficiencies and
infrastructure
problems
affecting
the
Camposol urbanisation, with a special
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Houses with problems on Camposol

Phillip Gelling, president of the CRA, who
attended the inaugural meeting, said “I view
the constitution of the Round Table and our
inclusion in it, as a
positive step forward
and I would like to
thank our Mayor,
Gaspar Miras Lorente,
for including the CRA
in
this
important
initiative. I would also
like to thank Alicia
Jiménez of the PP and
the council members
of the Ciudadanos
Party for their support
in ensuring that we

Defective channeling of the rambla

During this first meeting I raised my concerns
for the health and safety of residents, given
the serious risk of flooding. Therefore, I am
pleased that the Round Table is giving priority
to the search for a solution to this problem.”
The legal advisor to the CRA, Gerardo
Vazquez Nuñez, who also attended the
meeting, added “Our position is constructive.
That is to say we hope that between us we
can deliver solutions for the urbanisation
of Camposol as soon as possible, given that
nobody wants to repeat the experience of the
terrible flooding that occurred in 2014. This
first meeting was an introductory one and I
left it feeling positive and optimistic. The next
meeting will be in September when I hope
that substantial advances will be achieved.”
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I’m Shaun and I’ve run the Expat in Mazarron
YouTube channel since arriving here in Spain in
2015. It’s all about living in Spain, where I live
(Camposol), places of interest, property, going out
walking and many more things about Spain. I’ve
set up a group called Camposol Explorers which
is about going out exploring once a month in the
Murcia Region and beyond. If you want to join,
please contact me on my Facebook group Expat
in Mazarron.

The weather has been much hotter and because
of this I decided just to go to one location for our
July trip and not far from Camposol. We set off at
11am and shared 3 cars to visit a place not really
known about in the heart of the Sierra Espuña.
The Plane Building

During 2021 the building was restored and has
information boards and also a drawing of what
it would look like. At the front of the building there
is a tower with a staircase, viewing platform to
look over the building and pool and to see the
shape of the plane.

Mariposa just on the edge of the Sierra Espuña.
Lovely meal at a very reasonable price. We
must have spent a couple of hours there before
returning home.

Also a view point looks over the Sierra Espuña at
the same location. We walked back to the cars
and at the information centre there is a small
museum about the park.

Our next trip on 8th August, which also is a very
hot month, will only be at one location, but one
with an amazing view point overlooking Alhama
de Murcia with its castle below, then off to have a
meal at the Hotel Mariposa.
Please check out the videos on my YouTube
channel Expat in Mazarrón and for up-todate videos on new places and where else we
are exploring in 2022 on Camposol Explorers
YouTube channel.

We then went to the nearby restaurant ‘Fuente
del Hilo’ for a drink before driving to Hotel

Brief history: Started work in the 1930s for the
Spanish Airforce, so they could rest and have a
holiday, it was going to have accommodation,
dining area and a swimming pool. Built in
the shape of an aeroplane, but along came the
Spanish Civil war and it was never finished.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Forget
Me
Not is a local
organisation
that cares for
the carer and
gives carers a
much-needed
respite
to
go and do
something for
themselves
for a few
hours a week
whilst
their
loved one is
in safe hands
and enjoying themselves. Our clients have a
range of illnesses including dementia, strokes
and general disability and we have trained
nurses at each session as well as male and
female volunteers to help our clients with their
every need.
We meet every Monday from 10.15am-1.15pm
and from 1st September we will return to 2
mornings a week at The Social Centre, Camposol
B.   Our clients are not just from Camposol,
but from surrounding areas such as Bolnuevo
and Totana so don’t feel excluded if you don’t

Although we
are well into
Summer, the
small group
of B Clean
volunteers
has
been
continuing
to clear the
weeds that
appeared
after
the
rain earlier
in the year.
The roadside gravel along the entrance road
has been cleared and sprayed and likewise
the oleanders along the side of the dual
carriageway have had their weeds and long
grass strimmed and sprayed. Work was
carried out on the far end of C/Ciclamen, the
section from the C/Albizia junction down to
the roundabout near the bridge. The weeds
were really bad and the job took 4 weeks,
not helped by the dog walkers who have
been treating the gravel paths as a huge dirt
tray. The gravel is there because there is no
pavement and is to try and avoid pedestrians
having to walk in a road which serves as a link
between Camposol C and D and the rest of
the urbanisation, motorway etc. Dog walkers
are requested to clear up after their pets. It
isn’t exactly rocket science! At the time of
writing, the roundabout near Consum was to
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live
on
Camposol.
One
of
our clients
comes
on
the ‘campo
bus’
and
because
he is in a
wheelchair
they
have
s p e c i a l
adaptions
to facilitate
him and his
chair, so if
you have problems getting to us please ring
and we can put you in touch with them.
We welcome our clients and they love coming
to their own little club where we play dominoes
(we have quite a domino school now), we do
crafts and play your cards right which we
all enjoy, bingo and a free lunch.   Various
groups come to entertain us and the clients love
music and we have had 2 discos at 11am in the
morning this year.  The room is air conditioned
so is very comfortable for the clients and if
they are smokers, a volunteer will go with them

be the next area to receive attention from the
volunteers.

Some readers may be aware that B Clean
was requested to remove some trees on the
rambla side of C/ Sierra de Torrecilla. Apart
from the simple fact that the B Clean working
group doesn’t have the equipment or facilities
to undertake this type of work, (that’s why
we have to pay professional tree surgeons to
deal with the palm trees which are, of course,
the council’s responsibility), the group has no
intention of damaging these trees.
The volunteers certainly don’t need to have
more work added to their already huge job list
and this situation is being made far, far worse
by the current epidemic of fly tipping. This has
always been a problem and the volunteers
clear what they can, but in recent weeks it
seems to be getting totally out of control.
Amazingly, despite the huge amounts being

outside to the back of the centre where we
have a picnic table and benches. Coffee, tea,
squash and biscuits are always available
and diabetics are catered for with sugar-free
biscuits and sugar-free sweets as prizes for
winning the bingo.
C l i e n t s
are
never
alone
and
volunteers
help
them
every step of
the way. We
love to see
their smiling
faces
when
they
arrive
and until they
go home.   As
volunteers
we
run
fundraising events so we can keep Forget Me
Not a free group with free lunches, so please
look out for our fundraisers and contribute if
you can. If you feel you would like to help as
a volunteer either give us a call or just come
along on a Monday, you will be made very
welcome.

dumped, witnesses are as rare as hen’s teeth,
so it just goes on. Perhaps some people just
don’t want to get involved, but when the rats
start breeding in the rubbish and spreading
into the local environment, they may feel that
turning a blind eye wasn’t the best option
after all.

By the time this article goes to press, the
working party will be on its summer break due
to the high temperatures which make outside
working hazardous to health. During this
‘quiet time’ the administration of the group
continues, so any offers of help for the next
season will be very welcome. Our Treasurer
would also welcome the membership fees
of a number of members who have still not
paid up for this year. Come on folks, without
subs and donations the group can’t function,
so please chip in by paying up and ideally
helping out with the gardening work.
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home with lots
of love and care.

Well, come on, admit it, have you complained
it’s too hot yet!! We’ve all been like dying
swans in the shop and are huddling in front
of the fan!

These
wobbly
lumps
can
appear
on
older
dogs.
Although they
seem alarming
its always best
to get them
checked,
they
are not always

Amongst those we gave assistance too last
month was teeny Luna. She looks like she’s
been in the wars already! Her owners took
her to Paco, our vet in Puerto de Mazarrón.
She had three tumorous lumps on her body.
They were removed immediately and sent for
testing. They were caught so early there should
be no further problems. Luna is recovering at

MABS Cancer Support Fundación
Providing practical help and support to those
that need us most
Helpline
First the most important bit. We can provide:
Transport with driver to take patients to and
from hospitals
Translators to ensure the diagnosis is fully
understood
Home carers to provide additional care when
needed
Respite and Hospice care in our Respite Home
Medical equipment on loan to patients
1-2-1 counsellors
If you need our help just phone our Helpline
620 422 410
Recent Fundraising and Donations
As the world has become a little more normal,
fundraising in June and the beginning of July
has raised:
Ascot Ladies’ Day raised an amazing 1,427.80€,
so a big thank you to everyone who came
along and gave so generously and to all our
glamorous models.
Charity Quiz on Camposol B raised 271.10€, so a
shout out to Jay Leatherland and his team for
their efforts and to everyone who took part.
MCC Social Club which is sadly closing after
17 years donated 1,000€ to MABS and 1,000€
to Age Concern, so another thank you to the

Committee and members of the Social Club their trips and events will be sorely missed.
Ironman Challenge
On 10th July
Karen Andrew
took part in
the gruelling
Iron ma n
Challenge in
Vitoria Gasteiz
in the Basque
province of
Álava - 3.8km
open water
swim, 180km
cycle
and
finally 42.2km
marathon! At
the time of writing Karen’s heroic efforts has
raised around 1,700€ - an amazing amount, so a
massive thank you to Karen.
Upcoming Events
4th September Party in the Park 2 – Mazarrón
Country Club
7 Acts, Paul Pryce; Shannon; Carolynn May a
tribute to Dame Shirley Bassey; Jeff Summers
international singer and guitarist; Southern
Impact; Byron G; ABBAsolutely Fabulous.
Hosted by Michelle Miles and Paul Pryce. 16€
pp includes paella.

tumours.
Don’t forget, we still need your donations
however small or large.
We can’t finish without asking you to consider
volunteering for MAMAS. It’s not hard work;
just sorting donations and displaying them,
or putting clothes on hangers. Whatever you
can do would be so appreciated.

If you can spare a few hours and would like
to help we would love to see you. It is very
rewarding work and makes a huge difference
to those that need our help. Phone/email us or
call into our Respite Home on Avenida de Los
Covachos 278 on Camposol B2.
Collections:
Furniture and larger items? Message MABS
Charity Shop or phone 634 313 478 to arrange
collection. For smaller items we have donation
‘boxes’ for clothes, bric-a-brac, books etc. in
our Respite Home, Alley Palais on Camposol B
and The Club House on Camposol C.
With your help
In June we were able to assist with:
114 Appointments
102 Translations
43 Drives to hospital
17 loans of equipment
Year to date to the end of June
545 Appointments
508 Translations
171 Drives to hospital
61 loans of equipment

30th September World Coffee Morning
30th October Race for Life
Further details to come.
How you can help:
Volunteers – We always need more volunteers
to help out in various roles:
‘Manning’ reception in our Respite Home
Helping out in our shop in Totana (car share
available from Camposol B)
Van workers to collect and deliver larger
donations
Driving patients to their appointments

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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Please take time to read about some of our
‘invisible’ dogs who have waited so long for
a home, most for over a year. All deserve a
loving home and family.
Firstly
we
have
the
gorgeous
Nieve.
Both
her
and
her
sister,
Canela, were
abandoned
by their owner
on a piece of
land in the
countryside.
The owner of
the land fed
them once a
week when he
visited his finca. The rest of the week they were
alone. Canela has now been homed in the
UK but Nieves is still looking for that forever
home. Currently in kennels she is a gentle and
loving girl who would love nothing more than
her own family.

reserved. He is
microchipped,
castrated, fully
vaccinated,
and
has
up to date
blood
tests.
Unfortunately
Fenix
has
tested positive
for Leishmania
which is easily
treated
with
a couple of
tablets a day
for as little as
5€ a month. Fenix is classed as a PPP breed
purely because a vet considered his build
muscular and his head broad.

own pace, but she will make somebody a
wonderful companion.
Although we have featured these three
gorgeous dogs, we have many others that
have also been waiting patiently; Hugo,
Jesus, Maple, Janet and Julie to name but a
few. Please look at our adoption album for
more information on all our wonderful dogs
and cats
Thank you as ever to everyone who supported
us last month. In August we will have our usual
online markets/pop ups and for other events
please keep following our FB page.
Please contact the team at FMA for more
information.
Private message our Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/Friends-ofMazarrón-Animals-504985486541402/

Secondly we have Fenix who was rescued
around 5 years ago by a Spanish lady, but
unfortunately nobody was interested in him.
He was living happily there with his friend Ali
and was cared for and loved. Sadly his owner
suffered two strokes and consequently had
to give them up. Fenix gets on well with other
dogs and loved his best friend Ali who is now

Last but not
least
we
have Osa, a
quite
timid
girl who is a
little
unsure
of new things
and people.
She will need
a calm home
with space,
time
and
patience so
she can grow
in confidence
at
her

Hello everyone, hope you are keeping well
and enjoying the summer.

helpers and after a few tears, made for “the
best afternoon ever,” said our ladies.

Join our teaming group. Donate just 1€ per
month.
h t t p s : / / w w w . t e a m i n g . n e t /
friendsofmazarronanimals
Donations can be made using
Bank Account ES39 3058 0206 9227 2050
7854
(BIC CCRIES2AXXX)
ES39 3058 0206 9227 2050 7854
Bic number (which should not be needed for
EU transfers)
CCRIES2AXXX

We are now planning for our next season,
September 2022 – June 2023.
September 14th - Day Trip to Benidorm.
October 20th - Visit to Aguilas and lunch.
January 19th - Our annual Ikea and Nuevo
Condominium shopping trip.

Well, our end
of
season
Summer
Party
at the Amapola
was
a
huge
success;
good
company, great
food,
fabulous
entertainment,
amazing
raffle,
dancing, singing,
l a u g h i n g ,
thanking
our
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These are just a select few from next season’s
trips and visits and we also have a number
of excellent speakers coming to entertain us.
Interested? Why not come along and meet us
at The Social Centre, Camposol B. Our first
meeting will be September 8th 2pm-4pm.

Thank you, take care and be kind. It costs
nothing and means so much.
Sue xx

The beginning of September is when we
ask for your help to continue Chatterbox’s
support of Rosa Caritas. Knitting comes to
mind! Jumpers, cardigans, hats, scarves and
gloves/mittens for children aged from birth to
3 years, not forgetting the knitted toys our
fabulous ladies are renowned for.
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I hope you’re all
enjoying
the
summer weather.
Although some
might say it’s
a little too
hot now, midthirties
is
a tad warm!
Nevertheless,
our
Volunteers
continue to go out
every week doing
various jobs to keep our
area looking nice.
Following on from
last month when
I mentioned the
weeds in the
Memorial
Garden which
were looking
terrible,
we
have since then
employed Pedro
to clear these weeds

Age Concern are closed for August
but their equipment hire, befriending
and driving will continue. Their centre
will re-open on 5th September at 10am,

and spray with weed
killer which will
hopefully
keep
them at bay
throughout
the
summer
months. This
of course cost
us money which
comes out of
our funds. We
did however think
it was worth the
money and I am sure you
will agree has much improved this area.
It is after all the first area you see when
driving on to Camposol from the motorway.
We endeavour to keep this area as nice as
we can to give a good impression to anyone
coming on to Camposol.
How nice it is now to see all the bars busy.
On Camposol A there is now music every
Saturday night hosted by three of the
bars there. They’re very kindly allowing
our group to hold a raffle on most of
the Saturdays. We are very grateful to

with their Vintage Store re-opening on
13th September, also at 10am.
The next event is their popular Black

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

them as this enables us to raise much
needed funds. All money raised is used
to purchase equipment, pay for work that
we’re physically unable to do (considering
the age of most of our volunteers!!), pay to
maintain our truck and trailer and pay for
weed killer etc.
All money raised and spent is accounted
for. Our Treasurer keeps excellent records
of all monies coming in and going out and
these figures are certified by an accountant
at the end of the year. Our Group is
registered in Madrid and complies fully
with all rules and regulations.
Our library will continue to open
throughout the summer, manned by our
group of volunteers. It is open every Friday
from 10am-12.30pm. There are two cabins
situated in the car park on Camposol A
(just below Rendezvous), so come along and
choose a book to read while sitting on your
sunbed, under a brolly of course!
We thank you for your continued support.
You can contact us via the information
above.

and White Ball on 7th September in
Puerto de Mazarrón, followed by their
Vintage Store Clearance Sale on 24th
September where everything must go!
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Check at your local Tourist Office for full
details of Events
The use of masks, complying with safety
distances and the use of hydroalcoholic gel is
recommended.
During August there are a number of free
classes on the beach at Isla Plana, La Azohia and
Pto de Mazarrón including Yoga, Zumba and
Aquagym. Also free childrens activities in Pto
de Mazarron. Refer to our What’s On for days/
times
Aguilas
www.aguilas.org
Tel 968 493 285 – Sat Market
Every Saturday – Antique & Collectable
Market near the Railway Station. From 10am
Aguilas Ayuntamiento once again introduces
their free open air concerts at Aguilas Castle.
This year to co-incide with the full moon which
this year is 10th, 11th and 12th. Pianists, groups
and sopranos perform in this amazing location,
high above the Mediterranean.
Saturday 13th - Free Guided Walk. Discover
Cabo Cope/Puntas de Calnegre on this 4.7km
walk of approx 2.5 hours. 9.30am. Booking
through Aguilas Tourist Info Centre
Contemporáneos de Coronado Permanent
Art Exhibition – Auditorio Doña Elena, ThuSun 7pm-10pm
Carnival Museum - Visit this museum in the
Francisco Rabal Cultural House to see some of
the amazing carnival costumes. The costumes
will be changed each year to show those from the
most recent carnival festival.
Open Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4-9pm
Ruta del Ferrocarril - Check at Tourist Office
for availability
Alhama de Murcia
http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es/
Tel 968 633 51 – Tues Market
Alhama Ayuntamiento have scheduled free open
air concerts in the Municipality with various
music genres for all ages.
Wednesday 3rd - Plaza Vieja 10pm
Saturday 6th - Cañadas de Alhama 10pm
Saturday 13th - Gebas 10pm
Friday 26th - El Berro 10pm
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Thursday 11th and Thursday 25th – Free
Guided Tour (in English) of Alhama, taking in
such sights as the Church of San Lazaro, Los
Martires Gardens, Casa Consistorial and Los
Baños Archeological Museum. 3€ (2€ under
12’s). 7pm. 968 633 512 to book
Friday 19th – Free activity “Rescue the Time
Traveller” (in English). Suitable for families/
children over 7 years old, an inter-activity
involving solving a riddle by piecing together
pieces of a map scattered around the Town. 968
633 512 to book
There are some fabulous walks in the Sierra
Espuña National Park.
Go to http://turismo.alhamademurcia.es
and click on Paths of Sierra Espuña. You will
find full details of all walks available and a map
that you can download.
Fuente Alamo
Sat Market
Every Wednesday – Hacienda del Alamo
Women’s Association Coffee Morning @ The
Club House 10am-12pm
Lorca
www.lorcaturismo.es
Tel 968 441 914 – Thurs Market
Thursday-Saturdays in August – Enjoy a
romantic dinner in the courtyard of Lorca Castle
with live music (piano, guitar or saxophone,
depending on the date) 30€ 9.30pm. 968 959
646
Lorca Castle – general entry 6€. Guided Tours
available in English for 4€ on Thursdays at
10.30am (22€ to include lunch), with special
packages on Sundays. Check at Tourist Office
for full details.
Mazarrón
www.mazarron.es
Tel 968 594 426 – Sat Market
Saturday 20th August – Artisan Market
Check at the Tourist Office for information on
Free Guided Tours in Mazarrón area.
Mazarrón Ayuntamiento have scheduled free
open air concerts in the Municipality at Mirador
de Bahia, Pto de Mazarrón, with various music
genres for all ages, starting at 10pm
Friday 5th - Flamenco/Jazz
Saturday 6th – Abba Experience 70/80
Friday 12th - Flamenco/Jazz

Friday 19th – Rock/Poetry
There are also a number of free Guided Walks.
968 594 426 to book.
Monday 8th and Friday 19th – Along the coves
of Bolnuevo. 11km. Approx 3 hours. Medium
difficulty (there are climbs and descents)
15th – In the hills, mines and countryside of
Mazarrón. 9km
Wednesday 17th and Tuesday 23rd – Bolnuevo
Watch Tower. Built in the 16th Century to
protect the area from Berber invasions. 7pm
Monday 29th – 3-4 hour walk along the Via
Verde 6pm
Puerto Lumbreras
Tel 968 436 153 – Fri Market
Discover the historical and patrimonial wealth
of Puerto Lumbreras through Medina Nogalte
visiting its cave-houses and the Nogalte
Castle. From Craftsman workshop cave house,
reception of Medina Nogalte. 7pm. 3€ (under
10’s free). Payment due 2 days prior to visit @
ES 12 3058 0204 15 2732000020-City Hall
of Puerto Lumbreras.
Please check availability as some of the evenings
are already fully booked.
Totana
www.totana.es
Tel 968 418 153 – Wed Market/Fri in El
Pareton
Sunday 28th - Artisan Market. Come and
discover handmade ceramics, local honey and
jewellery to name a few of the many artisan
products for sale at Santuario de Santa Eulalia.
10am-2pm
Saturdays & Sundays - Guided Visit to La
Bastida 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm. Book
at Tourist Office
Saturdays - Guided Visit Museum of The
Tower of Santiago
The first level hosts the chapter house that refers
to the lands of Totana; the Order of Santiago.
The second level is the choir of the church, which
shows the Mudejar coffered ceiling of the temple
and the explanation of its chapels. The next
level is known as ‘the bride’s room’, which was
the old house of the bell ringer. The fourth level
cannot be visited as it contains the current clock.
The last level is the bell tower, where the second
oldest bell of the Diocese is located, dating from
1470. 10am
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After returning from our very tiring, but
wonderful trip to Uzbekistan we were
looking forward to catching up on our sleep
deficit. It was nice to get back to the UK, but
on our arrival, I came down with Covid, my
first time! My wife caught it 2 days later,
so we were seeing plenty of our bed, but
nothing to do with the sleep deficit!

Stone Curlew.psd

cheered up when the local male Golden
Oriole (Oriolus Oriolus) chatted to us from
the carob tree whilst we were enjoying
breakfast. Seeing old friends on your return
is such a treat!

Have you ever visited a beauty spot near
Mula, called Fuente Caputa? If you haven’t I
would highly recommend it, but don’t go on
a hot summer’s day as it gets very crowded
with locals swimming in the stream-fed
pools. My wife and I went there recently to
do a 6km circular walking route, but early
in the morning. We started at 7am so that
it wouldn’t be too hot when we finished.
The weather was just perfect as we walked
alongside the water down towards Rambla
Perea. It requires a bit of scrambling over
boulders streamside and in the water, but
that just adds to the fun. All along our route
we were surrounded by beautiful flowering
Oleanders. They are red here, not like the
cultivated varieties that you can get in white
and pink.

Scops Owl.psd

We have now arrived in Murcia and are
still feeling the after effects of Covid, two
weeks later! However, it was great to get
back late last night and sit on the front
terrace in the dark with a nice cold beer.
No sooner had we sat down, than a Scops
Owl (Otus Scops) politely called to us from
an almond tree. However, we weren’t so
pleased when a very impolite Stone Curlew
(Burhinus Oedicnemus) decided to say hello
from outside our bedroom window at 5
o’clock in the morning! Never mind, we were

Crag Martin.psd

Male Golden Oriole.psd

I mentioned a few months ago a Cuckoo
(Cuculus Canorus) called PJ who had passed
through Murcia on his way to my UK home
in Suffolk. He was fitted with a satellite tag
in 2016. Unfortunately, seven years on from
being tagged, he has died on his breeding
ground in Suffolk. During the six migrations
he completed while carrying the tag, PJ
notched up close to 100,000km of flight.
Data from PJ and other cuckoos tagged by
the BTO is helping to find possible reasons
for the decline of the species in parts of
Britain. R.I.P. PJ.

Rocky Ledge Fuente Caputa.psd
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After twenty minutes, we arrived at the
impressive large pool surrounded by cliffs,
where swimming is very popular in the
summer season. However, the path to reach
it follows a narrow rocky ledge with a metal
safety cable to hold on to, metres above
the pool. At this point you can normally
see a couple of bird species that are not
commonly seen in Murcia, but breed in the
cliff faces here. These are Rock Sparrows
(Petroniapetronia) and Crag Martins
(Ptyonoprogne Rupestris). On this occasion
we didn’t hang around for long and missed
seeing the Rock Sparrows. However, we
had great views of a largish group of Crag
Martins hawking for insects above the pool.
They are resident birds that are commonly
seen in winter near to roost sites away from
their mountain homes, such as high buildings
in Murcia City and places with abundant
insects such as the lagunas of Campotejer.
In summer they return to their breeding
sites, nearly always where there are caves
or holes in the cliffs.
As we left the pools and the rambla behind,
there were tall vertical cliffs to our lefthand side where I have seen Alpine Swifts
(Apus Melba) in previous years. There were
lots of House Martins (Delichon Urbicum)
flying around and a reasonable-sized colony
Continued on page 57
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nesting on the overhangs near the cliff tops.
We are used to seeing these birds in urban
environments swooping into their mud nests
under the eaves of houses. However, in their
natural state they are cliff/mountain nesting
birds. This is one of the few places that I
have seen them in their natural historical
environment.

are not that many colonies of these birds
dotted around the region. I was extremely
pleased to see these large Swifts with their
distinctive white chests and to know they
had returned once more to Fuente Caputa.

figures for 2020 show that hunters in Spain
killed 900,000 Turtle Doves in a year. The
birds aren’t even eaten! Personally, I can’t
believe the figures are accurate and my best
guess is that 900,000 is an under-estimate.
However, I would like to believe that the 5 or
6 that I saw in Fuente Caputa is a small sign
that the population of this beautiful Dove is
finally on the increase; until 2023 when the
hunters massacre them again, perhaps!

Dartford Warbler.psd
House Martin Collecting Mud For Nest.psd

Just after watching the Martins, we were
surprised to see a young Long-Tailed Tit
(Aegithalos Caudatus) sitting a couple of
metres away on a low pine branch. They are
very cute birds with their fluffy black and
white feathers that make them look like a bicoloured cotton wool ball, with an amazingly
long tail! This particular chappy was clearly
waiting to be fed, as it probably hadn’t
left the nest too long ago. Unfortunately,
nothing I had would have appealed to it,
except perhaps the mosquitoes that were
annoying me.

The track then took us up from the valley
floor onto the tops of the hills with their
low matorral-style vegetation. It’s a site
where I had previously seen Dartford
Warblers (Sylvia Undate) in the good old
pre-Covid times. I was hoping that they
were still breeding here in the landscape
that reminded me of English heath land. It
wasn’t long before some young birds were
seen flitting around in the low vegetation
and were soon joined by their parents, who
were bringing mouthfuls of insects for them
to gobble greedily. As we continued walking,
we met several younger families of these
Warblers, so I was happy that they were
clearly enjoying a successful season.

Cattle Egret Gambia.psd

On our way home the plains were looking
so beautiful as the sun shone across the
golden fields of wheat, that I pulled over
and we enjoyed a peaceful 10 minutes or
so watching a combine harvester working
across the fields. On closer inspection
there were 2 Cattle Egrets (Bulbulus
Ibis) and a small group of Lesser Kestrels
(Falconaumanni) following the machine
looking for insects disturbed by its action. It
was our mindfulness moment and something
that we all deserve at least once a day. I hope
you enjoy at least one each day.

Young Long-Tailed Tit.psd

As we continued, we noticed a group of
about a dozen larger birds with scimitar
wings flying like jet fighters as they chased
each other across the skies hunting for
insects. They were Alpine Swifts. There

Alpine Swift.psd

Turtle Dove.psd

The other bird that we had been hearing
and seeing was a very pleasant surprise
as it is a species that has been suffering
major population declines in recent years.
We probably recorded 5 or 6 Turtle Doves
(Streptopelia Turtur) on our walk, in a zone
where I had never seen them previously. In
the UK, numbers are down by an incredible
93% since 1994 and in the rest of Europe by
a depressing 78% in the years from 1980 to
2013. This is mainly caused by habitat-loss
due to agricultural industrialization and
hunting. There is currently a moratorium
that bans hunting of them in Spain for 2
years: 2021 and 22. The official government

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Female Lesser Kestrel In Flight.psd

Many thanks to my good friend Juan García
Lopéz for the use of his Dartford Warbler
photograph and John Thompson for the use
of his excellent shot of two Crag Martins in
flight.
If you have any comments or queries, please
feel free to get in touch with me.
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How are you feeling today?
How often do you ignore your feelings?
How often do you choose not to speak about
how you are feeling because you’re concerned
about the effect it will have on others?

Our world has suffered and continues to suffer
from some unexpected and difficult times –
Covid and the war in Ukraine to name but two.
Even if they do not directly affect our lives, they
can still have an impact on how we are feeling;
we wouldn’t be human if they didn’t. Then of
course there are changes in our own personal

circumstances – as Ronan Keating aptly tells us
‘Life is a rollercoaster’.
Feelings really are the only indicator that we
have by which to assess our mental well-being
and we experience them for a reason, yet all
too often it is seen as a weakness to seek help
for our emotions, even though we wouldn’t
think twice if we were in physical pain. Sadly,
men in particular have had this instilled in
them from an early age and yet, statistically
speaking, they’re the most likely to take their
own lives.
Samaritans in Spain has been set up in order
to provide a way for people to express their
feelings in total confidence, honestly and
openly. We believe that everyone should feel
empowered to take action when their emotions
are overwhelming them. A short call with one of
our trained listeners can make such a difference
both in terms of a release and regaining some
control. We are not a solution provider, nor are
we trained therapists, what we are, are a group
of people who have received special training
in order to be able to
listen with empathy
and understanding.
Whilst we do receive
calls
from
people
who are experiencing
suicidal feelings, we
want to stress that noone should feel that
they need to wait until
they reach this point
before talking to us.
We are here for anyone
who is experiencing

Can you remember how easy it was to make
friends when you were a child? We obviously
find it harder as we get older. My mother used
to say that I would make a new friend each
day of our holidays and I am sure many of you
did too. As a child, a bucket and spade were
all that was needed to spend a happy day
playing on the beach. Mum and Dad would sit
in their deckchairs, keeping an eye on us, as we
built our sand castles, or played in the shallow
water. Curiosity would often lead us to see what
another child was doing. Sometimes, without
a word being spoken, you would squat beside
them and start helping. If a child was a bit shy,
they might just stand and watch before joining
in. A hesitant smile and that was enough of
an introduction for you to become playmates;
nothing more was required, or you would
simply tell each other your names. That was all
that was needed for the new friendship to last
right up until you left the beach at tea-time.
Occasionally you would be on the same bit of
beach again and meet up, but it didn’t really
matter because there would always be other
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children to play with. Paddling and collecting
sea shells were also good for collecting new
friends, but I liked looking in rock pools too and
there the shrimps, small fish or hermit crabs
made good conversation starters.
My Mum told me that on one occasion, instead
of bringing another child, I arrived back at
their deck chairs with a dog in tow! I’d asked
a lady sitting a few seats away if I could take
him for a walk. Remarkably, she had agreed,
so up and down our patch of sand, the not
so little dog and I wandered. My Dad said he
couldn’t work out who was taking who for a
walk as we were about the same size, but both
of us enjoyed ourselves that afternoon. Yes, I’d
made another friend.
It’s a shame that as we grow older we appear
to have more inhibitions and become less
easy-going and trusting. Maybe work, family
or various problems cause us to keep ourselves
to ourselves. Once more we find ourselves back
in our childhood, albeit a second one. Things

negative feelings of any kind such as anxiety,
loneliness, distress or despair.

How to access our service
We are available to ALL English speakers
irrespective of nationality and the quickest
and easiest way to make contact is to call our
FREEPHONE number and anyone in mainland
Spain or the Islands can access this. At present,
we operate 10am-10pm every day. We also
have an email address but as it takes us a little
longer to respond to emails we recommend
making that call if you can.
Spreading the word
Even if you do not feel in need of our service,
you can help to make sure that others who
might are aware of our existence. The easiest
way to do this is by strengthening our presence
on Facebook by visiting www.facebook.com/
samaritansinspain and liking the page as well
as sharing it and engaging with our posts.
So… how are you feeling today? No, really,
how are you honestly feeling?
Samaritans is a fully registered charity
in
Spain
(www.samaritansinspain.com)
operating under license from Samaritans UK
(www.samaritans.org) and works closely with
the global umbrella organisation Befrienders
Worldwide (www.befrienders.org).

seem easier. There’s time for chats over a cup of
tea or coffee. We don’t need those buckets and
spades this time round. Just being in a queue,
or sitting beside someone is all the incentive
we require to put the world to rights. A smile
is still and always will be the best conversation
opener, but don’t take my word for this. Why
not try it out for yourselves this coming week?
If we speak a cheerful word to just one person
each day, then 365 people would benefit every
year. Now that’s worth trying, isn’t it?
Our English-speaking services are held at 11am
each Sunday.
August Services
7th   - Songs of Praise
14th - Holy Communion
21st - Morning Prayer
28th - Holy Communion
Lots of smiles and blessings to each one of you
Rev Mo
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Well how the months are flying by, here we are
in August, 5 months and it’ll be Christmas.  
The temperatures are right up there in the high
thirties and we are doing everything we can to
keep cool.
Huge thanks
to all our
wonderful
supporters
who donated
m o n e y
towards fly
masks
for
our donkeys
and horses.
Half
have
arrived and
the other half
will be here
around
17th
August. The
heat brings The fly Masks are a godsend.
the flies, so We really appreciate all the help
the
masks we’ve had… hopefully all 107 will
have a mask.psd
really do stop
the donkeys
from
being
stressed.
Our two ‘newies’ from the Pererra in Murcia,
Platinum & Jubilee are doing well. Platinum had
the most horrid abscess in her hoof and the pain
must have been horrendous. Thankfully she’s on
the mend - she’s still not walking perfectly as her
hooves were in such a mess so it’s time for her
and a good trim every 6 weeks should do the job,
BUT she’s an absolutely gorgeous girl. I often
say it’s a privilege to be in the position to be able
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to help these
animals
and
thanks to all
our wonderful
supporters we
hope to help
many more.
We’ve had a
busy month at
the sanctuary
with
farrier
visits and vet
visits so it really
doesn’t stop.

We’ve
been
asking for help
for the donkeys
for
a
few
months now,
but sadly noone has come
forward which
I’m surprised at!
Who wouldn’t
want to live
in
beautiful
Platinum and Jubilee, some
s u r ro u n d i n g s
helping
care donkeys just touch your heart in
for
these a different way, We will enrich
their lives.psd
wonderful
creatures with
accommodation and food ….. I’ll keep my fingers
crossed.
We advertised 2 dogs on our fb page, Molly and
Sheba. Both have offers for homes, so we will

see how that turns out. Home checks will have
been done by the time you read this.
Huge thanks to the guys from Nigel’s Thursday
Men’s Golf Group on La Torre Golf Resort, who
played at Las Colinas and raised a wonderful
€215 for the donkeys. All the donkey’s could say
is; “do we get more carrots Moma?” - the answer
is YES, but also a few more fly masks.
We are always in need of the magic cream
SUDOCREM, so if anyone is coming out and
can fit a few in their cases or car that would be
amazing.
If you would like to donate to the 107 donkeys
we now have (yes 107!), we have a monthly
sponsorship scheme. If you are interested,
please send me a message or whatsapp
For donations  
Paypal
https://www.paypal.me/AARHF?locale.x=en_
ES
Bank Account
Andreas Animal Rescue and the Henrietta
Foundation
Bank Caja Rural
IBAN: ES 9830185740682015846617
BIC: bcoeesmm018
As usual every Monday there will be someone
(usually me!) in the car park on the roundabout
of Camposol B where you can drop donations
off between 11.30am-1.30pm. We’re very visible
with yellow panels on the side of our vans. Larger
items can be collected by prior arrangement.
Otherwise, items can be dropped off at either
of our shops in Roldan or Mazarrón between the
hours of 10.30am -1.30pm.
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Just a few minutes from Camposol A is OAS
(Otto Animal Sanctuary). Juan and Yolanda
have rescued a number of horses, donkeys, pigs,
dogs, cats, chickens and rabbits, all from dreadful
situations.
Orion
Our
bay
g e l d i n g
Orion,
is
now the proud
owner of an
anti- fly rug
as he suffers
terribly
and
is allergic to
flies.
Thank
you to all who
contributed.
Fire!
Thankfully
all of our
Orion in his new rug
Sanctuary
residents are ok, but in the middle of July we
spent a horrible afternoon, full of total despair
and worry. A fire broke out very close to the
Sanctuary that needed a lot of resources and
time to be brought under control. We spent a
dreadfully anxious afternoon to see if the fire
would continue to spread, as this heat wave has
not helped an area already as dry as a tinderbox!
We thank everyone who helped and supported
us at this dreadful time. Whilst funds still do
not allow for it, we simply must now find some
.psd

Twenty-eight innocent people arrived on the
beach in Bolnuevo for an evening of petanca,
(not so) Giant Jenga and food and got a
surprise.

The food started early at 7pm and during
the starters the first drops of rain fell. The
sky was black and lightening flashed above
the mountains. “It’s going inland to Totana”
someone predicted.

transport. We need a vehicle to transport both
horses and donkeys as soon as possible. We had
always known this would be needed for runs to
emergency vets etc, but we didn’t think we would
need to have transport to escape from fires! This
has certainly made us painfully aware of the need
to fundraise like crazy for a vehicle.
Pilates On The
Beach
A few months ago
we asked Annie
Morton
(Pilates
4 Charity) if she
would
consider
our
charity
at
some point in the
future. Annie
has
been
running some
wonderful
P i l a t e s
classes
in
favour of the
animals of the
Sanctuary
by
holding
classes
on
the
beach
at Bolnuevo
on
Friday
mornings.
These classes
have now been
Annie giving money to Juan
suspended

.psd

didn’t get to
throw
their
balls. (Not so)
Giant Jenga
started
and
the umbrellas
came out. The
wind got up
so much that
the
Jenga
column blew
over. On the
third attempt
it fell again
and the game

until September, but we were absolutely
overwhelmed when Annie calmy handed over
€800 to us at the beginning of July. Annie, we
cannot thank you enough!
Teaming
A quick and painless way of helping is to join
our teaming programme. For just €1 per month,
teaming allows us to forecast our incoming
revenue and highlight where we need to raise
more, much, much more. Please consider
teaming and encourage your friends and family
to do the same. €1 per month is nothing to most,
but means everything to the animals.
https://www.teaming.net/santuarioanimalistaotteandoelhorizonte
We now have 156 teamers paying €1 per month
which is truly fantastic. Some would like to
increase their monthly donation, but it’s not easy
to do. We’re currently working on a solution for
this and will report back our findings in future
articles.
PLEASE, CAN YOU GIVE US A PAW? THANKS
Drop by drop oceans are created.
BIZUM 630734040
Bank account Openbank (Santander Bank):
IBAN: ES16 0073 0100 5605 0611 6294
SWIFT/BIC: OPENESMM
PAYPAL otteandoelhorizonte@gmail.com
Facebook: Santuario Animalista Otteando
el Horizonte
YouTube: Otteando el horizonte Santuario
Animalista

was abandoned and petanca was as well as the
score sheet fell apart in the rain. The evening was
over!
Everyone packed up and went for their cars.
Jon lost his glasses (silly man), but the next day,
Eileen and Paul found them in the sand under
the tree. Some plates were left behind which
turned out to be Julia’s. From the Facebook
comments, everyone enjoyed the evening and
Jon’s best friend said it was the best solstice ever!
The next Humanist of Murcia event will be
the Autumn Equinox and the walks should start
in September. An organiser for Crazy Golf and
Car Treasure Hunt is also needed.
Join us for walks, discussion groups,
gardening group, games evenings and lots
of lunches. For information see our Facebook
page, telephone/email us or visit our website.
Weddings, funerals and naming ceremonies:
for personalized ceremonies without religion,
contact the celebrant tel 634 025 711

The food continued with the chicken course
and the pudding arrived. Petanca and Jenga
looked possible. However, the rain got a little
bit heavier and some people packed up and left.
Petanca started, the best of 3 games which
led to confusion and arguing as some partners
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There’s a surprisingly ‘decorative’ way of keeping
cool inside your home. Certain species of plants
which are popular indoors and sometimes
outdoors, pump out oxygen and purify the air
and this also seems to serves to cool it down.
Those which are the most effective are typically
low-maintenance and do not suffer too much in
the hands of incompetent gardeners! As always,
ensure plants are out of reach of pets, as many
are toxic for cats and dogs and cats have a cute
little habit of using pots as litter trays!
Aloe Vera
This grows just as well in a garden as it does
on a terrace or indoors and thrives in bright
sunlight, so you can put it in your window to
block out excess rays. Aloe Vera plants also
cool down the room.

If you keep it in pots on your terrace, move it
under cover during the rainy season as excess
water can rot its roots. It normally only needs
watering about twice a week – less in winter
if you keep it outside. Plant it in a deep, wide
pot, to give the roots space to spread out. They
flourish better in soil specially designed for
cacti and need very little feeding. Aloe Vera is
often sold pure, in bottles or jars, or as the main
ingredient in potions and lotions as a healing
and skin-softening agent.You can also buy Aloe
Vera-based juices which are highly refreshing
and very fragrant on a hot day. The juice from
the leaves works well for treating burns, stings,
itchy or dry skin, and cools sunburn. Keep a tub
of an Aloe Vera-based gel in your freezer in
summer for instant relief if you have overdone
the UV rays on the beach!
Golden Pothos (also known as Devil’s Ivy
and Money Plant) - Epipremnum Aureum

This is a very hard-wearing plant and needs

little care. Its value as an air-cleaner and cooler
is huge. It is highly decorative, with very ‘leafy’
leaves and the type known as Neon Pothos is
bright lime-green.
Keeping this vibrant tone is easiest in full-on
direct light, so this is another plant to block out
the sun. It thrives in high temperatures from
15ºC-35ºC. Golden Pothos absorbs the
humidity. Make sure the pot has holes in the
bottom to drain it well, as the roots are inclined
to rot if they are left standing in water. Leave the
top layer of soil to dry out completely before
watering again, but when you do, give it plenty
to drink. A well-draining, acidic soil, infused with
plenty of organic matter, is the best type for fast,
healthy growth, although Golden Pothos
copes very well in almost any kind of soil and
rarely, if ever, needs plant feed or fertiliser.

Spider Plant is the champion air-cleaner. It
eats up carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide,
ethylbenzene and formaldehyde in the air and
churns out oxygen constantly. For this reason,
they are sometimes recommended for smokers
who habitually light up indoors and you might
find them in planters along pavements in towns
with a high volume of traffic.

Sansevieria Trifasciata (Laurentii), known
in Spain as the Savannah or Lengua de Suegra –
the latter of which translates as ‘Mother-in-law’s
Tongue’.
This plant is elegant, attractive, low-maintenance
and drinks very little. It is capable of stripping
some of the warmth out of the room, chilling
the atmosphere.
The Sansevieria Trifasciata is a slightly
different species from the Sansevieria Zeylanica,
but very similar in appearance and both are
known, in English and Spanish, as ‘Motherin-law’s Tongue’, although the latter is also,
sometimes, referred to as a ‘Snake Plant’. This
variation copes well with sunlight, but needs
a certain amount of shade too, so it is best
kept well inside the room rather than at the
window. Its sleek-looking, dark-green, shiny
leaves, bordered in yellow, grow upwards and
curl slightly, and the Trifasciata variety
briefly flowers, sprouting whitish blooms with
long, thin petals. This is another plant that only
needs water very occasionally – about once a
fortnight. Stand it in a tray with shallow water,
so this can be absorbed through the roots.

‘Spider babies’ can be removed and replanted
in other pots.
To completely clean the air in an average
household, you would need a huge amount of
Spider Plants; between 100 and 1,000 per
square metre!
These plants like warmth and humidity, but
if you keep them on your terrace or in the
garden and get the odd frost in winter, try to
move them indoors or under cover during this
period. Hang them up and make sure they have
plenty of space so as not to crush the leaves.
They need some light, but not constant, bright
sunlight. Use loose soil with excellent drainage,
pH neutral or acidic, fertilising once a month
over summer and regular watering. The soil
should be kept very slightly damp, but never
waterlogged as this can rot the roots and turn
the leaf-tips brown.
Spider Plants are quite sensitive to chemicals
often found in tap water, so use rainwater
whenever possible. If the indoor atmosphere
becomes very dry, the leaves can start to turn
brown and crispy. Keep them away from the
air-conditioning unit and from draughts. If they
suffer from too-low humidity, squirt the leaves
regularly with a fine mist of water from a spraybottle.

Spider Plant (Chlorophytum Comosum)
It is native to South Africa, which has a similar
climate to Eastern and Southern Spain. If you
are looking for it at a garden centre in Spain,
you will find it named cinta, malamadre, papito
corazón, araña, or lazo de amor.
Fast-growing,
these
very long, very thin,
pale-green-and-whitestriped leaves produce
sprouts
constantly,
which can be broken
off and replanted, so
you actually get several
plants for the price of
one and can spread
them all over the house.
Another plant which
pumps out oxygen, the
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My Friend Almost Died After Being
Prescribed This Drug!!!
It is now official. In the USA prescription drugs
are now the 3rd leading cause
of death. Link to the study
on the danger of prescription
drugs. John Hopkins Medical
Research On Deaths From
Prescription Drugs

and was ravenously hungry with a racing
heartbeat. She was so dizzy she couldn’t
stand and could hardly assimilate what was
being said to her.

Even non-processed foods are
not in the clear as our animal
husbandry (or lack of it), has
meant food for these animals
we eat, (including fish), is so
poor that they have to be
continually pumped full of
antibiotics. Once in the food
chain, we absorb the poor
quality and processed flesh
laden with antibiotics and
toxic nitrites compromising our
own immune system and gut
health.

The trend is up and 5 years
ago drugs were officially the
5th leading cause of death and
now it is the 3rd leading cause!
We are over-drugged, overprescribed and at breaking
point in disease control with no
real cures in this sector; only
management!
When my friend was recently
diagnosed
with
type
2
Diabetes, she was prescribed
by her doctor ‘Repaglinida’ to control her
symptoms. She took one of these tablets as
directed (she was prescribed the maximum
dose of 2mg) and after 3 hours she went into
‘hypoglycemia’. Her blood sugar was so low
she was in danger of going into a coma and
dying!
She complained about feeling faint, she was
sweating profusely, had a tingling sensation
in her mouth, could hardly walk or speak

A Hypoglycemic coma is defined as a state
in which the patient is not able to be woken.
Blood glucose concentration will be 49 mg/
dl or less.
I immediately tested her blood sugar and
it was 34mg/dl! Fortunately she was still
conscious. I got her to eat a handful of
grapes when the fructose can rapidly enter
the blood stream and within 30 minutes her
blood sugar was back above 65 which was
not life-threatening. While the drug has a
life of 24 hours in the system, we were able
(thanks to my glucose monitor) to carefully
monitor this over the next 20 hours and stop
this from repeating.
Her doctor was so incompetent - he prescribed
the ‘one size fits’ all drug without first testing
her pancreas for healthy insulin secretion.
The drug stimulates the pancreas to create
more insulin production. She is a lightweight,
but was still given the MAXIMUM starting
dose. Had I not been available at this crucial
moment, that tiny pill would likely have killed
her, adding to the grim statistics of death
from prescription drugs. Needless to say she
has now stopped this medication!
What can we learn from this:
Doctors are overworked, under huge pressure
and have limited tools effective in their
box. They have no time to properly assess
appropriate health care. They continue to
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prescribe more and more drugs in an attempt
to control an epidemic of disease caused by
processed cheap and available junk foods
that not only have poor nutritional value, but
actually harm our body thanks
to the way these foods are
processed.

Doctors are not taught
nutrition and many are the unhealthiest
people on the planet. Most are married to the
idea that prescription drugs are the answer
to all our problems. They fail to understand
that the best kept secret in medicine is that
given the right nutrition “The body can
actually heal itself!”
In my eBook (free for Costa Cálida
Chronicle readers, just email me), I go into
this epidemic of Diabetes in more detail, but
below are a few pointers that we should be
clear about:
There are 14 ways we can address our insulinresistance problem naturally before we too
are subjected to more dubious medication
which is now the 3rd leading cause of death. I
will be covering these ways in the next couple
of issues of the magazine, or you can email
me for my free Ebook which also goes into
this epidemic of diabetes in more detail.
What is happening when we have
Diabetes?
Insulin is an essential hormone that controls
your blood sugar levels. The food we eat is
‘absorbed” and turned into sugar. This sends
a signal to our pancreas to generate insulin
(based on that sugar load) which fuels our
cells for energy. If the insulin is not sufficient,
or there is no insulin then this is type 1
Diabetes. Sugar levels begin to rise out of
Continued on page 65
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control and will ultimately make us very ill.
Conversely, if insulin production is
correctly delivered by our pancreas into the
bloodstream, our 70 trillion cells sense the
insulin and unlock the door to allow the
sugar into the cells giving us energy and then
bringing our blood sugar levels down to the
normal range of between 70 and 100mg/dl.
In type 2 Diabetes this unlocking mechanism
gets stuck, the cells fail to open and sugar
levels will rise in the blood. This causes more
insulin to be secreted by our overworked
pancreas which ultimately can wear out
thanks to its continual over-production. Overproduction and high insulin levels are linked
with a whole host of health issues. Over time
depending on how many cells are affected we
can become ill.
This repeating cycle can deplete the pancreas
of insulin-producing cells, which is common in
type 2 Diabetes. Prolonged high blood sugar
can damage nerves and vital organs.
You’re most at risk of insulin resistance if
you have pre-Diabetes and are overweight,
however small framed lightweights are not
immune to this. Lightweights may have
internal fat stores which are not showing
on the outside. Instead, fat stores known as
‘visceral fat’ is stored in the liver and major
organs. This is actually worse than carrying
excess weight. In both cases the reason is
the same and is often caused by a poor diet
and lack of proper nutrition. High fat levels

from trans-fats and
processed vegetable
oils compound this
problem and fried
food can magnify the
problem.
Insulin
sensitivity
refers
to
how
responsive
your
cells are to insulin.
Improving it can help
you reduce insulin
resistance and the
risk of many diseases,
including Diabetes.
This is not medical
advice. I am not a
doctor
and
have
zero qualifications. I
am an independent
researcher who has
used
alternative
treatments
and
dietary control to
reverse a wide range
of diseases, including
advanced
prostate
cancer.
Therefore,
do your own research
before
stopping
any
prescription
medication or altering
your diet and lifestyle
choices.
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Aromatherapy Essential oils – Spotlight
on Eucalyptus oil
From the Apothecary of the Enchanted
Forest.
Probably one of the bestselling essential
oils in the world and a must-have for every
medicine cabinet. Popularly used in steam
applications for its ability to expand the
lungs, reduce congestion and ease sinuses, as
well as being a marvellous wound healer.
Eucalyptus oils history.
Eucalyptus trees are native to Australia and
are commonly associated with koala bears that
survive on a diet of eucalyptus leaves. This
oil has been touted as the “cure-all” medicine
by the native Aborigines of Australia and the
eucalyptus tree was harvested and adapted
for many uses, with
over 700 varieties of
eucalyptus existing.
Many of these have
been used for a variety
of arts & crafts, fuel
useage, paper making
and fighting malaria.
Baron Ferdinand von
Muller
discovered
the first major use of
eucalyptus was as an
antiseptic and in 1955
the French government
sent the seeds to
Algeria to convert
swamps riddled with
malaria
into
dry
healthy soil. During
World War 1 the oil
was
very
popular
when it suppressed an
outbreak of meningitis
during the influenza
epidemic in 1919.

Relieves headaches & sinus migraines –
Commonly used to relieve congested sinuses,
massaging diluted eucalyptus onto the
temples can help clear sinus migraines and
headaches.
Wound healing – This natural antiinflammatory and antiseptic oil, eucalyptus
is perfect for wounds, burns, sunburn, cuts &
scrapes by eliminating harmful germs which
helps reduce pain and promotes healing.
Simply add 10 drops of eucalyptus oil to 2
cups water in a spray bottle and spray the
wound twice daily & clean with a dry cloth.
Pest & insect repellent – Mice and rats hate
eucalyptus and can even chase away mozzies,
flies, bed bugs, cockroaches and moths. Add
50 drops of eucalyptus oil to ½ cup of water
in a spray bottle and spray around targeted
areas.
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Therapeutic properties
• analgesic • anti-rheumatic • antiseptic •
antiviral • bactericidal • decongestant
• depurative • diuretic • expectorant •
febrifuge • rubefacient • stimulant •vulnerary
Therapeutic uses
• Circulatory system - poor circulation
• Immune system - coughs, flu
• Musculo-skeletal system - aches and
pains, joint pain
• Nervous system - debility, headaches
•
Respiratory
system - asthma,
bronchitis,
catarrh,
coughs,
congestion
in the head, sinusitis,
sore throat
• Skin care - healing
to the skin
• Urinary system cystitis
All the essential oils
highlighted in this
column are available
at The Emporium
of the Enchanted
Forest (inside the
VaVa Yoga Studio),
and you can explore
our Apothecary and
discuss any questions
you may have with
me.
Ashlí Miréla
B C o m p M e d .
m F E N A C O /
Naturopath.
S.E.N
(SANC).
DipNut.
DipAdv
DTM.
DipArom. YTTC.

Uses of Eucalyptus
oil.
Relieves
colds,
coughs
&
sinus
problems – As a
powerful decongestant
and anti-inflammatory, eucalyptus loosens
phlegm, clears congestion thus reducing
sinus pressure making for easier breathing.
Add 1 or 2 drops of eucalyptus essential oil
in a bowl of hot water with a towel over your
head, breathe deeply for 5 to 10 minutes.
Ease sore muscles and joint pain –
Eucalyptus is a common ingredient in muscle
& joint pain remedies and is very effective
in reducing swelling and inflammation
and chronic pain that’s caused by arthritis,
injuries to joints & backache. Add a few drops
of eucalyptus to a carrier oil such as olive or
almond and rub the affected area in a circular
movement.

Origin: Native to Tasmania and Australia.
Mainly cultivated in Spain and Portugal,
South Africa, China and Russia.
Aroma characteristics: Menthol, sharp,
piercing and a penetrating aroma with a
woody undertone.

Hair care – fights dandruff and lice due to
its anti-fungal properties. Mix 2-4 drops of
eucalyptus oil to 1-2 tablespoons coconut oil,
rub into the scalp and rinse after 20 minutes.
Eucalyptus oil is best known for…
Decongestant, sinuses, coughs & bronchitis
Ear nose & throat infections
Fights infections & reduces fever
Muscle & joint ailments-rheumatism arthritis
Boosts immune system
Wound cleansing
EUCALYPTUS OIL
Botanical name: Eucalyptus globulus

Disclaimer & safety
advice:

Possible skin sensitivity. The information from The
Apothecary is provided for informational purposes
only. It is not intended to be substituted for the
advice provided by your doctor or other health care
professional. If you rely upon any programmes or
techniques, or use any of the products and services made
available by or through the use of our shop or website
for decision making, without obtaining the advice of a
physician or other health care professional, you do so
at your own risk. The information in our shop and on
our website is not intended to cure, diagnose or treat
medical conditions, nor is it a substitute for medical
advice. We strongly advise you to consult with your
medical doctor or a knowledgeable health practitioner
before using any essential oils internally to ensure a
safe and optimal programme for your individual body
and do not attempt to self-diagnose or prescribe any
natural substances for health conditions that require
professional attention.
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Hi everyone. I do hope you’re all enjoying
the summer so far, but please remember
to stay safe in the sun (slap on that
sunscreen, drink plenty of water, keep
physical
activity
o u t s i d e
peak
sun
hours and
pop
in
the shade
frequently).
I don’t want
to
sound
like a bossy
teacher
but I really
wouldn’t
be
doing
my job in
Health and
Beauty properly if I didn’t mention all that
now, would I? This month I’m talking about
Indian Head Massage which is part of
our August offer at The Beauty Palace.
So an ideal way to try it if you’ve never
experienced one before.
Indian Head Massage (Ayurveda)
Indian head massage is an ancient, holistic
healthcare system that focuses on the
balance of mind, body and spirit balance
to maintain good health and wellbeing.

treatment has been kept alive by the
techniques being passed down.
At that time, Indian barbers also offered
Champi as
part of their
hair cutting
treatment to
male clients,
but
the
treatment
differed
in
intention
and
style.
Whereas
Champi for
women was
a
relaxing
and calming
therapy that
was part of
their beauty regime, for men it was an
invigorating scalp massage intented to
stimulate and refresh the person.

*

Gives an overall general feeling of
well-being and health promotion
with this amazing treatment.

At The Beauty Palace we have the
“Ultimate Relaxation Package” for just
59.99€ during August
Indian head massage, 20 minutes plus a
luxury back massage with aromatherapy
oils and an hour of reflexology!
You will be on “cloud 9”, totally relaxed and
feel amazing. So what are you waiting for?
Make that call now to The Beauty Palace
on 968 971 828 to book your 2 hours of bliss
Look forward to seeing you all soon. Enjoy
August.
Corinne x

Benefits of Indian head massage (of which
there are many):
* Relieves aches and pains and
tension in the neck and shoulders

Indian head massage (or Champi as it’s
known in Hindi and Urdu), comes from
the important Indian family tradition of
grooming, which has been practised for
over 1,000 years. This ancient art was
originally developed by Indian women
giving regular head and scalp massages
to their daughters. These massages were
combined with aromatic oils, such as
almond, olive, coconut, according to the
season and buttermilk. This traditional
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*

Helps with stimulation of the hair
follicles which helps with hair
growth and also improves the
texture of the hair

*

Improves blood and lymph flow,
helping to deliver nutrients to the
scalp and head

*

With encouragement of lymph flow
it helps with oxygen in your upper
body, therefore helping to relieve
sinusitis

*

Relieves stress and helps you to
relax and improve your sleep!
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Roman Catholic Church: Mass in English
At St. Joseph’s Church (El Saladillo) every
Saturday at 4.30pm, near Camposol and
Mazarrón Country Club urbanizations (exit
17, RM3 motorway), and at Iglesia de San José
every Sunday at 4.30pm, Puerto de Mazarrón.

Schedule of Masses:
St. Joseph’s, El Saladillo, Saturday: Mass at 4:30pm (in English).
St. Joseph’s, Puerto de Mazarrón, Sunday: Mass at 4:30pm (in English)
Schedule of Confessions:
One hour before Masses. Also on request.
For information please call or email us

Past simple –er and –ir verbs
Last month we talked about regular ‘–
ar’ verbs in the past simple tense and
finished off with a short text. The idea
was to encourage you to say similar
things about yourself, but as I generally
don’t trust students an inch I suspect
you probably put the article aside with all
good intentions and forgot about it.
Here is the text again and just in case
you’re out of it completely, I will be kind to
you and write the translation below:
Ayer me levanté a las siete y media. Me
duché y después desayuné té y cereales.
Llevé a mis hijas al instituto y empecé
a trabajar. Trabajé muchas horas, pero
entre clase y clase tomé un café. Por la
tarde paseé por el centro de San Pedro y
cené en casa. Me acosté temprano para ir
a trabajar al día siguiente. ¿Y tú? ¿A qué
hora te levantaste?
Yesterday I got up at half past seven. I had
a shower and then I had tea and cereal for

breakfast. I took my daughters to secondary
school and started work. I worked a lot of
hours, but between classes I had a coffee. In
the afternoon I went for a walk in the centre of
San Pedro and had dinner at home. I went to
bed early in order to go to work the following
day. And you? What time did you get up?

one piece of good news is that these two
groups have the same endings which are
as follows:

Some of that text might seem a little
stilted, but basically you can see that
I’ve managed to give a fair account of
the day, limiting my vocabulary to the
verbs that we have already studied. As I
mentioned at the end of the last article,
that is a skill in itself and one that we
should work at developing. There’s never
any point in not saying something just
because you haven’t got the right word –
just find another way of saying the same,
or something similar.

Here are two common examples:
Notice that the difference in pronunciation
between these two particular verbs is in
the root vowel ‘e’ and ‘I’ – the rest sounds
identical. It’s up to you whether you want
to say “I lived there three years” or “I drank
there three years”.

Anyway, enough of this pep talk, let’s get
on with the task in hand, which is to learn
about regular ‘-er’ and ‘-ir’ verbs. Well,
this tense does have its difficulties, but

Í - imos
Íste - isteis
Ió - ieron

Beber
to drink
bebí
I drank
bebiste you drank
bebió he/she drank
bebimos
we drank
bebisteis
you drank (plural)
bebieron
they drank
Vivir
to live
viví
I lived
viviste you lived
vivió
he/she lived
vivimos we lived
vivisteis you lived (plural)
vivieron they lived
See you next month.
Jane Cronin’s ‘Step by Step Spanish’
articles are available as Ebooks via her
website where you can also obtain her
‘Step by Step Internet Spanish Course’.
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What is the HOLY SPIRIT?
Did you know that the Holy Spirit is also
known as the comforter and is essential
for the believer today? Can the believer
be saved without the Holy Spirit and
what is its purpose? How can one know if
they have the Holy Spirit and how does
the scripture describe it? What are the
signs and evidence that the Holy Spirit is
working in the lives of believers? There are
many interpretations as to the relevance of
the Holy Spirit and its function today. This
is an important area which needs closer
study, so what does the scripture say in
answer to these questions?
John chapter 14, verse 26 describes the
Holy Spirit simply “But the comforter,
which is the Holy Spirit, whom the Father
(Yehovah) will send in my name (Yeshua
or Jesus). He will teach you all things and
bring all things to your remembrance,
whatsoever I have said unto you”.
Yeshua in John chapter 14, verses 16, 17 &
18 says “And I will pray the Father and He
shall give you another comforter, that He
may abide with you forever, even the spirit
of truth, whom the world cannot receive,
because it seeth Him not, neither knoweth
Him. But ye know Him, for He dwelleth with
you and shall be in you. I will not leave you
comfortless, I will come to you.”
Yeshua (Jesus) in John chapter 16, verses 7
& 8 said “Nevertheless I tell you the truth,
it is expedient for you that I go away, for if
I go not away, the comforter will not come
unto you, but if I depart, I will send Him
unto you. When He comes, He will reprove
the world of sin and of righteousness and
of judgement”.
The Holy Spirit is also referred to as the
spirit of truth as recorded in John chapter
16, verses 13 & 14 “Howbeit when he, the
spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you
into all truth. For He shall not speak of
Himself, but whatever He shall hear, that
shall He speak and He will show you things
to come. He will glorify me, for He shall
receive of mine and shall show it unto you.”
In John chapter 15, verse 26 “But when the
comforter is come, whom I will send unto
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you from the Father, even the Spirit of
truth, which proceedeth from the Father,
He shall testify of me.”
Romans Chapter 8, verses 1-15 expresses
the role of the Holy Spirit in the lives of
the believer. “There is therefore now no
condemnation to them which are in Christ
Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but
after the spirit. For the law of the spirit
of life in Christ Jesus has made me free
from the law of sin and death. For what
the law could not do, in that it was weak
through the flesh, God sending His own
son in the likeness of sinful flesh and for
sin, condemned sin in the flesh, that the
righteousness of the law might be fulfilled
in us, who walk not after the flesh, but after
the spirit. For they that are after the flesh
do mind the things of the flesh, but they
that are after the spirit the things of the
spirit. For to be carnally minded is death,
but to be spiritually minded is life and
peace. Because the carnal mind is enmity
against God, for it is not subject to the law
of God, neither indeed can be. They that
are in the flesh cannot please God, but ye
are not in the flesh, but in the spirit, if so
be that the spirit of God dwell in you. Now
if any man have not the spirit of Christ, he
is none of his. If Christ be in you, the body
is dead because of sin, but the spirit is life
because of righteousness, but if the spirit
of him that raised up Jesus from the dead
dwell in you, he that raised up Christ from
the dead shall also quicken your mortal
bodies by his Spirit that dwelleth in you.
Therefore brethren, we are debtors, not to
the flesh, to live after the flesh. For if we
live after the flesh, ye shall die, but if ye
through the spirit do mortify the deeds of
the body, ye shall live. For as many as are
led by the spirit of God, they are the sons of
God. For ye have not received the spirit of
bondage again to fear, but ye have received
the Spirit of adoption whereby we cry Abba
Father”.
Romans chapter 8, verses 26 & 27 says
“Likewise the spirit also helpeth our
infirmities, for we know not what we should
pray for as we ought, but the spirit itself
maketh intercession for us with groanings
which cannot be uttered. He that searcheth

the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the
spirit, because he maketh intercession for
the saints (believers) according to the will
of God.”
The Holy Spirit reveals truth to all who
believe upon the word of God. In 1st
Timothy chapter 4, verses 1 & 2 it states
“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that
in the latter times some shall depart from
the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits,
and doctrines of devils, speaking lies in
hypocrisy, having their conscience seared
with hot iron.”
To conclude, the Holy Spirit convicts and
converts and leads individuals to salvation,
shows the way of righteousness through
obedience to the living word of truth as
outlined in scriptures, sets one free from
the bondage of sin or unrighteousness
(transgression of Gods law). God is calling
all to repentance through the power of
the Holy Spirit working upon the heart of
mankind, that they may be saved. Ephesians
chapter 4, verses 30-32 warns “Grieve not
the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are
sealed unto the day of redemption. Let all
bitterness, wrath, anger, clamour and evil
speaking, be put away from you, with all
malice. Be ye kind one to another, tender
hearted, forgiving one another, even as
God for Christ’s sake hath forgiven you.”
Ezekiel chapter 36, verses 26 & 27 states
“A new heart also will I give you and a new
spirit will I put within you and I will take
away the stony heart out of your flesh,
and I will give you a heart of flesh. I will
put my spirit within you and cause you to
walk in my statutes and ye shall keep my
judgements and do them”. Luke chapter 11,
verse 13 illustrates the goodness of God “If
ye then, being evil, know how to give good
gifts unto your children, how much more
shall your Heavenly Father give the Holy
Spirit to them that ask him?”
I hope you have learned more about the
scriptures. Next time I will look at the
‘Fruits of the Holy Spirit’.
If you would like to know more, please
contact Sandra
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RED – Entertainment
ORANGE – Special menus
PURPLE –Market, exhibitions, leisure & meetings

GREEN – Charity & non-profit making events
BLACK – Fiestas & important events

Please refer to the relevant advert or editorial for more details of events

Please check South Murcia News/SE Murcia News/NW Murcia for more information on some events.
Every Day

Indiana Jones Exhibition @ Cartagena until end Sept
Contemporáneos de Coronado Permanent Art Exhibition @ Aguilas (Thurs-Sun 7-10pm)
Carnival Museum @ Aguilas (Tues-Sat 9am-2pm & 4pm-9pm)
Free Zumba @ Playa del Puerto, Pto de Mazarrón 10.30am and 6pm (Mon-Fri)
Free Zumba @ Playa la Reya, Pto de Mazarrón 12pm and 8pm (Mon-Fri)
Breakfast Available @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 3.95€
Breakfast Available @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón (exc Mon)
2 Course Menu del Dia @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 6€ inc drink (Mon-Fri)
Fish & Chips @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón
3 Course Menu del Dia @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 11€ inc drink (Tues-Sat)
4 Course Menu del Dia @ La Granja Restaurant, Totana 11€ inc a drink (Tues-Fri) Closed until 23rd
4 Course Menu del Dia @ Cerveceria La Caleta, Pto de Mazarrón 13€ Tues-Fri, 14€ Sat,
15€ Sunday/Fiestas, all inc a drink
4 Course Menu del Dia @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón 12€ Mon/Weds/Thurs/Fri, 14€ Sat,
all inc a drink
Menu del Dia @ La Herradura Argentinian Grill, Cartagena 14.90€/9.50€ under 12’s (Tues-Fri)
Evening Menu @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A from 6€ inc drink (Mon-Fri) 6-8pm
3 Course Early Bird Menu @ Boston Bistro, Los Alcazares 14.95€ 5-8pm
Easy Horse Rescue Open Day @ Rojales (by prior booking) 5€ children, 10€ adults 12pm

Every Mon

Los Palacios Garden & Community Group Working Party @ Camposol A 9am
Friendship Group @ Los Alcazares 11am
Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm

HAH (Help at Home) Table Top Sale @ Los Alcazares 10am-1pm
Forget Me Not Respite Care @ The Social Centre, Camposol B 10.15am-1.15pm
		
Andrea’s Animal Rescue Collection @ Car Park, Camposol B 11.30am-1.30pm
Every Tue

Camposol Golf Association Ladies’ Game @ Camposol C 9am
Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)
		
Every Wed
Camposol Golf Association Mens’ Game @ Camposol C 8.30am
Camposol C Gardening Group Clean Up @ Camposol C 9am
Tourist Boat Trip around Cartagena Bay 10€ 11am (Aug/Sept)
Camposol D Gardening Team Work 9am-11.30am
HDA Women’s Coffee Morning @ Hacienda del Alamo 10am-12pm
Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm
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Guided tours @ Finca Astronomica 7.30pm
Tapas Night @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A
Every Thurs

Spangles Ladies A Capella Chorus Rehearsals @ Los Narejos 10am-1pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A 10am-12pm
Guided Visit to Lorca Castle 10.15am 4€ (22€ inc lunch)
Mazarrón AA Group @ Cañada de Gallego 5.30pm (please call first on 646 290 420)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 6pm)
Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Men 8.30pm)
Sunset Tourist Boat Ride/Live Music @ Cartagena 15€ 9pm
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (Women 10pm)

Every Fri		

Camposol D Bucket Collection @ The Hut 9.30am-12pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Book Stall @ Camposol A 10am-12.30pm
Los Palacios Gardening/Community Group Bucket Collection @ Camposol A Farmacia
10.30am-11.30am
Children’s Musical Theatre Adventure @ Cartagena 15€ 5.30pm (August)
Guided tours @ Finca Astronomica 7.30pm
Fish & Chips @ Viggos, Pto de Mazarrón

Every Sat
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 10am)
		Guided Visit Museum of The Tower Of Santiago, Totana 10am
		Free Guided Tour of Roman Amphitheatre @ Cartagena 11am/12.30pm (until Dec)
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
		Guided Visit to La Bastida, Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Antique & Collectable Market @ Aguilas 10am
Family Musical Cartagena ‘Pirates & Princesses’/Boat Trip (Spanish) @ Cartagena 15€ 11am
Harlequin Rock Choir Rehearsals @ Social Centre, Camposol B 1.30pm
Every Sunday
Antique and Second Hand Market @ Cañadas del Romero 8am-1pm
		Car Boot Sale @ Camposol A (returns 4th September)
Guided Visit to La Bastida, Totana 3.40€ (2.50€ disc) 10am/12pm
		Archaeological See of Begastri @ Cehegín 10am-2pm
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ open @ Cehegín 10am-5pm
2 Course Sunday Roast @ Ana’s Café Bar, Camposol A 6.50€ inc drink
3 Course Sunday Roast @ The Old Market Tavern, Pto de Mazarrón 12€ inc drink 12-8pm incl
1 drink or btl wine for 2
Family Musical Cartagena ‘Pirates & Princesses’/Boat Trip (Spanish) @ Cartagena 15€ 11am
AUGUST
Tuesday 2

Monthly ‘B’ Clean Meeting @ Camposol B 4pm
Free Beach Zumba @ La Azohia and Isla Plana 7pm

Wednesday 3

Free Beach Yoga @ Cabo de Palos 10.30am
Free Beach Zumba @ Los Nietos and Los Urrutias 7pm
Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm
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Free Open Air Concert @ Alhama 10pm
Sting in Concert @ Murcia Bullring from 60€ 9.30pm
Thursday 4

Semana de la Juventud, Blanca
Free Beach Yoga @ La Azohia 9am and Isla Plana 10.30am
Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm
Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm
Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€

Friday 5		

Organised trip to Torrevieja Water Park departing from Cehegín 16€
Free Beach Gym @ Los Urrutias and Los Nietos 9am
		Free Beach Zumba @ Cabo de Palos 7pm
Children’s Magic @ Paseo de la Ermita, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm
		3 Day Fiesta starts at Cehegín
Free Open Air Flamenco/Jazz Concert @ Mirador de Bahia, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Saturday 6
Children’s Theatre - Music/Magic/Comedy (Spanish) @ Cartagena 5€ (10€ adults) 9pm
		Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Bolnuevo, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€
Free Concert @ Cehegín 9.30pm
Free Open Air Concert @ Cañadas de Alhama 10pm
Free Open Air Concert ‘Abba Experience 70/80’ @ Mirador de Bahia, Pto de Mazarrón
Ukraine Fundraiser Music Night @ Camposol A 2€
Sunday 7
Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm
		Water and Foam Party @ Cehegín 8pm
Monday 8
Free Beach Yoga @ Los Urrutias 9am and Los Nietos 10.30am
		Free Aquagym @ Cabo de Palos Beach 10.30am
Free 11km Guided Walk to Coves of Bolnuevo 6pm
Chirigota ‘Los Robinsones de la Isla’ @ Isla Plana Social Centre 10.30pm
Tuesday 9

Free Beach Zumba @ La Azohia and Isla Plana 7pm
Espartera @ Isla Plana Social Centre 10.30pm

Wednesday 10

Free Beach Pilates @ Cabo de Palos 10.30am
Welcome House Card Crafting Class @ Cehegín 11am
		General Meeting of Sailing Association Mar Menor @ Los Narejos 11am
		Free Beach Zumba @ Los Urrutias and Los Nietos 7pm
Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm
		

Free Piano Concert @ Aguilas Castle
Disco @ Isla Plana Social Centre 10.30pm

Thursday 11

Free Beach Pilates @ La Azohia 9am and Isla Plana 10.30am
Free Guided Tour of Alhama (in English) 3€ (2€ under 12’s) 7pm
Free Children’s Theatre Performance (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10pm (ages 4-12)
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Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm
Free Piano Concert @ Aguilas Castle
Las Wonders @ Isla Plana Social Centre 10.30pm
Friday 12		
Free Beach Pilates @ Los Urrutias 9am
		Free Beach Zumba @ Cabo de Palos 7pm
Children’s Fun/Foam Party/Disco @ Isla Plana Social Centre 8pm
Water and Foam Party @ Cehegín 9pm
Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Rihuete, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
		Free Piano Concert @ Aguilas Castle
Free Open Air Flamenco/Jazz Concert @ Mirador de Bahia, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Saturday 13

Cehegín Fiesta starts (Canara District until 20th/El Chaparrel District until 15th)
Free 4.7km Walking Tour on the coast of Aguilas
Moonlit Guided Tour of the Roman Theatre @ Cartagena 12€ 9pm
Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo del Puerto, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€
Dia de la Rondalla @ Isla Plana Social Centre 10pm
Free Open Air Concert @ Gebas 10pm
Helping Hands Elvis Tribute/Dinner @ Camposol A 20€ 7.30pm

Sunday 14
Artisan Market @ Mula
		Guided Walk @ Cehegín 8am
		Display of children’s procession floats @ Paseo Poeta Lorenzo Guardiola, Jumilla 11am
		Children’s Parade @ Jumilla 7.30pm
		Pablo Maca @ Isla Plana Social Centre 10pm
Monday 15
Asunción de la Virgen @ Aguilas and Mazarrón
		Fiestas de Agosto @ Blanca
Los Reyes Golf Society Competition
		
Free Beach Yoga @ Los Urrutias 9am
		Free Beach Gym @ Cabo de Palos 10.30am
		
La Uva Caliente Competition @ Jumilla 5.30pm
		Free 9km Guided Walk in the countryside of Mazarrón 6pm
		Procession in honour of La Virgen de la Asunción @ Jumilla 8.30pm
Tuesday 16

San Roque Fiesta @ Ceuti, Fortuna and Villanueva del Segura
Free Beach Zumba @ La Azohia 7pm
Grape Treading Competition @ Jumilla 6pm
		Grape Spitting Competition @ Jumilla 6.30pm
Wednesday 17
		

Free Beach Yoga @ Cabo de Palos 10.30am
Free 1 hour Guided Tour of Bolnuevo Watch Tower 7pm
Free Beach Zumba @ Los Urrutias and Los Nietos 7pm
Procession @ Jumilla 8pm

Thursday 18

Free Beach Yoga @ La Azohia 9am and Isla Plana 10.30am
Free Guided Tour (in English) of Churches and Heritage of Mula 7pm
Display of main procession floats @ Paseo Poeta Lorenzo Guardiola, Jumilla 11am
		Procession @ Jumilla 8.30pm
		
Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€
Friday 19

Free Beach Gym @ Los Urrutias and Los Nietos 9am
Hoe Throwing Competition @ Jumilla 10am
		Free Family Activity ‘Rescue the Time Traveller’ (in English) @ Alhama
		Gymkhana @ Jumilla 5pm
		Free Guided Walk to Sierra de las Moreras and coves of Bolnuevo 6pm
		
Free Beach Zumba @ Cabo de Palos 7pm
Children’s Magic @ Paseo de Bolnuevo, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Free Open Air Rock/Poetry Concert @ Mirador de Bahia, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
ABBA Tribute by group from Slovakia @ Cartagena 15€ 10.30pm
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Music Festival @ Cabo de Palos
Saturday 20
Artisan Market @ Paseo de las Comunidades Autónomos, Pto de Mazarrón 10am-2pm
		Main Procession @ Jumilla 7pm
Children’s Magic @ Paseo de Rihuete, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
		Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€
Music Festival @ Cabo de Palos
Circus @ Cehegín 8pm
Sunday 21
Artisan Market @ Caravaca
		Artisan Market @ Sanctuary de la Esperanza, Calasparra 10am-6pm
		Ruta del Ferrocarril (Railway Route) with Aguilas Tourist Information Centre
		
Children’s Musical “The History of Walt Disney” (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10€
9.30pm (ages 4-12)
Monday 22
Free Beach Yoga @ Los Urrutias 9am and Los Nietos 10.30am
		Free Aquagym @ Cabo de Palos Beach 10.30am
Tuesday 23
Free Guided Walk to Sierra de las Moreras and coves of Bolnuevo 6pm
		Free Beach Zumba @ La Azohia and Isla Plana 7pm
Wednesday 24

San Bartolomé @ Beniel, Cieza, Librilla, Moratalla and Ulea
Free Beach Pilates @ Cabo de Palos 10.30am
Free Beach Zumba @ Los Urrutias and Los Nietos 7pm

Thursday 25
		
		
		

Fuente Old Guards Golf Society Competition
Free Beach Pilates @ La Azohia 9am and Isla Plana 10.30am
Free Guided Tour of Alhama (in English) 3€ (2€ under 12’s) 7pm
Free Children’s Theatre ‘The Magic Book of Dreams’ (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10pm

		Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€
Friday 26
Free Beach Pilates @ Los Urrutias 9am and Los Nietos 10.30am
		Free Beach Zumba @ Cabo de Palos 7pm
Children’s Magic @ Paseo de la Ermita, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Free Concert @ Cehegín 9.30pm
Free Open Air Concert @ El Berro 10pm
Saturday 27

Moonlit Guided Tour of the Roman Theatre @ Cartagena 12€ 9pm
Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Rihuete, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm

		Dinner/Live Entertainment @ Lorca Castle, Lorca 30€
Helping Hands Robbie Williams Tribute/Dinner @ Camposol A 20€ 7.30pm
Sunday 28
San Agustin @ Fuente Alamo
		Fiestas Patronales @ Las Torres de Cotillas
Artisan Market @ Santuario Santa Eulalia, Aledo, Totana 10am-2pm’
		Children’s Musical ‘Day of the Dead’ (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10€ 9.30pm
Monday 29

Free Guided Walk (3-4 hour hike) along Via Verde, Mazarrón 6pm

SEPTEMBER
Thursday 1

Fiesta del Polvorin @ Archena

Friday 2		

Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Rihuete, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm

Sunday 4

Artisan Market @ Bullas 9am-2pm

		MABS Party in the Park 2/Paella @ Mazarrón Country Club 16€
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Every Mon

Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm

Every Tues

Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm

Every Wed

Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm

Every Thurs
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 6pm)
		Free Children’s Activity @ Cehegín 7pm
		San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (12-18 years 7.30pm)
Every Fri		

Children’s Musical Theatre Adventure @ Cartagena 15€ 5.30pm (August)

Every Sat
San Javier Squalos Rugby @ San Javier (6-10 years 10am)
		Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ @ Cehegín is open for family activities including zip lines, archery,
		
nature walks and many other organised outdoor activities 10am-5pm (weekdays with prior booking).
		
Great for kiddies’ parties
		
		Family Musical Cartagena “Pirates & Princesses/Boat Trip (Spanish) @ Cartagena 15€ 11am
Every Sun
Eco Park ‘Coto de las Maravillas’ @ Cehegín is open for family activities including zip lines, archery,
		
nature walks and many other organised outdoor activities 10am-5pm (weekdays with prior booking).
		
Great for kiddies’ parties
		
		Family Musical Cartagena “Pirates & Princesses/Boat Trip (Spanish) @ Cartagena 15€ 11am
Thursday 4

Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm

Friday 5

Organised trip to Torrevieja Water Park (departing from Cehegín 16€)
Children’s Magic @ Paseo de la Ermita, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm

Saturday 6
Children’s Theatre - Music/Magic/Comedy (Spanish) @ Cartagena 5€ (10€ adults) 9pm
		Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Bolnuevo Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Sunday 7

Water and Foam Party @ Cehegín 8pm

Wednesday 10

Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm

Thursday 11
Free Children’s Theatre Performance (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10pm (ages 4-12)
		Family Cinema Screening at Cehegín 10pm
Friday 12		
Children’s Fun/Foam Party/Disco @ Isla Plana Social Centre 8pm
		Water and Foam Party @ Cehegín 9pm
		Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Rihuete, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Saturday 13

Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo del Puerto, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm

Sunday 14
Display of children’s procession floats @ Paseo Poeta Lorenzo Guardiola, Jumilla 11am
		Children’s Parade @ Jumilla 7.30pm
Friday 19		
Free Family Activity ‘Rescue the Time Traveller’ (in English) @ Alhama
		Gymkhana @ Jumilla 5pm
Children’s Magic @ Paseo de Bolnuevo, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm
Saturday 20

Circus @ Cehegín 8pm

Sunday 21

Children’s Musical ‘The History of Walt Disney’ (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10€ 9.30pm (ages 4-12)

Thursday 25

Free Children’s Theatre ‘The Magic Book of Dreams’ (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10pm

Friday 26		

Children’s Magic @ Paseo de la Ermita, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm

Saturday 27

Children’s Puppetry @ Paseo de Rihuete, Pto de Mazarrón 10pm

Sunday 28

Children’s Musical ‘Day of the Dead’ (Spanish) @ Cartagena 10€ 9.30pm
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Our game for June was on the 29th and was to
the Province of Almeria and the course known as
Desert Springs. With parts of the course resembling
the old wild west, many players found the going
tough with long carries off the tees and some very
narrow
and
tight fairways,
resulting
in
lower
than
n o r m a l
scoring.
Our
overall
winner on the
day was Mark
Palmer with 33
points which
also gave him
first place in
Division One,

Mark Palmer
Winner of Division One.psd

At 7.30am on
Monday
4th
July, 28 players,
including
2
new members
and 2 guests,
boarded
the
coach
at
Camposol
bound for Lo
Romero Golf
near Pilar de
la Horidada.
The
course
looked to be
Winner Dave Baxter receiving his
in
beautiful prize from Captain Dave Lynch.psd
condition and
after coffee the

with Mick Shea, paying a rare visit to this division,
in second place with 32 points.
In
Division
Two,
Gary
A h e a r n e
took
first
prize with 28
points closely
followed
by
Phil Leeming
with 27 points.
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Alan Wheeldon with Captain Ken Bateman.psd

Meanwhile
in
Division
Three,
Alan
Division Two
Wheeldon
was
Winner Gary Ahearne.psd
in top spot
with 25 points with Des Locke as runner-up with
24 points.

Our next game is on August 25th at La Serena. If
anyone wants to know more about FOGGS, please
contact us.

7 groups teed
off.

beautiful course, including the island green on the
18th hole.

The
format
for the day
was a Singles
Stableford
Competition
with the usual
prizes
for
Nearest
the
Pin on the Par
3’s. It was the
first time the
Society
had
2nd place Gary Greenfield with
played using
Captain Dave Lynch.psd
the
World
Handicap
System and players’
handicaps were adjusted
using the slope index.

After
an
enjoyable
game and a
beer or two in
the clubhouse,
it was back
on the coach
to return to
Camposol.

The day was hot and
humid
and
several
players made use of the
mobile drinks buggy
having used up all their
own liquids. Several
players took photos
of the stunning views
on the way round this
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Nine players won Nearest the Pin prizes in our
revised competition and 5 players shared the two‘s
money pot.

DAVE MAY

The
higher
handicap
players seemed
to do best on
3rd place Bob Rowe with
the day and
Captain Dave Lynch.psd
the
winner
with 38 points was Dave Baxter. Vice-Captain Gary
Greenfield was second with 37 points and third was
Bob Rose with 36 points.
Nearest the Pin winners were:
Hole 5 Bob Rowe
Hole 7 Mick Drummond
Hole 12 Arthur Anthoney
The prizes were presented the following night by
Captain Dave Lynch at our Presentation Evening
at the Trevi Bar.
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Lo Romero Report
Los Reyes played their July fixture at a new
venue for the society - the impressive Lo Romero
course.
The
game
was
played
in
very
warm
conditions
tempered by
a
pleasant
breeze.
The
members
were
very
impressed by
the
course
and together
with the lovely
weather led
to some very
good scores
with
eleven Division 1 Winner Mark Palmer
p l a y e r s

For the Straight Down the Middle Golf Society
June competition, 30 players travelled to the
stunning course at Lo Romero. Many of those
attending were playing the course for the first
time, and everyone was impressed with what we
found on our arrival.
The
course
itself
is
probably the
closest
that
we have to a
British style
course, with
lush
green
fairways and
quick greens,
but a very
fair
golfing
challenge.
I think the
fact that the
buggies had
touch screen
Winner Section A, Nearest Pin
satellite
Hole 5 & 2’s club - Mick Daly
navigation,
which showed
you exactly how far from the hole your next shot
.psd

scoring over 30 points.

Division 2 Winner Roy Quigley

Mark Palmer
ran
out
winner
of
Division One
with a score
of 33 points,
on countback
from Graham
Booth
on
the
same
score.
Both
Cameron
Dickie
and
Phil Leeming
followed
closely with 32
points.

With an impressive score of 33 points Roy
Quigley won Division Two with Mark Rowe a

was, helped in
many cases.
However,
a
few
players
were caught
out, because
if you strayed
off
the
straight and
narrow and
tried to drive
to your ball,
the
buggy
s t o p p e d
dead
and
reprimanded
Runner Up Section A the
driver!
Gary Greenfield
Our
thanks
go to all the staff of Lo Romero for presenting
the most beautifully manicured course and
great hospitality! After everyone had negotiated
the island green at the 18th, we retired back to
Trevi Bar on Camposol, where the management
treated us to our usual chip butties and
some liquid refreshment, for which we are
tremendously grateful.

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

.psd

close runner up
on 30 points,
but the star of
the show with
38 points was
a guest player,
Colin Walters.
Nearest
the
Pin winners on
the par 3s were
Richard Dixon
Colin
(5th),
Walters
(7th),
Colin Meredith
(12th) and Neil
Macfarlane
(15th).

Nearest The Pin Winners

Our next fixture will be at New Sierra on August
15th.

Results:
Section A
Winner
–
Mick Daly
R u n n e r
Up – Gary
Greenfield
Section B
Winner
–
Drew Stewart
Runner
Up
– Colin Wick
(on
count
back)
Runner Up Section B -

Nearest Pin
Colin Wick
Hole 5 - Mick
Daly
Nearest Pin Hole 15 – Dave Lynch

.psd

2’s Club – Mick Daly & Jim Niblo
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Club de Golf June Competition
Thanks to the 42 golfers who braved the heat
on Wednesday 22nd June in what proved to be
a high scoring and very competitive monthly
qualifier.
Dave 1st Place.psd
The
results:
Congratulations
to all the prize
winners.
1st - 41 points
Dave Plant nice
handicap
adjustment
coming your way
Diddy thanks to
a fabulous putting
performance.
2nd - 38 points
Eugene Toye C/B
3rd - 38 points
Irene Langley C/B
4th - 37 points
Derek “Degsy”
Deegan (beating Pacqui Martinez on count
back).
Longest Ladies’ drive on the 9th was Jean
O’Connor
Longest Men’s drive on the 16th was Steve
Parsons
Nearest the Pin on the 3rd hole was Dennis
Jones, 5th hole Alastair Rae, 11th hole Dave
Spooner, 13th hole Derek Deegan
Thanks to the committee for their help and

At the time of writing this (mid July), the Tour de
France will have one more week to go before
the final and the winner crowned. Many riders
will then be preparing for the next big “Tour”,
La Vuelta de España which starts Friday 19th
August.
21 teams are taking part, but most riders
names are unkown at the moment. One rider
announced is last year’s winner of the same
race, Primoz Roglic. Unfortunately, he crashed
out of the Tour de France, but after recovery,
will line up for another crack at winning the La
Vuelta de España.
It’s impossible to list other riders at present as
teams are relunctant to put out names too far
in advance in case of injuries and also Covid
could put an end to riders taking part.
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support before and on the day. It’s a team effort.
The Clubhouse Golf Committee
Men’s Wednesday 6th July Competition
We played our monthly Texas Scramble
when 28 players took part on another
glorious morning. We decided to play 5% of
the combined average h/cp on the day and
the teams received between 3/4 shots playing
stroke play from the white tees.
Scores on the day were excellent and the
winners were:
1st Team: C Porter, D Smith, G Lovejoy & G
Davies - 66 gross less h/cp 4, net score 62. Not
one bogey on the card great golf chaps!
2nd Team: D Deegan, T Colvin, D Freer & N
Smith 68 gross less 4 h/cp. Score 64.
3rd Team: D Jones, R Lawrenson, S Parsons & M
Henwood 68 gross less 3 h/cp Score 65.

Ladies’ Tuesday Group
Debbie Murray had a ‘Hole in One’ on the 11th
hole whilst playing in a team game on a Tuesday.
Well done Debbie.
Earlier in the week Pete Evans had a ‘Hole in
One’ on the same hole.
Many congratulations to you both.
Karen still
smiling whilst
running in
the Iron Man
Marathon.psd

The greens
are
still
looking good
and the green
staff are doing
a great job on
the
course
despite the
relentless
heat.

Pam Andrew
who regularly
plays golf with
the ladies on
a Tuesday and
her husband
Trevor, who is
the Secretary
of the CGA
Committee, were very proud parents indeed
when their daughter took part in the Iron Man
Challenge. Karen Andrew took 21hrs 40mins
to complete the Open Water Swim of 3.8kms,
a bike ride of 180kms, then ran a Marathon
of 42.2kms. She came 5th in her age grouping.
What a great achievement whilst raising 1,700€
for her chosen charity MABS.

Eugene Toye
CGA Competitions’
Secretary

Camposol Golf Association Dinner Dance
The CGA Committee is in the throes of
organising a Dinner Dance in early September.
More details will follow by email.

Pete’s Hole in
One.psd

Betty Roberts

The heat is with us as always, but with the race
starting this year in the Netherlands it should
be a kinder temperature to welcome the riders.
I remember 5 years ago the start was in
Mallorca and the first day`s time trial started at
10pm as the day temperature was 44 degrees!
For further information and a detailed route
visit www.lavuelta.es. Don’t forget this year
La Vuelta de España passes Alhama, Totana,
Lorca and Mojacar on Wednesday 31st so if
you’re keen to see what all the excitement is
about, get yourself and family or friends to any
of these locations and make a day of it, either
with lunch or by exploring these beautiful
Towns
In next month’s issue I’ll give a short overview
on the first few days race
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The main news to come out of Mazarrón FC
during the closed season was that they had
been suspended indefinitely for non-payment
of some contractual payments to players. The
Denuncia was issued by the Spanish Players
Union which had identified those clubs in the
Murcia Region who had not satisfied their
financial obligations to players by 30th June
which is the date contracts expire.
About twenty clubs in the Tercera Division
were named, including two more in our
region, CD Bullense and Racing Murcia.
Fortunately, the person in charge of legal
affairs at the Murcia Federation, Salvador
Rincon explained shortly afterwards that
both Bullense and Mazarrón had resolved
these complaints and will be able to compete
next season without any problem. Racing
Murcia’s problems had not yet been solved
at the time of writing, but they had until 31st
July to comply with the regulations.
Mazarrón FC will be looking to appoint a
new manager following relegation to the
Preferente Autonomica and the departure of
David Bascunana. It is understood that there
are three candidates for the position which
should be resolved very shortly. The only
known departure from last year’s squad at
the time of going to press is central defender
Gaston who has joined Alcantarilla, although
others are sure to follow.

relegation. He thanked the three members
of the Executive Committee who had stood
down during the year; Keith Salter, Alison
Golding and Steve Barrow. Mr Perks also
welcomed Russell McMillan to the Executive
Committee. Russell agreed to become
Membership Secretary in place of Steve
Barrow.

June. Allan was an active member of Los
Amigos for a number of years and took an
active part in many of our social activities as
well as supporting Mazarrón FC. Allan had a
great sense of humour and will be missed by
many. His funeral took place at the Tanatorio
Estavisa in Mazarrón on 28th June

Membership renewals are due on 1st August
and last for twelve months. Membership
is €20 and members and a partner will be
entitled to discount on coach travel to away
games and to all Los Amigos social activities.
The only stipulation is that members only
are allowed to attend the monthly business
meetings.
Members and friends enjoyed a great night
out at Bar Velasquez in Mazarrón on Friday
8th July. An excellent meal was washed down
with copious amount of beer and wine, taking
advantage of the coach which was provided
to carry members to and from the venue. To
complete the evening there was a live band,
Still in The Groove, which added to a most
enjoyable evening which we hope to repeat in
the near future.
We will be re-introducing our President’s
Ball which was suspended during Covid. This
will take place at The Club House, Camposol,
on Friday 14th October. There will be a platter
meal on each table and a live band Skyfall
will be providing the musical entertainment.
Skyfall is a four-piece rock and roll band from
Almeria who have not appeared in the area
before. Tickets, including food will be €12.50,
so please email janperks1@gmail.com as
soon as possible to avoid disappointment.

Allan Jones

Our Facebook page will keep members and
supporters updated throughout the closed
season with news of new signings, preseason games, next year’s season ticket prices
and the fixtures for next season when they
become available.

Los Amigos lost one of its former members
Allan Jones who passed away suddenly in

Gaston

Pre-season training began in early July with
a number of trialists involved and details of
players registered for the 2022/23 season
should be announced by the end of July,
together with admission and season ticket
prices.
The Los Amigos de Mazarrón FC AGM
was held at Mariano’s Bar and Restaurant
on Camposol A on Thursday 23rd June.
President Dave Perks welcomed members to
the meeting and gave his views on the season
which had just ended disappointingly with

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com
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PUZZLE ANSWERS
Boggle Answers:
9 LETTER WORD
CONSTRUCT
crocs
scorn
torcs
trots
corn
cost
cots
croc
cuts

82

orcs
orts
rocs
rots
sort
torc
torn
tort
trot
con
cos

www.costacalidachronicle.com

cot

Answers to Kiddies Corner quiz
1. Eight

9. Protein
10. Smell

cut

2. The Moon

nor

3. A Gas

not

4. Limbs

orc

5. Leaf

13. Butter, Sugar, Flour, Eggs,
Baking powder

6. 100%

14. Vegetarian

7. Heart

15. Vegan

ort
roc
rot
son

11. Cow
12. Pig

8. Steam

ton
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CLASSIFIEDS
BOXED CLASSIFIEDS - 10€
To Place a Boxed Advert:
Please
email
costacalidachronicle@
gmail.com putting boxed classified advert
in the subject box.
Volunteers made welcome at
“B” Clean Gardening Group.
Contact us via our Facebook Page
“B Clean” Community Gardening.
If you would like to help, you can call Colin on
727 770 944 or Jim on 603 350 402

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Alternatively you can call us on 619 199
407 or call in to our office
Tuesdays 10am-2pm
Wednesdays 1.30-5.30pm
Thursdays 10am-2pm (by appointment
only on Thursdays)
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Advertisers Directory

Page numbers are in black

Cleaning:
Oven Cleaning Specialist (68) 635 750 752

Hairdressers & Barbers:

Computer Repairs/Sales/Servicing:
Alex Woods (14)
696 667 182

Puerto Pelo (67)

602 453 166

The Beauty Palace (77)

968 971 828

Colin’s Barbers @ The Beauty Palace (77)

Accountants:

968 971 828

Corral Associates (30)

968 078 754

Legal View (49)

968 332 058

MM Expat Solutions (69)

615 100 915

Xerxes Tax & Law Firm (45)

968 006 087

Airport Parking:
Airpark Murcia (13)

The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon (65)
Doctors:

617 646 147

Caser Residencial (15)

968 842 262

The Salon & Salon 2 (65)

691 916 717

Doctors on Call (24)

675 054 782

Top2Toe (67)

711 025 016

Health & Beauty:
Cambridge 1:1 Diet (67)

673 162 695

Caser Residencial (15)

968 842 262

618 806 989
Electricians & Electricals

Architects:
Martinez de la Casa (9)

665 810 411

Multiservicios (31)
TJ Electricals (43)

618 783 709
868 181 121

Bars, Cafés & Restaurants:
Ana’s Café Bar (59)

699 060 472

Astronomy Tours (12)

623 140 902

La Granja Restaurant (71)

610 816 875

Harlequin Rock Choir (72)

654 411 974

Doctors on Call (24)
675 054 782
Healthy H20 (69)
666 302 987
Ozeanesafe Drinking Water (45)
691 024 400

Boston Bistro (19)

604 428 041

Helping Hands (23)

634 456 701

Puerto Pelo (67)

602 453 166

Cafeteria Plaza (29)

968 705 406

Spangles (73) info@spangleschorus.com

The Beauty Palace (77)

968 971 828

Cerveceria La Caleta (21)

968 594 625

Golf Delux (87)

Entertainment/Leisure:

968 584 221

La Herradura Restaurante (35) 656 264 514
Restaurante Gran Mundo (55) 968 595 388
The Old Market Tavern (73)

968 154 330

Viggos (71)

968 154 102

Blinds - Repairs & Made to Measure
Brian Jones (37)

646 705 021

Curtain Call (25)

616 240 171

Alan Eustace (Dehumidification Service)
(81)
609 265 899
646 705 021

C & G Fabrications (13)
966 764 730
Colour Glass Window Tint (13)695 768 134
Handyman Builder (44)
602 643 436
Kevin’s Flyscreens (31)
650 662 579
The Red Square Group (43)
634 959 183
Woodworks Direct (45)
684 410 324
Cars Sales/Mechanics/Services/Spares:
Car Registrations Spain (5)

617 646 147

Blacktower Financial Management (61)
Office
968 187 331
Keith
657 684 094
Currencies Direct (69)
968 976 383

The Salon & Salon 2 (65)

691 916 717

Top2Toe (67)

711 025 016

Heating & Aircon:
Camposol Heating & Maintenance (9)

Funeral Plans:

968 199 184

ASSSA (21)
Los Alcazares

968 574 459

Pto de Mazarrón

968 153 396

Multiservicios (31)

618 783 709

TJ Electricals (43)
Workking (55)

868 181 121
658 302 689

English Funeral Director (59) 650 631 719

Builders/Building Services:

Brian Jones (37)

The Loft Hair & Beauty Salon (65)
Finance:

Ibex Insurance (25)

968 595 945

Insurance:
ASSSA (21)

Furniture/Home Furnishings:
Catharina Interior y Deco (14) 644 070 911

Los Alcazares

968 574 459

Pto de Mazarrón

968 153 396

Curtain Call (25)

616 240 171

Ibex (25)

DFS (17)

968 334 194

Natalia Filbee Insurance (59) 669 075 157

Furniture Plus (11)

968 153 907

Kruger Canopies (37)

968 971 854

Oceans Outdoor Furniture (88)

Internet Services/Internet Cafés:
Compusurf (77)

968 970 666

Cartagena

868 813 094

IPhone Repairs (21)

663 675 502

San Javier

672 209 192

Telecable (41)

711 001 721

Camposol

968 171 144

Los Alcazares

868 170 700

Car Solutions Mar Menor (5) 868 990 576

Gardening:

El Valle Autodesguace (36)

Anchor Landscapes (30)

622 648 038

Ken Sherwood Mechanic (36) 679 646 859

Jardineria El Milagro (48)

610 949 595

Kwik Fix (7)

634 317 310

Kitchens/Bathrooms:

Multiservicios (31)

618 783 709

Specialist Vehicles SL (83)

968 146 158

Workking (55)

Watermaid (35)

646 705 088

968 630 600

968 595 945

658 302 689

Legal Services:
Car Solutions Mar Menor SL (5)
868 990 576
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Corral Associates (30)

968 078 754

Spaindinavia (79)

643 414 664

Costa Cálida Property Serv (47)
968 199 251
Ferrandez (55)

Costa Cálida Property Serv (47)

Removals & Storage:
Lord’s Removals (85)

Cartagena

968 521 008

Hacienda del Alamo

968 157 326

Gestoria Carvajal (37/60) 9

68 154 045

Translation/Hospital Appointments
Alex Woods (14)
696 667 182
968 199 251

608 061 872
MM Expat Solutions (69)

615 100 915

Repairs:
Repair-It (85)

646 705 403

Legal View (49)

968 332 058

MM Expat Solutions (69)

615 100 915

Residential Care Centre:

Natalia Filbee (59)

669 075 157

Caser Residencial (15)

968 842 262

TV & Satellite:
Compusurf (77)

968 970 666

IPhone Repairs (21)

663 675 502

Rainbow Satellites (6)

686 358 475

Telecable (41)

Professional & Legal Solutions (7)
Pto de Mazarrón

968 595 826

Retail Outlets:

La Manga

968 175 552

Arivic (15)

Camposol
968 631 262

Los Alcazares
Web TV (69)

968 171 144
868 170 700
647 424 430

Spanish Number Plates (79)

966 753 375

Catharina Interior y Deco (14) 644 070 911

Xerxes Tax & Law Firm (45)

968 006 087

DFS (17)

968 334 194

Furniture Plus (11)

968 482 456

Veterinary Clinics:

Keysmar (81)

968 596 186

Clinica Veterinaria Sur Este, Pilar de la
Horadada (16)
965 352 438

Locksmiths:
Alan Eustace Locksmith (81)

609 265 899

LuzSolar (31)

618 783 709

Arivic (15)

968 631 262

TJ Electricals (43)

868 181 121

Keysmar (81)

968 596 186
Security:

Outdoor Living:

Arivic (15)

968 631 262

Catharina Interior y Deco (14) 644 070 911

Alan Eustace Locksmith (81)

609 265 899

Curtain Call (25)

616 240 171

C & G Fabrications (13)

966 764 730

DFS (17)

968 334 194

Erik’s Metal Works (61)

636 050 008

Furniture Plus (11)

968 482 456

The Forge (8)

618 963 958

Kruger Canopies (37)

968 971 854

Keysmar (81)

968 596 186

Oceans Outdoor Furniture (88)
Cartagena

868 813 094

Solar Power:

San Javier

672 209 192

LuzSolar (31)

618 783 709

Woodworks Direct (45)

684 410 324

Solar Directa (8)
Workking (55)

659 315 130
658 302 689

Painting and Decorating:
Pinturas Acosta (60)

626 960 354

Spas & Hot Tubs:
Eurospas (3)

650 722 905

Plumbers:
Brian Jones (37)

646 705 021
968 199 184

Astronomy Tours (12)
Golf Delux (87)
Sunflight Aviation (43)

968 653 424

Swimming Pool Construction/

Camposol Heating & Maintenance (24)

Printing & Design:
Entorno Grafico (27)

Property Rentals/Management/
Maintenance:
Another World Properties (39) 968 592 679
Spaindinavia (79)

643 414 664

The Red Square Group (43)

634 959 183

Property Sales/Purchases:
Another World Properties (39) 968 592 679
Blue Med Invest (2)

Sport & Leisure:

Maintenance/Repairs:
Köhn Pool Service (70)

626 684 979

The Red Square Group (43)

634 959 183

Watermaid (35)

646 705 088

Telephone/Mobile/Providers/Repairs
Compusurf (77)

968 970 666

Iphone Repairs (21)

663 675 502

Telecable (41)

68 595 684

Camposol Property Sales (9) 631 484 511
Filbees Real Estate (59)

868 058 750

Prime Property Murcia (44)

868 580 320

623 140 902
968 584 221
634 313 972

costacalidachronicle@gmail.com

Camposol

968 171 144

Los Alcazares

868 170 700
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Firstly a plea
for Nana, one
of the worst
cruelty cases
we
have
had to deal
with. Nana
was
found
on the street
with her ears
and her tail
hacked
off,
also with a
broken
hip
and a swollen
spleen.
It’s
been touch and go to save her - Happy Pets
are doing a fantastic job, but her care is still
ongoing. We can’t tell you how sad and very
angry we are that some sub human could
treat this poor girl like this. If you would like
to make a donation for Nana you can either
pop it into Happy Pets or via our PayPal which
is NA1Treasurer@gmail.com Thank you in
advance, we know how much you care.

are coming up to 12 weeks old and are now
fully vaccinated. These are part Mastine so
will be big dogs and training will be essential.

be that pup’s mum. All four safely rescued and
the pup that never made it was cremated by
us.
JOE, FREYA AND BOBBIE are still available
from the eight puppies we rescued last month
after their mum was shot by a farmer. They

NOW it’s puppy time! We’ve had so many dogs
and puppies come to us this month and here
are some that will be looking for homes:
HARRIET AND HARVEY dumped on the
campo with their mum in a plastic sack at one
day old with another puppy, a little older and
also in a sack, which sadly couldn’t get out
and died. There was another dog, believed to

Pigeon Watching
During the lock-down of 2020 in Spain
caused by the Corona Virus or Covid 19 as
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We have so many dogs now in our care that
are always looking for forever homes or foster
carers. Please contact Jane on 602 653 639
or message our Facebook page NoahsArc
Mazarrón or email janenahoming@gmail.
com
Donations to our Camposol shop that require
collection please call us to arrange. We
are grateful for all donations and for all the
volunteers in our shops and at the kennels.
Feel free to message or call if you are interested
in joining our wonderful team.

Actually, we quite liked the fact that people
were forced to up-their-game in terms of
personal hygiene and actually wash their
hands before sharing their germs with other
people. Don’t get me started on people not
washing their hands after going to a public
loo, or sneezing into the air without a tissue
or hanky! I just cannot cope. What will the
next generation do if this one ignores basic
hygiene and doesn’t learn from its mistakes?
And breathe! As a positive result we enjoyed
two years of no colds, flu or any other affliction
normally contracted by circulating with the
world and his wife.

rules. We were left with arguably quite
an insular life which included “Pigeon
Watching” as our resident two pairs of
Pigeons in our garden ignored the lock-down
and continued their lives in blissful ignorance.
One day we were watching the Pigeons and
realised that actually they were also watching
us. Their lock-down world was “People
Watching” and we were the subjects. How
things turn around. A bit like the expression,
“He chased her until she caught him” and “I
will let you find me, says the LORD”, Jeremiah
29 v 14. Turn your life around and he will “let
you find Him”.
REMEMBER We are now HYBRID!
You can join us on Zoom any Sunday Morning
At 11am Spanish Time and 10am UK Time.
Or come along to our house and join us there
in person, just 20 minutes from Camposol,
Alhama and Fuente Alamo and 30 minutes
from Puerto de Mazarrón. Give Ken a call
for directions…..A worship service with a
difference.

As we were not allowed visitors during this
period and unlike people in the UK, Boris
included, in Spain we actually obeyed the

ZOOM ID 858 0435 5966 and THE
PASSWORD is Sharing (Note, a capital ‘S’)
All are really welcome. Feel free.

it was called, we were quite comfortable in
the sense that we worked online and kept
our local excursions to a minimum. We were,
of course, always washing our hands and
disinfecting whenever we mixed with the
general populous. Carol was being treated for
cancer during this period so that was an issue
in itself.
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